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iojcwooto: si. ng)o. careen], 6><&>. ogg. (oo®a&

(ajH-wag-Jg acroosplejos.1! crosuacsaaa, cna^aaa-o,

oca. SaJoOo c^Sj^ocyQj'lac’rbo ana smasrolasjlsjo onjocb^aslsjcaagnl 
oolapjoal oiA^.eaoeJo SoJacmlcBcro asMSPlejoslaCo, asOsram
1962 ®6nt>mana<8wro)o§^s6 (@a_!°l§,«s)aoaD aaajoosoa” eaaba-isoaractbo aiseoia 
§£js6 aJeJOjlcD enjtaol^g&B o s^otsbb^o cruaolsjaaenSOTiocaO aJtTrOfoljsfflcrTO.

^spIsyoto) 9 QaToajBCJojasagl'ab 16 ojo'io t;®b:>, a®<eso, aajgg wOsjaocaO 
aJ5mt)5>a2)§!9aOC(b cwacvlaaawi rolajaAob aoaolmlglaTw^erro". ^soBlam 
oooo^ayngntoq^om oJoaooDSBBS as olyaDicusml ©au^° QaaroasBOo^Ao 
^®^@lsaa®jg^CTjs^sr|ae^WJ-r)gqij. ^soa® erwcfl®^ 3^ ajao£>m6t5ECo 
o-Jamla^aaaob cruaculuao®® col am6 jb saaOTaoconadtoasnsq S al
6^0anejaoa»1jSBQJ0^oo^ ®roag>nsjoana,o0__l2poaa207Bo aic^baarffio 

—1twaatroam aJsrola^al^jafflas) cogotrolto'lj^.ftQjgBnD". ^ssiBlaao ajaaocoarBOo olsgj 
^®-a^aa(O)a2)l§l®l^(TOs®aa06)sro(ra a®aslaja§_l&Oo s^ob1^S2?qjo<?o, cocto 

§.as a_ic9®sb ajsromlagjcnoo, QipobcnssiBDo ^ajelaaD cfelstro roOTl^saJOc&amffi/l.-ro 

®>s5BOot06S5TO)(OQjoerI.TOjar)agj(TOO} cruasceaoeb ^>1. soJaOo srognjacijajlarD cwa°l 
a-Jldsadhoyoano” eaj6n§a«y>moiaa5nou mao-isl. croosnjowl^ agsml^crb (sro®^ 

<a>®<ftOo<fis ©cnoo oaajslsajoejoasxooaogg nvomocojasjoB aaejoosos" s&odig-] 
soaaacrf) aascns“a£anbQ,‘' cEbosmlrfaaa-raalgj.

a-Jsroalgja.nraj^s^OBnsoano0 olgajcrntba^u^jlssoourmacfficm ojaso spjqo aajpgg 

tmocoj aomaajmmo .ftasml^a^osn? stowed sro.ajcbcfis a^y^da.^sreaaul. .aaasroo, 
42 s<aoj@a(oc$gg ©m Qjaar>aoo 17 aacroa.OTJ) ajsmlaaasr^ma^o 10000®^ 
oJcOo (a-isjilcnacffllBsrojqsbaJroo) crucnjasl^l^asnscno dbsrodasggwiasrro0.

aoWlajaalfb^as^o ((rpai&'Wo^o aaarxolmacwl maocyW-sb 
so-iaejo 5000®ba-J®o aaajoosog” s.&atbg_jeoa±!ao iblsl^l^sn't". 80 s
entaj(o®b 75 ssnicuaD s&Q4©a<o<ggg®o5no“ ^aj«Bas 40 QJaaocneoBS 0, tsroaaaa 

en? 42 ssrrti QjaaocrxOTolaoAo cwcnjaejo ©t® ojaaocoOToilacrbo croaac/arol crocaja 
(ajaas/l o^asboso <a5TD6eaacsacTma5)l;3b acoiool^. agjcmaciuyocab, 5000 X 40 
= 2,00000 (oer^eJtMJo sag-pa) s®asrol^ejlaiaaaOsb taairajo sa0(bg_j 
eoaaaaabo aaJ§l®)l®b a-oJcmsjiJcbcml^0. ecno^sl QjlcraB'Wl^aiob aacroo

P. T. O.



oa®oc/a®rl 12000*- fficEbo(b^eo<mro (BiSBoai>aj6n@o<m1§6r^. 1g ojooo

mscEg-o g® cfeo^naigwO <jb ol^cwcb ajiicgllsjorroagjsai'lob ^slswoob 40000*- 
(mogJ®2coocwn!®o sag-fl*) S® airaaascDOTrolsboolcno *oqjqj®3o. ag)omo«jbsa_Jo 

ajo s®o™2;^™2®O:n ®®1 ib aonuaro;2?jb 10000*- («-i<®<lcnaayrl®o) <bydooob3CO> 
mocw i goojebces cS^glayl^Tn^". go® *coj<Drlc^as a@TD36nj”g03aa°a2>crbo" ,.a_!o<b®aO 

(oacnjgj o, qjos* owajocarxj) o^ajelacn ao_!®3o--fl-oj *0600*1 .ajoejo coagjoas ®>* 
cruetUQBlceaocrb a® (gjcwocrucucOagjcno *g^aaJogamoi>8nJoejo cromarOdBeaacrro 

sraeraBOoifiaog^osno0.

sob aj®Tm:crLio<l®2®/l°Jo5no“, ojemaljjo'.uobqj0 oJosraKg go.u® actsosOaio 
&!*©& * ojgglg-flo^ rocmT^ODScescYn^0. (ffro^sDcyglsm'l^o Qjg’g-jglsm'lcigao 
aiO odscSstd aroiosOaiogn*,^ o (cryo*cmo®3o a® (®®;u3J0crbcw“ eoJoaO^offib acra 

assjcrojaolcoaoaDl sro us®o§ ao_!®ffloa*ca>o6no'J go® *auoDrl aoGoo^aaabolaabo 
agjos.

aaaioosos" s*3ig_j®6amo ®arrbo 40®OT0sm*l*So 9 sg*a<:(®^O'lsiej 

a®os>rlaj3ggrl*&.63s ®ro u*oot6CB8 Obag_!ascq?g53 sdjobdjsneauoas) rooab qjOoosbo 

aTOcmosno" igcO. sn_joOo ®®5oj3oj 2—12—68-«ai da^Qejo (sroauO^OTiaDaaffla^o 
ccyCTn'lsDfficnc^o (BYOolaDn^jIggg®0. <ao®j®sro>3<ob (otA oro.snjocij acmosOaiogO 

<a>Cb<ee scnog’lacTOocTTOo ajob^gQ ac&ogtoroHg'lgj. go® ojoocicd6?jb§.o ®ra®0aaj ®ot>o 
sOaJogOc&asjtajo ^gjaocsw: ecaoibg-JGOaaaciOo ®ro£soeiB^“ moagg scrroo (gjc^o

^ajOaaogeaab, ajsroOaJocQwsb, (3ro.gjsd9e>cosa_!s'l goacwgjao 1962 
^smlaosaa.^o s&ocba-jGo.iMcoosno agjaoosgg) mstorolsa-ioiBom^". n^cmlgosno", 

3Lj®Tm:cmo9r®rlTj4<ra, da>g0Bo®rl3j®ro)r)®b caOserro ao-JOffllsyom araioffleJogOcfe

§.as ojaj^®motear| (Broailas^o §a yjOasc^o GoJoc&onb ajoo^omg“. u/Wa 
®o coOojraro) *3rl cogjco/lcoagjcno caroaja® 2.6m<fa«yrorlc9eQjocrb siksssbOo go® orocu 

<w®o 2^saooOTO^a<£bogs50ffi!.
go6iTBrlam go™ r®®2rmw,'4®jaajg :fa^rrri2j" a^oocijo ousPeSaeflaorooca) 

aaDosOaJogOlc&gJ o (creoacffiQ®fflo6nD". goo)“ o®gjo eolsyaasBCtocfieo cals’^cus’cSasffBOo 

<96'0 ag)®/]®3CQ) a®3 ODSaJS'lOMSrKO.

ga cmn2.®>rlco®)1ag.rl ob, s&ocbg-jGOaasacrbo ^fflgaaoosa-jslftag, cocMiO 
®®w)ocQ)rl ^a^ST^wO-Qja-aosfgo, a®>3sOaj3<hr)fe(353 3§ cn’lOTOa.a-i^ooDQja® ooOi 

qy m^ceacTOarOcTOfflsceO OTsarolaOTSoca) a® (o-jscaaaogsmo ®i©®o@rls<8®6ns@“ orocoO 

oj :®jEoaDTwrolixwnBl-flamro.

S® fe)?®0 6)®)33>'laiogLrlA>ag.a^o acrroea-isaej snjoauldasom (g-jOTaoGno". 

®ro 2®*36rw”, aoo,” a^aoeljijstmQjj^jorruOTBS o go® cruaBtbgcowil d> asoonaojj^j 

aaMsOaJogO&Oo agjGc&oo-O^y cjsmnogajasmaacno gKRSOBOb sroejtbraiLOdaecro. sr® 

6BB3.as cru8aooB®cnj&ciajscr>ca$g.ogo, ®ro®0aaj ®rDoCO6m3sg.3§o go® d&>og]®r®0®t> 

cnHaJaJaasgceasmaacnD sr®6ui32b culoolcroffloca)1! (grogjcbffiirOifiscrra.

oj'lscjDoDorb,

©*0^8, S'!. a®o. CST06D4,
11—12—1963) cwljgjgo'l, a&s^lcrb saJstbsf dhotbscoo sejmrb agsrolcwcrb. 

sajmxb (543^“, ac^O-s/l-^-



HIND MAZDOOR SABHA
26-2185

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

(Affiliated to International Confederation of Free Trade Unions) 
President :

Basawan Sinha

General Secretary :
Manohar G. kotwal

Secretaries :
Ram Desai
Paritosh Banarjee 

Treasurer : 
K. A. Khan

Ref D 13
The General Secretary 
All India Trade, 
Union Congress, 
5-E Jhandewalan, 
Rani Jhansi Road, 
New Delhi.
Dear Comrade,

Sub: Proposal to Convene all-India 
Conference to discuss problems 
relating to revision of consumer 
Price indices, D. A. and bonus.

I am refering to your letter dated 18th November 1963, 
received in my office on 29th November, 1963, in the above 
connection.

You may be aware that Hind Mazdoor Sabha has already 
started nationwide agitation on the above issue at both 
local and state levels. In Bombay particularly a big conference 
attended by about 10,000 worker delegates from all over 
Maharashtra, was held jointly by HMS and Hind Mazdoor Panchayat. 
Further possibility of a nationwide action is also not ruled 
out. This will however be decided by our General Council 
which is scheduled to meet early next month. While thanking 
you for the invitation to join the conference convened by you 
I have to state that HMS cannot join. It is the policy of the 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha not to have any joint front with your 
organisation for various reasons known to you.

Telegrams 
hindmazdur-bombay

Nagindas Chambers, 
167, P, D'Mello Road. 
BOMBAAY I (India)

December 11, 1963.

With greetings,



ON LIFTING OF THE EMERGENCY

This a-4 Conference of Trade Unions

^g®5
noon the Government of India to lif^L immediately the 

•Emergency proclaimed last year• It is universally 
admitted that conditions in the country today are such 
that the Emergency has practically ceased to exist 
except in name. Under these conditions, continuation 
of the Emergency has degenerated into just a weapon to 
be used against the working class and democratic movement 
rather than being used against the activities or anti

social vested interests.

This Conference, therefore, demands the 
immediate lifting of the,'Emergency and restoration of 

democratic rights in the country.
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Dange emphasised the need for a minimum bonus 

of profit and loss. He appreciated the feelings of many 

unions wkiKkxxxyxXkxtxttaxxxsEirt which have demanded that the 

report of the Bonus Commission should be published early. 

’’Trade unions will have to struggle hard even to force the 

employers to imnlement the recommendations of the Bonus .

Comm ission,” he said.

Dange stressed the need to intensify the campaign for 

nationalisation of banks, oil and sugar industries, export- 

import trade, with a view to mobilise the resources ior 

national development. Trade unions have to play a prominent 

part in mobilising public opinion behind these slogans.

’‘Without an all-India action of the workers, employers and 

the government will not come to senses and hence the working 

class h_.s to prepare for it. The strike of August 20 in Bombas 

has shown that such an action is necessary and feasible,.”

Dange concluded his report by emphasising the need for 

building TU unity behind these slogans. '“No working class action 

will be successful unless we build unity from below.”

The members of the Gene al Council while supporting the 

main formulations of the Report narrated the experiences in their 

States. Comrades pointed out the growing discontent among 

workers in every State and stressed the need for concerted ■ 

action. The Report of the General Secretary was adopted 

after discussion.

The General Council at the commencement of the 

meeting adopted condolence resolutions on the sad demise of 

S.Guruswamy, former President, AIRF$ Suresh Saxena of Bank 

Employees Union, M.V.Varpey, leading worker of Nagar, as 

well as Dr.Saifuddin Kltchlew, Baba Khardk Singh, Sardar 

Panikkar, Chief Minister Kannamwar and five military officers 

who died in the helicopter crash.

The General Council by a resolution directed unions to 
20 

observe/December Xk as Solidarity with Vietnam Day.



AITUC GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING

The General Council of the AITUC which met at Bombay 

on 12-13 December unanimously adopted the Charter of 

Minimum Demands which was later submitted to the Conference 

on D.A., Bonus and Nationalisation. S.S.Mirajkar, 

President, AITUC, presided over the meeting.

S.A.Dange, General Secretary. AITUC, briefly reviewed 

the developments in the country since the last General 

Council meeting. He pointed out that the bottlenecks of the 

plan were the results of the policy followed by the 

bourgeoisie and the M changing these policies.

Dange sharply criticised the taxation policy of the 

Gove rumen z and the CDS which evoked tremendous discontent 

among the wooers. He said:

’•The Great March resulted in repealing the CDS and 

modification of the Gold Control Order. It also had thrown 

overboard the Ministers who were responsible for these 

measures. But the policy of taxation is still there and 

we have to defeat that policy with all the strength 

in our hands.”

He referred to the rising level of prices and castigated 

the Government for its faillire to hold the price line.

"When the Government has violated the provisions of the 

Industrial Truce Resolution, how can it insist that others 

xixE should follow it?”, he asked.

The fraudulent index has deprived lakhs of workers of « 
their rightful D.A. and employers were benefitted to the 

tune of crores of rupees. The Bombay workers have exposed 

the fraud thoroughly and unions In other centres are also 

coming forward to point out the glaring inaccuracies of 

the indices in their centres.

Dange continued: ’’The struggle for D.A. is now 

acquiring an all-India character. To correct the present 

index and link the D.A. with the index wherever it is not 

so linked have become one of the key slogans today.”
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AITUC GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 
(Bombay, 12-13 Dec. 1963)

A NOTE ON STRUGGLES 
(April 1963 to November 1963)

BARAUNI REFINERY STRIKE - From April 15, ten thousand workers 
of the Barauni oil refinery and the contractors struck work 
protesting against the policy of discrimination by Bihar Government s 
Labour Department against AITUC and refusal by management^ to 
consider workers' demands.. 50 leading workers of the.AITUC 
at Barauni were arrested. In one of the contractor firms, Bridge 
& Roof, the INTUC union brought the workers out by mass 
resignations after which settlement was reached with the INTUC 
union. The strike continued till May 5. On April 22, police 
had resorted to firing tear gas shells to disperse striking workers.

GOA WORKERS' STRIKE ON MAY DAY - Demanding holiday on May Day, 
the port and dock and other workers of Goa struck work on May 1. 
The workers joined in a big rally held on May Day which was 
addressed by Com.S.A.Dange, General Secretary, AITUC.

KOLAR GOLD MINES - Section of workers in Kolar Gold Fields 
struck work on April 7 protesting against the arbitrary proposal 
of the management to stop Sunday work of the sanitary staff. 
The strike lasted two days.

RALLY FOR NATIONALISATION AND AGAINST TAXATION - At the call 
of the AITUC General Council, "Nationalisation Day" was observed 
in most of the industrial centres on May 27.

RAJHARA IRON ORE MINERS' DEMONSTRATION - Following a demons
tration by about a thousand workers in Rajhara iron mines (Bhilai 
project), on May 16, retrenchment orders on 21 workers were 
withdrawn by the management.

STRIKE IN LUMMUS CO. - About 700 workers of Lummus Co./,”- 
engineering contractors, at the construction site near Bareilly 
struck work in the second week of April demanding higher wages, 
retrenchment compensation, etc.

GOA DOCK STRIKE - Four thousand dock workers in Goa went on 
a 12-day strike in May-June 1963, protesting against the introduc
tion of the pool scheme and apprehended retrenchment. 204 workers 
were arrested. A settlement was reached on June 3.

BHADUA COLLIERY STRIKE - Six hundred workers of Bhadua.colliery 
in Bihar went on strike for 8 days, ending 30th May. The union 
wanted continuance of facility of 50/ higher rate than normal 
fixed by the LAT.

FIRING ON BARAUNI WORKERS - Police resorted to firing, on 
Barauni oil refinery workers on June 16. Two workers were Killen 
and many were injured. The aITUC demanded a judicial inquiry.

WO MILL WORKERS STRUGGLE - Protesting against an agreement 
on workload the management signed with the HMS union, the wor ers 
nf B&C Mills. Madras, went on stay-in-strime on June 11. The

noffpmPnt thereafter declared a lock-out. The workers struggle 
^ZrtedbY the AITUC and INTUC. After the State Government's 

Intervention She“Inagement lifted the look-out on June 21.



BOMBAY PORT FLOTILLA CREW ON STRIKE ~ 1800 o 
Flotilla Crew went on strike on June 26 to.;mo.in 6 
wage dispute to adjudication. The Port nust x _ 
- 180 in all - were on strike since June -o 
called off on June 27 following the intervention 
Transport Minister.

the 
refer

strikes war
>f the Union

Port 
' their

PAY STRIKES AGAINST C.D.S. - Workers in majority of the-textile 
mills in Bombay, press workers, petroleum workers ^na 
workers resorted to a Pay Strike in protest agamst x 
pay day in July. In Calcutta also, workers of benl 
Braithwaite, tramways, Reckit Coleman, India ^Ruoo ;i , - - 5
Garden Reach workshops and in several other lactones, pay 
strikes were organised. Eighty per cent oj tne worms ( 
Singareni collieries in Andhra Pradesh refused to accei 
on July 12 in protest against CDS. About ten thousand 
Amritsar, in textile, light engineering and embroidery
also went on pay strike

on

workers in

of BhiwaniSTRIKE IN BHIWANI TEXTILE MILLS - Textile.workers 
went on strike for 23 days in June-July demanding imp-L 
of the Textile Wage Board's recommendations. The strike was ca 
off after the Punjab Government invoked powers under the Detente 
of India Rules to implement the wage increase of Rs.8 per rnonu.i, 
as the Wage Board had recommended.

STRIKE IN HUTTI GOLD MINES - About two thousand workers in 
Hutti gold mines went on strike from July 8 to 17 demanding 
arbitration over disputes .relating to D.A. , bonus, over time wages, 
etc. There was severe police repression and several workers . 
were arrested. The strike was withdrawn on the assurance on ici_.ll,> 
given that police cases would be withdrawn, there would be no 
victimisation and that the D.A. would be increased when tne 
financial difficulties of the company are resolved.

STRIKE IN GUJARAT INDUSTRIES, BOMBAY - Five hundred workers; 
of Gujarat Industries, Bombay (manufacturers of pens? went on 
strike from June 25 demanding reinstatement of 18 workers.who 
were victimised by management for participation in-an earlier 
strike in April. The strike was called off on July 28.

BOMBAY MUNICIPAL WORKERS' STRIKE - About 30,000 municipal 
workers in Bombay went on strike from August 11 to 21, demanding 
25 per cent rise in D.A. About 23,000 workers of the Bombay 
Electric Supply and Transport Undertaking also joined the 
strike on August 17.

"BOMBAY BANDH" - AUGUST 20. Bombay City was shut down by
the general strike of August 20, against the high prices, the taxes 
and CDS and against government policies benefitting the profiteers 
and monopolists.

There were in July-August strikes in Sankey Electricals, 
Bombay and by saloon -workers.

BHILAI WORKERS' DEMONSTRATION - About 15,000 workerd 
demonstrated in Bhilai on August 11, demanding T.U. rights 
and reinstatement of victimised workers, and speedy settlement 
of workers' pending demands.

AMBALA AGITATION AGAINST VICTIMISATION- AND C.D.S. - Joint 
Secretary of the MES Workers Union, in Ambala, went on hunger strife 
on August 21, protesting against victimisation and CDS. He and 
four other workers were arrested under DIR. The wife of the 
Secretary of the union was also arrested by the police.

KEYMORE CEMENT WO RIERS STRIKE - Led by the INTUC, the cement 
workers of Keymore (M.P.) went on strike for ten days from 22 Augus 
The strike was withdrawn after the disputes about wago increments, 
etc., were referred to a Conciliation Board.
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STRIKE IN BIRL.J S STAPLE EURE FACTORY - Over 1500 workers 
in Birla's staple fibre factory near Calcutta went on strike on 
August 20, protesting against the repressive policies of the 
management.

GREAT PETITION AND M^RCH TO PARLIAMENT - SEPT. 13 - The 
biggest ever demonstration seen in the Capital City was the 
March to Parliament on September 13, to present the Great 
Petition signed by a crore of people. Trade unions and workers 
were most active in the signature campaign on the Great 
Petition and in sending volunteers for the March to Parliament.

KANPUR TEXTILE WORKERS' DEMONSTRATION - Five thousand 
textile workers of Kanpur demonstrated in front of the Labour 
Commissioner's office on August 23, protesting against 
increased workloads and the improper implementation of Sampurnanand 
Award.

STRIKE IN HINDUSTAN ALUMINIUM FACTORY - Workers of the 
aluminium factory in Reijukut in U.P. went on strike on Sept. 11, 
demanding better wages and amenities.

98-DAY STRIKE IN E.M.C. FACTORY, DUM DUN - Demanding 
settlement of their outstanding demands, workers of the E.M.C. 
(an engineering factory) in Dum Dum went on strike for 98 days. 
Th;.; strike was withdrawn on 10th September on the assurances 
given by the Union Labour Minister.

WEST BENGAL HARTAL - There was complete Hartal in Calcutta 
and in many district centres in W.Bengal on September 24, 
protesting against the food policy of the Government and 
against rising prices.

HARTAL IN RAJNANDGAON - Rajnandgaon observed a hartal on 
S’ptember 7, protesting against failure of government to get 
the B.N.C.Mills re-opened. The mills were closed last December, 
throwing three thousand workers unemployed.

RAIPUR MUNICIPAL WORKERS' STRIKE - Sr .hundred municipal 
workers struck work on Sept.7 in Raipur demanding benefits 
following from recommendations of the Tarachand Pay Commission 
for State Government employees.

BIRLAGRAM WORKERS' STRUGGLE - Protesting against the _ 
bonus agreement signed between the management and the INTUC 
and demanding higher quantum of bonus, the workers of Biriagram 
and Nagda conducted hunger-strikes, satyagraha and hartal 
from 9th September. A Joint Action Committee with representatives 
of all parties, including some congressmen led the agitation. 
There was a complete hartal on 21st Sept.

STRIKE IN JAY ENGINEERING, HYDERABAD - The workers of the 
Jay Engineering company's factory at Hyderabad went on strike 
for 12 days, to press settlement of their outstanding demands.

DURGAPUR DEMONSTRATION - Auout 7,000 workers of Durgapur 
steel plant demonstrated on Oct.15 before the General M"Hager's 
office demanding a month's wage as Puja Bonus.

BONUS MOVEMENT IN W. BENGAL - The Puja bonus movement 
in W.Bengal was fairly widespread and intensive this year. 
There were over 2,500 bonus disputes. There were huge demonstra
tions, marches, and stay-in strikes in some factories.

STRIKE IN ASHOK.. HOTEL, DELHI. Employees of Ashoka Hotel 
went on strike on Nov.7 night demanding rise in wages, bonus, 
D.A. etc. The strike was called off on Nov.9 when the management 
agreed to refer the disputes to arbitration.
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with the cost of living index, even if there is no full ucu . r 
tion provided for, its has been possible to chock the erosion 
of real wages to an extent. But on the whole, the v.^vrd 
trend in real wages noticed since 1956 has not been halted. 
The latest available government figures for 1961 show the 
real wage index at 114.6 on base year 1951. As we have seen 
earlier, the price rises during 1962 and 1963 have been 
phenomenal and their impact on real wage standards cannot 
but be considerable.

When the Plan is not being fulfilled, when concentration 
of wealth is taking place, when real wages are falling, when 
public sector managements, in certain respects, are behaving 
even worse than some private employers, a question is bound to 
be raised as to why we should continue to support the Plan 
and Public Sector.

Hence we have to distinguish ourselves from those 
reactionaries who are opposed to planning, growth of public 
sector and building of heavy industry.

While agitating for the removal of the defects in the 
method of implementation of the Plan, while fighting against 
wastage and bureaucratism in Public Sector and realising 
that building of heavy and basic industries like steel, oil, 
heavy engineering, etc., is very necessary not only for.our 
defence and independence of the country but also for raising 
the living standards of the people, we must support planned 
development and the basic policies involved in it. There is 
so much opportunity for private sector to grow in our country 
•and in the process, the tendency of concentration of wealth 
will assert itself. If not checked through heavy taxation 
and other measures, concentration of wealth will continue to 
grow. To reduce it and to ensure that the workers' real 
earnings do not fall, the working class will have to continue 
its struggles, widening their sweep, for the achievement o>f 
realisable demands. The working class will also have to 
take lead along with other sections of the people in the 
fight against wastages and bureaucracy in Public Sector 
and establishment of democratic initiative in the implementa
tion of the Plan. The struggle for nationalisation of banks, 
oil, export-import trade and other industries like textile 
and sugar should be continued more vigorously. In the case 
of industries where shortfalls in target are seen,the 
unions should study the causes, expose the shortcomings in 
time so that progress is not halted.

UNITY

Some unity in showing common approach on common issues in 
the tripartite meetings as between aITUG, HMS and UTUC reappeared 
in the meeting of the Indian Labour Conference in July 1963 
on the question of opposition to the CDS and to the ban.on 
strikes in the name of Emergency. In the Bonus Commission, 
the ..ITUC and INTUC representatives have more or less moved 
unitedly. Similar was the case in the Jute Wage Board. In 
the struggles of Bombay and the Calcutta hartal, all Tbs except 
those "of the INTUC were united. Of course, this was not 
from the same platform. In Kerala, there were joint struggles 
along with unions of various affiliation, including L'<±u^.

In Ahmedabad had a record strike on 8 nugust on a call.
Piven by the Mahagujarat Janata Parishad and workers participated 
in thousands. Since then, the textile workers of Ahmedabad 
are becoming members of the Sangram. Samiti m thousands t^ 
agitate for°their demands. The INTUC base has been weakened.

Efforts were continued in the recent period by the ICFTU 
to hrn? its two affiliates, INTUC and HhS nearer. In the 
first ph^se of the’emergency, they were nearer but the pressure 
of workers forced the HMS to keep its independent identify 
and altitude.on various Issues vis-a-vis the IMOC.



In Madhya Pradesh, Labour Minister Dr a vic.. ano It ± JC 
Ram Singh Bhai Varma are fighting c-ch other bitterly, 
gates in Indore and the 'Shram Shivir' (INTUG building 1 
are the scenes of trial of strength between the 
The intervention from the INTUC central .office h 3 not proved

3. un i t of
3 now spread

successful and this struggle for capturing the MM 
the INTUC which began with the Indore textiles has 
to other centres in M.P. also.

Thus, the pattern of unity turns out to bet Unity at the 
.Top in tripartite bodies and unity from below in action. 
Unity in action must develop further.

The Punjab INTUC, in the presence of its President, Shri 
Kashinath Pandey, has demanded 25 per cent increase in workers 
earnings. The W.Bengal INTUC has supported'bank nationalisa
tion. 'Especially on the issue of action against rising prices 
and on the demand for nationalisation of banking, there is 
possibility of wider unity in the country and we must attempt 
for it.

JOINT CONSULTATIVE MACHINERY FOR CENTRAL GOVT.EMPLOYEES

The Government has published their proposals regarding 
setting up of a Joint Council at national, departmental and 
regional level to settle the disputes of Central Government 
employees. Failing agreement in the council in respect of 
(i) Pay and allowances; (ii) weekly hours-of work; (iii) Leave 
of a class or grade of employees, there is provision for 
referring them to arbitration.

The scheme has many drawbacks. The Central Government 
employees' unions and federations met in Delhi on 5 November 1963 
and have appointed a committee to meet the Heme Minister and 
seek clarifications and modifications in the scheme.

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1963

The Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill 1963 introduced in 
the Rajya Sabha recently is said to be meant to encourage arbitra
tion and bring it on par with adjudication proceedings. 
This is sought to be done by keeping arbitration depending 
on agreement of both parties and not giving reference to 
arbitration on either party's demand. But as far as prohibi
tion of strikes and lock-outs .and application of Sec. 33 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act are concerned, the statutory 
provisions are sought to be invoked in the case of arbitration 
too as in the case of adjudication. A provision of appointment 
of umpires when arbitrators are evenly divided has been 
Introduced. But what is certainly objectionable is the move 
to enforce arbitration awards on all workers, irrespective of 
their being parties to arbitration, provided the appropriate 
government is satisfied that the parties to the arbitration 
agreement represent the majority of each party. The Bill also 
takes away the right of workmen, upheld by the Supreme Court, 
to terminate awards (by a group of workmen activing collectively 
through a union or otherwise) if they find such awards harmful 
to their interests.

We have enough experience of how the "appropriate- governments" 
decide about recognition of unions and how they go about in 
referring disputes to adjudication. In the circumstances prevail
ing in our country, it is clear that unless agreements are 
ratified by the majority of. workers on whose behalf they arc 
entered into, the rights sought to be conferred on the so-called 
"representative" unions will not actually benefit the workers. 
The provisions of the Bill in this respect, it would appear 
is an attempt to curb the open expression of discontent" by ’ 
workers against anti-working class agreements entered into 
specially by the INTUC unions. We must oppose this move and 
demand that agreements be ratified by the majority of the



of the general body or at least a democratically-elected 
executive of the union of the workers whom the parties tc the 
agreement claim to represent, before it becomes operative. 
Similarly about termination of awards.

Other important developments in this period were the 
formation of the formation of the Fort, Dock and Waterfront 
Workers’ Federation in a conference of the unions in Goa 
(28 April to 1 May 1963) as per the decision of the 
AITUC General Council and the holding of a Women Workers’ 
Conference in Bombay. The conference of women workers in 
Bombay was held in preparation for the world conference 
which has now been postponed. Over four thousand women were 
enrolled as delegates for the Bombay Conference which 
adopted a charter of demands. A signature campaign is 
currently being undertaken.

The verification of TU membership which was suspended for 
two years due to general elections and the emergency has been 
resumed by the Union Labour Ministry. The verification of the 
membership for the year-ending 31.3.63 is now proceeding. We 
are sure the AITUC unions will fully participate in it and 
establish their membership.

BONUS COMMISSION

The Bonus Commission held several sittings during this period 
to hear the evidence of employers and workers organisations. 
The AITUC delegation appeared before it in June. For the last 
few months, discussions are going on amongst the members of the . 
Commission about the final report. From the beginning, it will 
be remembered, over an year was wasted in discussing about 
the chairman of the commission and the terms of reference. 
Employers are more and more taking up an attitude of not paying 
bonus unless there is a struggle. Public sector employers 
are not paying any bonus to their workers, except in probably 
one or two isolated cases. It is time that workers agitate for 
early publication of the report of the Bonus Commission, for 
doing away with the LAT formula and for bonus in all public 
sector undertakings.

ASIAN-AFRICAN T. U. CONFERENCE

The last meeting of the General Council had passed a 
resolution on the initiative taken by the Indonesian TU centres 
for convening an Afian-African TU Conference. The Council 
decided to insist upon inclusion of USSR trade unions in the 
work of the preparatory committee and on the guidance by WFTU.

The WFTU colled a consultative conference to discuss 
this subject in Prague on 27 — 29 August 1963. Com.Da.nge and 
Com. Sriwastava attended on our .behalf. Com.Louis Saillant, 
WFTU General Secretary, agreed with our criticism of the Indo- 
n^fidtanTU centres about the manner in which the initiative 

was taken without consultation or even informing WFTU and 
he also criticised the exclusion of Soviet trade unions 
as well as the formulations contained in the draft documents 
of the proposed conference.

Meanwhile the Afro-As^an Solida.rity Committee had 
taken an initiative to call an Afro-Asian Workers' Conference.

A delegation of the Indonesian trade union centres 
visited India and met the Secretariat of the AITUC on 16 August 
1963.- We placed our viewpoint before them.
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A meeting of the Preparatory Committee of
Conference was held in Jakarta on 27 October to 2 November^63. 
The Soviet trade unions were represented in the meeting ..
have been included in the Preparatory C^imittee^al g 
the representatives of the Vietnamese Tbs. It .
out a programme for holding the conference in middle 1964. 
We have not received any information from WFTU or the Ineonesic 
centres about this. We hope the WFTU Bureau meeting o 
held on 15-17 January 1964 in Prague will discuss and decide 
about this issue.

The International Trade Union and Legal Rights Commission 
for the defence and Extension of TU Rights met in Prague from 
17 to 19 August 1963. Com.K.G.Sriwastava attended on our 
behalf. The Commission adopted a. Declaration of l.U.Rights.

The IV International Conference of Building, Wood and 
Building Materials Workers was held in Budapest on 24-28 
September 1963. No delegation could be sent from India since 
passports were denied to our delegates.

The World Trade Union Committee for Consultation and 
Unity of Action Against Monopolies met in Leipzig on 28 November. 
Com.Mahendra Sen attended on our behalf.

AITUC SECRETARIAT

7 December 1963



AITUC GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 
(Bombay, 12-13 Dec. 1963)

A NOTE ON STRUGGLES 
(April 1963 to November 1963)

BARAUNT REFINERY STRIKE - From April 15, ten thousand workers

Labour Departaent against AITUC and refu al by management to 
In ^“orV’Jontractor’ Bridge

GOA WORKERS' STRIKE ON MAY DAY - Demanding holiday on May Day, 
thp nort and dock and other workers of Goa struct work on Ma> - . 
We ^eS jSSecL in a big rally hejd on May Day which was 
addressed by Com. S.A.Dange, General Secretary, hIlU-..The

KOT AR GOLD MINES - Section of workers in Kolar Gold Fields 
truck “on April 7 protesting ’
f the management to stop Sunday work of the sanitary staii.s 

o
The strike lasted two days.

RALLY FOR NATIONALISATION AND AGAINST TAXATION - At 
of the AITUC General Council, "Nationalisation Day was 
in most of the industrial centres on May ^7.

the call 
observed

a demons- 
s (Bhilai

RAJHARA IRON ORE MINERS’ DEMONSTRATION - Following 
tration by about a thousand workers in Barbara ^onttine 
project), on May 16, retrenchment orders on 21 workers, we 
withdrawn by the management.

qtptkf tn TUMMUS CO - About 700 workers of Lummut. Co. , 
STRIKE IN LUMMbS GU. construction site near Bareilly

the secoh week of April demanding higher wages,engineering contractors 
struck work in the roc- 
retrenchment compensation, etc.

GOA DOCK STRIKE - Four thousand dock workers in 
dav strike in May-June 1963, protesting .agai ot 

tion“oFthl pool scheme and apprehended retrenchment 
were arrested. A settlement was reached on June 3.

Goa 
the

went on 
introduc-

204 workers

Bhadua colliery 
The union

BHADUA COLLIERY STRIKE - Six hundred workers of 
wan?eda=orttau»cro^^ nOnnal

fixed by the LAT.
FIRING ON BARAUNI WORORS - ^lice.resor^^ 

S^^y^er^i^AITUC demanded a judicial inquiry.

B&C MILL WRKERS STRUGGLE - P^^ 
on workload the management The
of B&C Mills, Madras, went on sa^lock_out. The workers' struggle 
management thereafter - pNTUC. After the State Government s

She management lifted the lock-out on June 21.



BOMBAY PORT FLOTILLA CREW ON SlRIKb^- io ;C - 
Flotilla Crew went on strike on June 2b 
wage dispute to adjudication. The tort Tr.s. n 
- 180 in all - were on strike since June 2o. xhc x 
called off on June 27 following the intervention o.l

i . 

c f tl 
orb1 J

the union

Transport Minister. ■ ■
PAY STRIKES AGAINST C.D.S. - Workers in majority of uhc , oil 

mills in Bombay, press workers,-petrol^ Qn
workers resorted to a Pay Strike in pr - Co.,
pay day in July. In Calcutta also, workers• of ho 
Braithwaite, tramways, Reckit Coleman, Inaic- x.^- ? •
Garden Reach workshops and in several other 
strikes were organised. Eighty per c^nt of 
Singareni collieries in Andhra Prauesh r~ dPw^^ m
on July 12 in protest against CDS. Aboi^p uen uAiibcux . .JSrltsL, to textile, light engineering tod embroidery industries 
also went on pay strike.

STRIKE IN BHIWANI TEXTILE MILLS - Textile workers oK Bhiwani 
went on strike for 23 days in June-July demanding 
of the Textile Wage Board’s recommendations. Defence '
off after the Punjab Government invoked powers ,a3nth,
of India Rules, to implement the wage increase of Rs.8 per mor. u 
as the Wage Board had recommendec.

thousand workers in 
to 17 demandingSTRIKE IN HUTTI GOLD MINES- ..bout two 

Hutti gold mines went on strike from July 8 
arbitration over disputes relating to D.A., 
etc There was severe police repression and several work- ,,
were arrested. The strike was withdrawn on the assurance omiciallj 
were arrest a. would withdrawn, there would be no-

would be increased when the

bonus, overtime wages,

given that polio 
victimisation and that the D. 
financial difficulties of the ompany are resolved.

STRIKE IN -GUJARAT INDUSTRIES, BOMBAY- Five hundred worker 
of Gujarat Industries, Bombay (manufacturers of pens) went on- 
strike from June 25 demanding reinstatement.ox 18 workers who 
were victimised by management for participation in an 
strike in April. The strike was called of! on July 28

earlier

BOMBAY MUNICIPAL WORKERS' STRIKE - About 30,000 municipal 
workers in Bombay went on strike from august 11 to 21., demanding 
25 per cent rise in D.A. About 23,000 workers of the Bombay 
Electric"Supply and Transport Undertaking also joined the 
strike on August 17.

"BOMBAY BANDH" - AUGUST 20. Bombay City was shut down by
the general strike of August 20, against the high prices, the taxes 
end CDS and against government policies benefitting the profiteers 
and monopolists. .

There were in July-August strikes in Sankey Electricals, 
Bombay and by saloon workers.

BHILAI WORKERS' DEMONSTRATION - About 15,000 workers 
demonstrated in Bhilai on August 11, demanding T.U.' rights 
and reinstatement of victimised workers, and speedy settlement 
of workers' pending demands.

- AMBALA AGITATION AGAINST VICTIMISATION AND C.D.S. - Joint 
Secretary of the MES Workers Union, in Ambala, went on hunger strike 
on August 21, protesting against victimisation and CDS. He and 
four other workers were' arrested under DIR. The wife of the 
Secretary of the union was also arrested by the. police.

KEYMORE CEMENT'WORKERS STRIKE - Led by the INTUC, the cement
workers of Keymore (M.P.) went on strike for ten days from 22 Augusta 
The strike was withdrawn after the disputes about wage increments, 
etc. were referred to a Conciliation Board.
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STRIKE IN BIRLa’S ST..PLE FIBRE ..CTORT ~ Over 1500 workers 
in Birla’s staple fibre factory near Calcutta vronton strike on 
August 20, protesting against the repressive polici s of tae 
management.,

GREAT PETITION AND MaRCH TO PARIJWM^ -
biggest ever demonstration seen in the C-pital City was tne 
March to Parliament on September 13, to present the Groat 
Petition signed by a crore of people. Trade unions and workers 
were most active in the signature campaign on the Great 
Petition and in sending volunteers for the March to Parliament.

KANPUR TEXTILE WORKERS' DEMONSTRATION - Five ~thousand 
textile workers of Kanpur demonstrated in front of the Labour 
Commissioner’s office on August 23, protesting against 
increased workloads and the improper implementation of Sampurnanand 
Award.

STRIKE IN HINDUSTJU ALUMINIUM FACTORY - Workers of the 
aluminium factory in Re?jukut in U.P. went on strike on Sept. 11, 
demanding better wages and amenities.

98-DAY STRIKE IN E.M.C. FACTORY, DUM DUM - Demanding _ 
settlement of their outstanding demands, workers of the E.M.C. 
(an engineering factory) in Dum Dum went on strike for Jo nays. 
Thu strike was withdrawn on 10th September on the assurances 
given by the Union Labour Minister.

WEST BENGAL HARTAL - There was complete Hartal in Calcutta 
and in many district centres in W. Bengal on September 24, 
protesting against the food policy of the Government and 
against rising prices.

HARTAL IN RAJNANDGAON - Rajnandgaon observed a hartal on 
Sntember 7, protesting against failure of Government to get 
the B.N.C.Mills re-opened. The mills were closed last Decent r, 
throwing three thousand workers unemployed.

STRIKE - Si'.hundred municipal 
in R'-ipur demanding benefits 
of the Tarachand Pay Commission

RAIPUR MUNICIPAL WORKERS’ 
workers struck work on Sept.7 
following from recommendations 
for State Government employees

BIRLAGR1M WORKERS' STRUGGLE - Protesting against the 
bonus agreement signed between the management and the 
and demanding higher quantum of bonus, the workers of Biriagi * 
and Nagda conducted hunger-strikes, satyagraha and hartal 
from 9 th Smtember. A Joint Action Committee with represents. 1.1 
of all parties, including some congressmen led the agnation. 
There was a complete hartal on 21st S^pt.

STRIKE IN JAY ENGINEERING, HYDERABAD - The workers of the 
Jav Engineering company's factory at Hyderabad went on strike 
for 12 days, to press settlement of their outstanding demand .

DURGAPUR DEMONSTRATION - Aoout 7.000 workers pf Durgapur 
steel plant demonstrated on Oct. 15 before the genera x 
office demanding a month's wage as Puja Bonus.

BONUS MOVEMENT IN W. BENGAL - The Puja bonus movement 
in w R-n?al was fairly widespread and intensive this year.

weS orer 2^0 bonus disputes. There were huge deBonstra- 
mere wen stay-in strikes in some factories.

BONUS MOVEMENT IN W. BENGAL -
in W. Bengal was

tions, marches,
qtrtkf tn 'ASHOK x HOTEL, DELHI. Employees of Ashoka Hotel 

agreed to refer the disputes to arbitration.





A NOTE ON

dearness ALLO W a_n_c_S

Dearness allowance constitutes an toportan^corponont of

importance of this component to such 
industries, the D.A. constitutes the

.an extent that in some 
major component of the

wages of workers.

In many industries, the working
in winning D.A. from the employers but so far 
able to force the bourgeoisie to implement c. uni 
D.A. payment all over the country.

has been successful
not been

As the trends clearly indicate, 
country is going to increase more raj 
post-independence period so iar. 1 
from these rising prices, there is a 
their living standard as time p.toS^s

At present various systems of D 
some of which are as follows.

the price level in the 
idly than during the 
workers are not protected 
danger of depression in 
by/

A. p aym en t are existing,

(1) D.A. paid at uniform flat rate for ail categories 
of employees.

(2)

(3)

D.A. being paid at different graduated rates for 
different basic pay slabs.

D.A. being expressed as unifor.i 
wa^e, provision being made ior 
allowable under .this system.

percentage of the basic 
maximum and minimum

(4)

(5)

D.A. expressed_a 
percentages be in

percentages of basic wages, the 
different for different pay ranges.

D.A. being- linked to price ind^x,. 
different slabs of index.

varying for

D.A. linked with
*«r^- the same in every centre

where this system exists.

(7) .linked with price index 
■ rise on anD.A.- .

over a 10 point

, but the payment determined 
average during a 12-montn

(8)

(9)

(10)

period
a vith nrice index, but adjustments made 

I....linked with P* or haif_yearly averages-
over quarterly
Pl.t rate of D.A. which varies in the case of male 
adults, females and children.

D.A

Combination of two or more systems mentioned abovt

a a o / o o e



In many industries like handloom, on :
are even now paid a consolidated wage. ^n wConsolidate' 
ing units in Punjab and in some other o^ateo ‘ have to
wage payments prevail. When the prices go W ? •■ 
fight for a straight wage rise.

: r • ■

The position regarding the D.A. systems in za _ 
is detailed below. The information is- by no means c .. - 
in respect of all industries in India but an atoempi is 
nevertheless made to get a comparative picture a u i^a 
far as major trades and industries are concernee.

COTTON TEXTILES

The report of the Central Wage Board for Cotton loxti. o 
Industry while recommending the linking of D.A. to Jae pncw 
s tated:

index

should be"The Board recommends that dearness allowance 
linked to the cost of living index in all centres _
centre has no such cost of living index, the index 01 a .c 
centre should be taken for the purpose. The Board has also 
come across some cases where there is only a consolidated 
or a fixed D.A. In both cases, we have f ound the t, Jae total 
wares are comparatively lower. We recommend that in 
also, the D.A. should be made adequate, and linked to 
of living index number by a suitable machinery.

these ca 
the cost

The Board recommended the following with regard to Madras . 
State: "In the case of Madras State, the D.A. now paid neutralises 
less than what would be justified by the rise in the cost of 
living with 1936-39 as the base. The Board recommends thac tor 
Madras State, the D.A. should be increased so as to give full 
neutralisation for the rise in the cost of living to the worker 
on the minimum basic wage with 1936-39 as the base.

The Textile Wage Board did not go into details beyond this 
on the question of D.a. nor did it recomiiiend any all~ino.ia 
measure for linking D.A. with index numbers. The quantum ox 
D.A. given to the workers in some textile centres is as follows;

Centre 
or State

M in imum
Basic Wage

D. A. in 
Aug.63

Rate of 
D.A.

Bs Ps
Bombay 40.00 97.10 2.09 pies per day per pt.
Ahmedabad 38.00 86.14 2.84 pies per day per pt.
Sholanur 34 ..00 71.50 1.75 pies per day per pt.
Baroda 36.00 77.53 90% of Ahmedabad D.A.
Indore 38.00 65.25
N agpur 32.00 6b. 9 b 1.2 pies per day per pt.
Madras 36. 00 83. 22
Kanpur
West Bengal

38.00
36.17

68.37
52.38

cement

The Cement Wage Board fixed Rs. 1.50 as D.A. for workers 
other than Gujarat and Saurashtra and Rs.38.50 for workers of 
Gujarat and Saurashtra which was linked to the all-India 
index 123 for July 1959. It was further provided that D.A. in 
case of the former would rise or fall at the rate of Rs. 1.47 
for every two points in the index and in the case of the latter 
at Rs. 1.59 for every two points.

0 9 0/ O O O
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The Board further awarded that the clerical and lower tech
nical and supervisory staff should be paid D.A. at 10 per cent 
of their basic salary plus Rs.40 per month in the factories, and. 
quarries in the regions other than Gujarat and Saurashtra; and 
in the region of Gujarat and Saurashtra, the D.A. for these 
categories was fixed at 10% of the basic salary plus Rs.47 per 
month.

JUTE TEXTILES

The Jute Wage Board recommended the following on the question 
of D.A.: "The present d.a. of Rs.32.50 should be considered as 
the D.A. fixed at the working class consumer price index number 
of 425 for Calcutta with year 1939 as 100. The D.A. should be 
a variable D.A. and the rate of increase or decrease should be at 
20 nP per point rise or fall in the average working class consumer 
price index number for Calcutta. The D.A. should be revised 
every six months of February and August on the basis of the 
average consumer price index number of the previous half years 
- July to December and January to June respectively.

BANKS

The Bank Tribunal (1960) awarded cent per cent neutralisa
tion to subordinate staff of banks and 75 per cent neutralisation 
for clerical staff. The D.A. was linked with the all-India 
index. 1949 base. According to the award, the clerical staff 
should get D.A.3 at the rate of three per cent of pay for every 
rise of~4 points above 100 in the quarterly average of the 
all-India Index. For the subordinate staff, D.A. should be 
four per cent of pay for every rise of four points. For this 
purpose, ’quarter’ will mean the period of three months ending 
on the last day of March, June, September or December.

SUGAR
The Surar Wage Board recommended graduated rates to the. 

workers in different regions. For the aggregate minimum basic 
wave of Rs.60, D.A. for^central, north and south regions are 
Rs?6, Rs.16 and Rs.21 respectively while in Maharashtra, the 
D.A. \s Rs.27. This allowance was related to 123 points in the 
All-India Consumer Price Index (1949 = 100).

The Board recommended linking of D.A. to the index in the 
following manner: "For rises over 123 points ' f cost of 
living i^lex or fall below this level, adjustments in dearness 
amount shall not be made for less than 10 whole points. Once 
there has been rise or fall by 10 or more whole points, 
adjustments will be for every point of the rise or fall. 
Once an adjustment has been made, future adjustment shall be 
made for further rise or fall of ten or more whole points.

"The adjustments in D.A, amount related to cost of living 
index, although automatic, shall be made only once a year on 
the basis of the average monthly cost of living index calculated 
over the twelve months period from' 1st Juiy to 30th June.

ad instments 'if any, shall however be effective irom 1st oltobS Fach year, following the twelve months period..

For employees drawing upto Rs.100, the D.A. rate shall be 
55 nP per point rise of index. Employees drawing more than 
Rs.100 will get D.A. at 65 nP per point of nse over 123.

During
D^deZpIt! rSe in prices According to thec Wage Board 
report, they are not entitled to claim additional D.^. till 
October 1964. ,
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IRON & STEEL

In all the steel plants, D.A. is not linked with the price 
index. A flat D.A. is given on an ad hoc basis.

In the HINDUSTAN STEEL LTD., plants at Bhilai, Rourkela 
and Durgapur, the D.A.Rates are;

Salary upto Rs.150 - Rs.15.00
" from Rs.151 to 300 - Rs. 30.00
" from Rs.301 to 320 - Rs. 320 minus basic wage
" from Rs.321 to 390 - Rs.10.00

In TISCO, D.A. rates are different for various basic pay 
slabs. For example, a worker drawing upto Rs.75 gets Rs. 45 as 
D.A. which go.es on increasing as the basic salary increases, 
while an employee drawing a salary above Rs.600 is paid Rs.114 
as D.A. per month.

The IISCO scheme of D.A. is as follows; Monthly salary upto 
Rs.50 or Rs.1.92 per day - Rs. 35 per month; Monthly salary of. 
Rs. 50 to Rs.100 or Rs.1.92 to Rs. 3.84 per day - Rs. 45.00;
Monthly salary slab Rs.100-150 or daily rated Rs.3.84-5.77 
- Rs.50.00; Monthly salary slab 150-200 or daily rated 
Rs.5.77-7.69 - Rs.55.00; Monthly salary above Rs.200 or 
daily rated Rs.7.69 and above - Rs.60.00. There is no 
provision of sliding scale.

CENTRAL GOVT. EMPLOYEES

The Second Pay Commission awarded D.A. only to those employees 
drawing pay below Rs. 300 per month ,on the follo.wing rates;

Basic pay below Rs. 150 - Rs. 10 per month
Basic pay between Rs. 150-300 Rs. 20 per month.

D.A. was fixed at 115 points on the All-India Index (1949=100).

The Second Pay Commission did not accept the principle of 
automatic adjustment of D.A. with the price index. However, it 
said; "A substantial and persistent rise in prices, however, 
normally creates a prima facie Sase for compensation and it should 
be the Government's endeavour, not to allow the standard of 
living of their employees in the lower range of remuneration 
to fall."

Therefore, the Pay Commission recommended; "If during a 
period of 12 months, the index remains on an average ten points 
.above 115, the Government should review the position and consider 
whether an increase in the allowance should' be allowed and if so 
at what rate." . . 3

The increase in D.A. was granted in November 1961 when the 
average index was 125 points. A rise of Rs.5 in D.A. was 
awarded to employees earning' less than Rs.150 while Rs 10 was 
awarded to employees earning Rs.150-300. Employees in'the n»v 
range Rs. 300 to 400 were’ grouped with those in the pay ranA Y 
below Rs. 300. p 7

Tills rise instead of granting full compensation at 125 
points came to adjustment upto average index of 122 5 noints 
Employees have demanded arbitration for the full neutralisation

The Pay Commission's recommendations are applicable to 
20 lakh central government employees including railway workers 
Administrations of Ports and some public sector units tod 
statutory corporations generally follow the practice of the 
standards laid ciown by Government for itsin the matter of revision of D.A? ^loyees, including
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IN SURANCE EHP L OYEES

According to a bipartite settlement in Life Insurance Corpo
ration, the D.A. corresponding to the cost of living index 126 
(1949 = 100) will be 26 per cent of the basic salayy for class IV 
employees and 19.5 per cent for class III employees froml January 
1962. Neutralisation of the rise in the cost of living is 
100 per cent in the case of class IV employees and 7b per cent 
in the case of Class III.

For every 10 point rise on the average over 126 during a 
period 12 months, the D.A. shall, with effect from the first of the 
month following such period of 12 months, stand automatically 
increased by 10 per cent of the basic salary in the case of 
the Class IV employees and 7i per cent of the basic salary- 
in the case of Class III employees. Such adjustments will 
.continue for . every further rise of 10 points.

ENGINEERING

There is no uniform system of payment of D.A. in engineering 
factories in the different centres. In some units in Bombay and 
Madras, D.A. rates are linked with price index, as per the 
textile D.A. rates, in most cases slightly lower. In Coimbatore 
engineering factories, the D.A. rate is 2g annas per point 
(1939 base) as against 3 annas in textiles. In Punjab, there 
is no D.A. system in engineering industry which is mostly 
small-scale in nature. According to some recent agreements in 
Bombay, workers in a few concerns are getting D.A. at rates 
10% higher than the textile rate.

In West Bengal, the major engineering tribunal awarded a 
graduated D.A. rate for the engineering workers: Upto Rs.50 - 
Rs.36; Rs.51-100 - Rs.47; Rs.101-150 - Rs.53; Rs.151-200 - Rs.59; 
Rs.201-250 - Rs.65. These rates were related to the cost of 
living index number 364 (1939 base) and for every annual rise 
or fall of 5 points in the index, the D.4i. will also rise or 
fall by Re.l (20 nP per point). The neutralisation provided 
was only upto 65 per cent.

There is considerable disparity in D.A, rates. in engineering 
concerns as between the office employees of the company and the 
mass of engineering workers, in West Bengal. While the workers 
pot D.A., as per the tribunal award, the employees are paid 
as per the Bengal Chamber of Commerce formula which is as follows:

For first Rs. 100 in basic salary - 130% D.A.,
(m in imum R s. 7 9)

For increase of 10 points in 
middle-class cost of living 
index (computed by BCC) - 5a additional

The latest report is that under the BCC scale, the employees get 
165 per cent of basic wages as D.A.

Accordingly, a clerical employee drawing a basic wage of 
Rs 70 would pet 165% or Rs.122.50 as D.A. while a skilled worker 
of the same concern, in the adjoining factory, drawing the same 
basic wage would get only Rs.47. The workers in the factories 
get some production bonus, depending upon their.work performance 
but the discrimination in respect of D.A. is quite evicent.

The Bengal Chamber of Commerce formula provides for a maximum 
neutralisation, it is said, of 80 per cent.
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MUNICIPAL WORKERS
In most of the municipalities and corporations, D.A. 1®a°t 

linked with- the index numbers and a flat rate ofD.A. is IA • 
The settlement on D.A. is always done by collective bargai 
raising a dispute.

COAL MINES

Under the Coal Award, for every rise of 10 points in the 
all-India consumer price index number, above 102 (1949 base; , 
a sum of Rs. 4.88 is paid as additional D.A.

IRON ORE MINES

There is no D.A. system in a majority of cases. Even in 
the Rajhara iron ore mines under the Hindustan Steel Ltd. , miners 
are paid daily wages without any D.A.

PETROLEUM

In Bombay, sliding scale of D.A. prevails. In Port Okha 
also, Burmah-shell employees are paid on the basis of the Bombay 
index.

According to a recent agreement in Burmah-Shell in West Bengal, 
the D.A. is paid at the following rates for every 10 point slab 
over middle-class cost of living index 300 (1939 base; for 
clerical employees:

On the first Rs,100 of the basic wag e 4 per cent
On the second Rs.100 n 2 per cent
On the third Rs.100 H — 1 per cent
On the renainder n - 0 .5 per cent

PLANTATIONS

In West Bengal tea plantations, there is a flat rate of D.A. 
There was some agreement on a sliding scale arrangement linked 
with the index but this has never been implemented. The rates of 
D.A. vary for adults and children. For example, in Dooars, 
adult male and female workers get 60 hP per day as D.A. , while 
a child worker gets 37 nP per day. In South India, rates of 
D.A. in Tamilnad vary from region to region. In Karnatak and 
Kerala, flat rates of D.A. -prevail. Wage Boards are now engaged 
in fixing wages in plantations and hence it may be expected 
that some uniformity in D.A. rates may be introduced.

HEAVY ELECTRICALS, BHOPAL

The D.A. rate in HEL, Bhopal, is Rs. 5 and Rs. 10 and there is 
no system of linking with cost of living index.

In other public sector plants also, the D.A. rates are fixed 
quanta and there is no linking with index.

KERALA TILE & CASHEW, ETC.

The Minimum Wage Committees in Kerala have invariably 
recommended a D.A. linked with consumer price indices while 
fixing statutory wages in various industries, as for instance, 
in cashew, tile, etc.
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JOURNALISTS

In an award by the National Tribunal at Bombay, the ware-scale 
of lowest paid workers of the Press Trust of India (PTI) was fixed 
at Rs. 35-2-43-3-70 and D.A. at Rs. 55 was granted to employees 
getting upto Rs. 150 per month as basic wages.

The Wage Board for Working Journalists awarded flat rate of 
D.A. varying according to the classification of cities. For 
metropolitan cities, the minimum quantum, of D.A. was fixed at 
Rs.50 on the basic wage range of Rs.65 to 100. The corresponding 
figures for towns above five lakh population and other places 
were Rs.40 and Rs.30 respectively. The Wage Board recommended 
a graduated scheme of D.A. depending on the range of basic pav. 
It however did not recommend linking of D.A. with price index^

CINEMA THEATRES

In a dispute between the management of three cinema theatres 
in Bom Day and their workmen, a minimum basic wage in the scale 
of Rs.35-2-65 per month to hamals, sweepers, peons, etc., 
was awarded.. D.A. of Rs.50 was also awarded to the lowest paid 
workers.

ROAD TRANSPORT

Nowhere in the country is D.A. in this industry linked with 
the index numbers. In some States, a flat rate of D.A. is paid 
to the workers while in other States, even now a consolidated wa^e 
is paid. In Andhra Pradesh State Transport undertaking, new 
scales of pay were recently introduced wherein 50 per cent of the 
D.A. has been merged with the basic wage. There has been a 
graduated rate of D.A. for various categories of workers:

Conductors, record tracers, ticket 
checkers, drivers, junior clerks
Watchmen, peons and khalasis 
Clerks, Class I and Stenographers 
Accounts & Audit Inspectors

Rs.27.50
Rs.20.00
Rs.32.50
Rs.35.00

In U.P.Roadways, drivers of new grade are paid a flat rate 
of Rs.20, while clerks and drivers of old grade are paid Rs.25 as 
D.a. The Gujarat State Transport Corporation workers drawin? 
a pay upto Rs.50 are paid Rs.40 as D.A. , while those petting pay 
above Rs.50 are paid Rs.45 as D.A.

In Himachal Government transport undertaking, drivers, 
booking clerks, inspectors, foremen, head mechanics, mechanics, 
fitter, etc., get a D.A. of Rs.40 per month, while cleaners, 
conductors and fitter-mazdoors get Rs. 30.

In Kerala State Transport, the scale of D.A. is as follows:

Driver, mechanic, electrician,-, checking 
inspector, 'welder, assistant mechanic ~ - Rs.35.00
Skilled worker, Asst. Electrician,
Asstt. Welder, Moulder, Fitter, etc. - Rs.33.00
Conductor, booking clerk, clerk, asst.
fitter, liner, cleaner, watchman, 
helper, mazdoor, taxi driver, etc. - Rs.30.00

PIMPRI AWaRD

While in no public sector undertaking D.A. is properly



BY DENYING LEGITIMATE INCREASE_IN_D^E» . ?

HOW- MUGH DO EMPL DYERS SAVE ?

How much are the,-employers ^ming ^V Or?how mu&n
additional D.A. despite rise in the P^1Gp ;
will they, gain if the .index . is .manipulate^
that it fails'to register the/actual 
possible to make ■ some .calculntions -°n;
published in the Census ,of Manufacturing Indu.se.

c-entIf the Consumer Price Index Number, g'<
over-and above the. year"1958 and if the bi . :r'.o..l nr Hqp tb
any additional D.A. top th p workers.far ohat.par t , th.
total amount of saving, to. the ^P^^rs m
to Rs.ONE CRORE AND NINETYFIFE iL'ANHs PER YEmg La ,
INDUSTRIES ALONE.. This lean's a nd t saving ofYHs.l^^^ worker 
per year, or a little more than Rc.l per montn

The position regarding ,some . Industries is a$ follows:

' TOTAL SAVING FOR EMPLOYERS"BY NOT PaYINGg^Y D^a. 
TO THE WORKERS- DESPITE. RISE . TN CON SUMER -PRICE.

. o INDEX NUMBER' BYGONE PER'CENT ,. p: ■ .. ; ? id- -• ■ v g' ‘ ' '

: Indv - Y- r '
Total J )' : " ■

savings- ’ "
; (in Ra ThousahdD

""Annual ; g 
nm , Saving per fg
-' ■ ' - ■ 0 worker - - -

:Monthly
. " saving-, per

-■ worker .........
— (m) ■ (fc.)

Cement 291 12.2 1.00'
Cotton. Textile-. 9009 13.7 1.10
Jute textile 2479. 10 A 0.83
Sugar 849 ■ 7,. 7 0.64-
Soap 89 18 0 5 1.50
Chemicals 663 14.0 1.20
General Eng.& Ele3c.Eng.2162 12.5 1.00
Iron & Steel 1432 . 19.1 1.60

———: 0O0: ———■

INDEX NUMBERS OF REAL EARNINGS OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN 
factories earning less than Rs.200 p.m., 1951-61

(Base: 1951=100)

-Index ■ All-India Index of real
Year number' of . C.P . I.No. earnings

; money (base shifted tn Col. 2 x 100
earnings 1951=100) 3

1 2 3 4

1951
1952

■ 100,0
107.1

100,0
98 ?i

100,0
109.21953

1954
1955

107.7
107.7
113.1

10,1.0
96. 2 

. 91.4

106.6
112.0
123.71956 115.4 iomo 115.41957

1958
120.8
118,8

105.7
110.5

114. 3
107.51959 

1960(F) 
1961(F)

121.7
130.1
137.5

115.2
118.1
120.0

105.6
110.2
114.6

(INDim LABOUR ST, MYSTICS, IF SR)

Indu.se


'ON*UMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR WORKING CL A Sb FOR CERT'IN CENTRES IN INDI 
(Base 1949 - 00)

— •■"—■•—•—•—•■“•n n .... r ,

State and. Centre
•  — — —— —» —1 - II....» —II,,, ^.»l, 1, .   , _

1959 I960 1961

ASSAM
1. Gauhati 98 103 106

2. Silchar 109 109 107

3• Tinsukia 117 118 118

■ANDHRA PR. IDESh
4. Hyderabad 129 132 137

BIHAR
5. Jamshedpur 125 120 123

6. Dehri-on-sone 100 105 109

7. Monghyr 97 100 99

8. Jharia 108 105 109

GUJ/RAT
9. Ahmedabad 125 120 121

KERALA
10.Trichur 129 130 13 5

11 .Ernakulam 122 126 134

MYSORE
12 .Mysore City 139 148 151

13.Bangalore City 140 146 150

14 .Mercara 125 133 141

15. Koi ar Gold Rheids 140 145 151

1962 1963 Jan . Feb • March April - May June July Aug. Sept

112 11c 110 111 112 111 110

— — 11 — —- — 11

111 .109

111 109 113 114 126 134 133 129 120

119 122 122 123 124 125 126 128 127

140 145 147 145 145 147 149 149 150

129 124 125 128 131 130 131 132 131

Hi. 110 111 110 113 113 114 421 12Q

103 105 104 104 105 105 107 111 111

108 110 110 111 111 112 112 114 114

122 124 125 126 127 127 129 130 130

137 140 140 137 138 141 142 144 144

133 137 134 133 137 138 141 141 143

151- 151 152 151 152 152 153 152 153

153 159 159 159 159 161 164 164 164

150 N..

152 157 155 155 158 155 152 158 —



State and Centre 1959 i960 1961 1962 1963 .Jan. Feb. March April. May June July
—■ — — — 

Aug. Sept.

ORISSA
16. Berhampur 11.5 119 125 133 134 134 132 138 141 139 140 141

I?. Cuttack 118 127 131 139 142 146 146 149 155 151 149 149

PUNJAB
18. Ludhiana LOT 102 105 111 110 112 115 116 114 11.5 117 118

19. Patiala

20. sUrajpur

LJM PRADESH
21. Jab al.pur

122

123

108

124

128

109

129

130

111

135

128

131 132 132

N. A.

N.I.

133 133 133 134 135 141

22. Bhopal 116 111 113 122 123 123 125 127 128 127 128 129

23. batna

24 . Gwalior

102

113

97

112

101

118

108

124 119 120

N.A.

118 122 123 124 128 125

25- Indore 107 107 116 120 118 117 118 ■ 118 119 122 123 122

MADRAS
26. Madras City 133 143 148 150 150 150 149 149 150 150 151 151-

27. Plantation centres (covering 
V alparai, Kull akan.uy, C uaa'1 ur

and Vayitri

MAHARASHTRA
28. Bombay

125

134

1.28

137

130

140

137

145

(Series Discontinued)

143 142 143 142 143 145 146 146

29. Sholapur 114 119 118 127 139 134 124 123 123 126 127 125

30. Jalgaon 116 116 114 122 122 121 120 121 122 124 124 125

31. Nagpur 132 136 131 133 13 5 131 129 132 133 138 143 144

32. Akola 109 115 113 111 123 121 116 116 116 118 118 119
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State and. Centre 1959 I960 1961

RAJASTHAN 
33. Ajmer 106 107 113

34. Beawar 105 103 102

UTT.'R PRADESH
3 5. Kanpur 98 99 102

WELT BENGAL 
36. Calcutta 110 113 114

37- Kharagpur 110 119 117

DELHI

38. Delhi 120 120 127

ALL-INDIA 121 124 126

1.962 1 963 - Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. ^ept.

115 111 110 111 115 117 117 121 124

109 108 103 110 105 104 106 106 106

107 102 103 104. 105 106 108 109 109

120 120 121 124 127 127 127 127 128

125 126 127 127 130 131 132 136 135

129 130 130 130 132 132 132 134 13 5 136

130 130 129 130 131 132 134 ‘L3i 136 137





fenq qW, qgTnrfwTfT,
mwirq anfit q^w^qr 
rreMt^nr qr rmrjqr ftwST^qiHraf—

fqqqr^ ^qnr
mqqm<r aqnt !

gqfq^ vrr^qr srrera m^dtq 

q^qrrt^rriT-ql q^r-w wir?r— 

^ratq^nr qftq^q

qi^ 1
(gqqrzqT^ q^ra ^rmrqi ql^qro)

*ft. xft. q^.
■^■qq q^ ^o-qt ^qqr^t ^q

gqf-y.



JT^TT^r

t are aRar^ ?&<raia rirri^, rrrt^R, 
'rirhrrH, araa^a anar ^rJtei at^a ara^ara aafa 
^RiRR Ri^ta, a-aa ^qj^, ugtR aafar gsar a^rnNai ?Rff ^fea 
<t°RH rr i^oja ar^e.

ar iRsa^gifr^ stress areata ani^a ^a rt^. arf^n sre^ 
RR^a^ faera e®ne fe^ <ta aa^a. at^. f^ragnr, eqea, <rai® 
er arar^f aaar saw dta areata seer n<ta arrit

niea atea^ai rrtr< gather ^0,000 HiaaRisfi er ^i; 
aa^r eraRahR atf^enff atstRR nai.

eta, near aaa^ ni<f r^trrrt erqoqT-eTijHt waa 
ataar nra, gaa faRaa ft$ aaa, gurat e^tafer aaf^t 
5.—faaf^Ri aa^a.

saf^r aaar aaaar wil, nieaRRa, ^sitat ara^ zr&a 
erar aaaa ^a aRaraTst, frat ngk saar^t ^qR’areT^f, fe^ 
?neT 9^. gala aaj ‘ aj^ eR^fta RfiaTtear, itau, 
Riaaj'aa a rr^^ra afta^ ’ era aaafen^f era aa^.

$ afte^ ^TR ^ROTR ?
ar afta^araa aa^RfaT t^saT g^iaafa aa. §i?t *<ar?5:
“ saa^arga °FaMt «ft aRaer a^ft sa^, fcra't gaara ala a 

eat4f <t|s saf^r faat aRaf^, aar a^Rie a aa aaaa
Lasara, eaigaa fafea 5a^sai aR^er ‘ sraa^ air ata faaa eat a ’ 
(tf®. gfaaa^ar saaaaa^RT <f^<reia srsn aa?Rar arf^ rrHIr 

eg a^g aa^er ar<f. atg aaar are aaa-ai crs^st 
caaar ara^ar snXa, aaaar ata ?aaar sa^a safe ^TaaRaa, 
RRata safa gaEar ar ?sMt, <a^r aaa ^n^r sa^: ^f, ^rt 
Rtaa^ai^n sir^wt weat araa^r^a
arr^ aa^. ar aaaar faafavi f^Raruft^ cr^ 
Rafaat Ra ^rt^r RRate, are'l ar. ar. Ea gfaaa aaeesi hr ^e 
r^.”

ri gfe^Ri eerizr neat, fR. 'u f^a^i, <i. Raff 
$ aiaa ^rtri atRRRi ri gRana t°Ria ansi aa^.

1
J —^rRT^Rt



RZaTZa ^aTRT, ^r. ;

ur aftada ^rza aa. t^ios aifaa? ^Mt
ST^aiTaRa^ ataa-aT a^TTaz reanR ^ai snai fta 3TT^, 

WZ aRIHa-T ^TaHRia JR aigR aa^T a^R R^T^TH aT ^Z^ai 
3$^ an^ a>$ 3TT^, aTaaTa}-aT SHJia* g^Ua^T

as^ ?R ^taa^z a ^aiai^i sad <ta sn^a, aafca 
ita ®n^, ariaf aifaad srf^.

anai annual ar afcada ma ^i^r au^ta, t 
ata’arf U^dd ma aa^ ift a?<aR 3^.

^srHarat rrfxT^^f^r
3TT5T fd&Rdt aiCT^ snt- aiCfa <t R^a aaadt md. 
animT^d ataiad a< dt STFRqRST 5R STT^T RTS^f^T STlPr 

5<^RST 8TgH 375ft 3R^. ®Rt^; ^ft^ A'fl’^qi’J^f HR^^T
sr?trt R<ra; Rt^f arm st^gJr^ ^r. xjHf^T 

Rte^R^nfa?: =3rr3rt spirt sTHd’sri *n=<RzjfsfRRT 
^i<faCT RTHT STTfor 3T5Ta:
^Kf araia jj^tt^t RHT'’*n ^nq g^fa
’ftSHT 5Wt; §aof f^rfTI^ 5TTR STTf^T qaaidis STfdnTJ^i^ 
3?i sth <ta iWi atT

st^sithr^^^ trr

Rfaq^ITft 3j^sq^?TT 3RR ^T aired} 3TT^; ^ftgia 
airedt stt%. Ria TRHaiz arad sn^a. <t^r% usriaa, 9i^a?«n, 
fraKaRft a^ 3jfeT?f madt anta. arte atsardt 
stt<. sfadats 3idaW o^aR^T area ant. aaiaitt aa t arte 
sn^RaT a^dt^ aM; a<ra sn%. areaa^fr sr^saa^di srnadt a^a 
at in stRstir ^tz rei a<ia rt^. reraidt at aTHRaardt ugre<a, 
snPr aaiaaaTaTO ugiaTia, ^<a a^a da an^. nRondf 
zdtnad aiad an^a, aranRr^aT a^aaf^ a?: red} aafa aredt 
sn^; ai andfdt^ a»raaR aafai, saRra; aadai afzt ara aredar ai<f.

3



sRat anqsar at^atarsT qt^, 
maraf arar qMa aji^.

nm

tfR>R ^T?t, “ 5RT 3RT ! W a€i! m 
aT^Tqt saRar arg ai<f, srt afas ^Rar bt^twt I
^Rf aRRff swag 0 saRar aa^r ^araT^f aa^R 3w<t l aMa aa 

w ! ” r> ^Rt I aRRaRRRT^ ®aRar ^aiai^f ca^r 
^rrt qrW^r ? gahai a?TRaT?:RT ^rt ! at at?rss aara^f w 
t1 aagaRaRar rr^rt, ar rWstrt, srt <ar
?n aaRg^ BTH’sar ^raia 1 rr ^tsj astta aai ama^Rn 

^r^r arRai^z!

Ria ar$ tfafa ^jr ^rrt <rat ^asst ant 
RT^aa^Rf^aT <t^r aig;a ^ar. aTRRRTR aaR aiaar, R<iaitaai 
?n, i^Ria ataa aa aaria ?n. saRar a^fta aaa rs^. r< aaaarf^^ 
a^jt str aRR, Ria ant- ar ajftsf^a aaa^r at<f^aRt at
Ria 3TTi<f g^ata arf^a at <t sa^.

arn(t atsfa artra rr^ an^a, ara sttr^ *<apf ai(f. atg 
Rfta? ara^aT ttaaaaR a^aiaR! aaRaRaafcai ^aiat, 
Ra^a aas^^t a<a ajaa; rt^rr ^a»R a^^R^ aa ai(f. <r 
gasga faaR an^ 1

^rt^a sttri

btirrI are an^a; sjtr^ Rg sn^a.
-a^?ft®T atre 3Rt sre?tq qT^^a.

a^RRT^^ aRRata rtW. a>a a>a 
atre ^aT^. e
as Ro^,

aa^r burst ^TaavR fafsR ^oaRRl, at»aJ^OTRR ;--------  S- ' ----
• rv ................" 1 ri<-*,M q[<4( siqq-tf

n- ”'■ hgft^r9raHfa 
aaaa a,aa, t anqsa^^



^RR RIRTRRFR a< RTRRRRaf^RT ^RTRf CRTR U^RRai 
RR^R STM^t T^JR ^TWnH ^TR ^R^^T,
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ALL-IN DI A TRADE UNION CONGRESS 

5-E Jhandewalan? Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi 1

26 November 1963 
To All Members of the
GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE AITUC

Sub; General Council Meeting - Bombay, 12-13 Dec.

Dear Comrades}

The General Council of the AITUC will meet at the specially 
erected pandal at Shivaji Park, Dadar, Bombay, at 4 p4m. on 12 
December. The meeting will continue the next day from 9 a.m. to 
p.m. The following agenda is proposed:

/
vu.) Confirmation of the Minutes of the last meeting
v2) Report and discussions on demands relating to

D.A., revision of consumer price index and bonus
3) Any other subject with the permission of the Chair.

You are cordially invited to attend.
With greetings.

Yours fraternally,
__ _

(K.G. Sriwastava) 2Y/K' 
Secretary







RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR 
REDUCTION IN PRICES, INCREASE IN WAGES, 
DEARNESS ALLOWANCE AND BONUS, AND FOR 

NATIONALISATION

(Adopted by the General Council of A.I.T.U.C. on 13-12-63)
1. The AU India Trade Union Conference, convened by the A.I.T.U.C to 

discuss certain immediate ,and most pressing issues confronting the working 
class and the toiling people of our country and to find practical ways and 
means for solving their burning problems which have assumed a countrywide 
character, has arrived at the following conclusions and decisions: -
2. In the opinion of this conference, the biggest single issue with a country
wide impact on the day-to-day life of the common people is that of rising 
prices of food stuffs and essential commodities and the constantly rising up
ward curve of the cost of living of the masses, and this is happening despite 
the rise in national production and national wealth.

This development, has become even more pronounced and has assumed 
unprecedented proportions in the recent period. Prices have gone up by 
between 15 to 40 per cent all over the country. No commodity or article which 
enters into the normal family budget of the working people has remained 
unaffected. The prices of basic foodgrains have spiralled to heights beyond 
the reach of the poorest sections of the community in both town and country
side, while an organised black-market flourishes as never before in sugar, 
rice, etc. In certain parts of the country, high prices have been accompanied 
by an absolute physical non-availability of foodgrains, resulting in nearfamine 
conditions.

The suffering and privations of the toiling masses knows no bounds. 
Their already modest living standards are being further depressed every day. 
3. This conference is categorically of the opinion that this phenomenon of 
high prices and scarcity, of the ever-rising cost of living and decline in the 
real wages of all categories of workers and also the fixed income earners, is 
not mainly the product of natural causes, agricultural shortfalls, or climatic 
vagaries as the Government seeks to make out. Where such natural causes 
may have arisen they have been further used by the anti-people profiteers 
for their selfish ends.

This crisis is essentially a man-made one. Its creators are firstly, the 
monopolies who control the decisive sectors of the country’s industry, banking 
and commerce, and who are utilising their economic dominance to boost up 
prices of their products in a sheltered market, to create artificial shortage 
whenever their profits demand it, and even to obstruct and sabotage full 
utilisation of the productive capacity which is at their disposal, despite the 
requirements of the national economy and the people.

Secondly, the market in foodgrains and several crops is overwhelmingly 
dominated by the big, wholesale traders and their combines, by all manner of 
profit-hunting middlemen and speculators, by hoarders and black-market 
operators who are permitted with impunity to carry on their anti-social and 
criminal activities, with the help of bank loans, the stock-market, LIC in
vestments and other supports.

So daring and powerful have these interests become that they have en
gineered a major sugar scandal in the country, a major ripe shortage in West 
Bengal with blackmarket prices ruling higher than during the Great Famine 
of 1943, and a sharp rise in wheat prices of more than 25 per cent even in 
wheat producing tracts in North India.

A simultaneous phenomenon with catastrophic consequences is the de
privation of the small farmer of fair prices for these very foodstuffs and crops 
of which he is the primary producer. The peasant is constantly defrauded by



these very sharks and exploiters of his legitimate price for, and return on, 
his sugarcane yield, his paddy,- wheat or raw jute.

Thirdly, this conference indicts the Government, both at the Centre and 
in the States, which is not only allowing the monopolists, price-racketeers, 
speculators and hoarders to play havoc with the necessities of the common 
man’s life, but shows no practical inclination, apart from words, to use its 
sweeping emergency powers to protect the people from the robbery and 
exploitation of the profiteers.

Moreover, the Government itself has contributed massively to the rise 
in prices by its inflationary budgets and its deliberate policies of adding to 
the crushing burden of indirect taxes which directly affect the common man’s 
pocket.
4. The sufferings of the vast toiling masses can be easily gauged from the 
plight of that section which is the most united and best organised, the most 
experienced in class battles and the best equipped to defend its interests — 
the working class in our factories and mines, as well as the white-collared 
employees of commercial and banking establishments, all of whom have learnt 
to follow one trade union organisation or another.

Even this great and growing working class, directly engaged in the pro
duction of wealth, stands today virtually stripped of any effective protection 
against the rising price levels and consequent erosion of their real wages. All 
their gains in money wages, secured through numerous struggles, stand in 
danger of being completely wiped out if the present price rise is allowed to 
go unchecked.

The Bombay textiles and a few other individual concerns are exceptional 
instances where the Dearness Allowance paid is not only adjusted on a 
sliding scale with the cost of living indices, but also affords full neutralisation 
for the rise in the index though only for the lowest-paid category of workers. 
But, generally speaking, the D.A. systems prevalent today are either fixed 
amounts at a flat rate or vary according to the cost of living indices but do 

, not ensure more than 70 to 85 per cent neutralisation. In both these types of 
Dearness Allowance schemes, a very serious decline in the workers’ real 
wages is taking place as a result of run-away prices.

In the public sector undertakings, where Government is expected to act 
as a model employer, either no D.A., or very low D.A., is paid, and nowhere 
is it linked with the cost of living index.

Further, tens of thousands of workers are employed in such industries, 
mines and plantations where the separate category of Dearness Allowance 
does not exist at all, and the wage paid has no link whatsoever with the cost 
of living indices. •

The situation is still further aggravated by the gross manipulations in 
the compilation of many of the official series of cost of living, or consumer 
price index numbers in different centres, as a result of which the real extent 
of the price rise is being deliberately concealed in order to deprive the wor
kers of their rightfully due compensation in the form of higher Dearness 
Allowance on a sliding scale. For example, between September 1962 and 
September 1963, the all-India consumer price index moved up by 3 points 
only, during a period in which every objective source has estimated the price 
rise at between 15 to 40 per cent!

This monstrous fraud, obviously perpetrated by the bureaucracy and 
employers acting m collusion, has been well exposed by all the mam T.U. 
centres with reference to the Bombay indices, and the great ‘Bombay Bandh’ 
strike of August 20th has compelled the State Government to undertake an 
expert review of its index figures and the method of their compilation.

Bogus statistics have become an important weapon for worsening the 
conditions of the workers. Reliance on them would mean, for example, that 
all those Central Government employees who are governed by the Pay- Com-
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mission s award would scarcely be able to qualify for a D.A. increase on the 
basis of a stable 1 0-point rise in the index lasting for 12 months, which is 
the pre-condition prescribed for getting a higher D.A. Actually, this 10-point 
rise in the index series based on 1949 is the equivalent of no less than 35 
points of the old series based on 1939.

The struggle for exposure and correction of the fraudulent index figures 
is therefore assuming great importance and an all-India character.

This conference also notes with indignation how cynically the employers 
have torpedoed with Governmental connivance the solemn tripartite agree
ment of 5th August 1963 to the effect that cheap grain shops should be 
opened throughout the country at every establishment employing 300 or more 
workers.^ Even such a measure for partial relief to the working class has 
remained on paper to this day both in the private and public sectors alike
5. While the steady erosion of real wages is now an admitted fact, it must 
also be remembered that lakhs of workers in the small-scale and less 
organised, sweated sectors of industry and trade have never even enjoyed 
the benefit of the Minimum Wages Act to which they are entitled. In many 
such cases, minimum wage-fixation committees have not been appointed 
despite all representations; in many more, the wages prescribed by such com
mittees are not implemented by the employers concerned, and the Govern
ment machinery does not enforce them. In still other cases such minimum 
wages fixed several years ago have become out of date and urgently need 
to be revised upwards, but no such action is taken.

Consequently the economic condition of this section of the working class 
which is normally ot covered by wage boards, tribunals, or collective agree
ments is the worst prevailing in the country.
6. This Conference also expresses the profound dissatisfaction of the entire 
working class with the injustice and anarchy prevailing in the field of Bonus 
payments. The tremendous profits which are being appropriated today by 
the bigger and organised industries on the basis of higher production in a 
protected monopoly market are not at all reflected in the so-called “profit- 
sharing ’ Bonuses which the employers are compelled to pay wherever the 
trade union organisation and movement are strong enough.

The workers' share in the surplus value which is the direct creation of 
labour is nowhere governed by equitable principles, and is subjected to all 
sorts of capitalist imposed preconditions or ad hoc awards based on a fictiti
ous “Profit and Loss”, as recorded by Company Balance Sheets. The 
whole position is one of uncertainty except where long-term agreements 
exist, and the claim for Bonus has to be agitated afresh every year. In certain 
sectors of industry, no Bonus is paid at all to this day. Lakhs of public sector 
employees, including even those productive workers in the Government- 
owned companies and corporations handling vital means of production, have 
so far remained excluded from the benefit of any Bonus Scheme, except such 
as lead to intensification of labour. Even though the Bonus Commission was 
appointed to go into the question of Bonus for both private and public sector 
undertakings, under its terms of reference several public sector undertakings 
have been unjustifiably excluded from the Commission’s consideration.

This Conference voices the growing impatience of the workers at the 
inordinate delay in the completion of the work of the Bonus Commission 
which has been sitting for two years and has not yet submitted its recom
mendations.
7. In this situation which is daily becoming more and more difficult for 
the working class and the toiling people in .general, the need for immediate 
and substantial measures of relief has become imperative. This Conference 
considers that the following minimum demands must be met by the Govern
ment and the employers without further delay, and necessary legislative and 
administrative steps to fulfil them must be initiated at once:

3



(I) A 25% general reduction in prices, especially in foodgrains and all 
essential commodities of life;

(2) An all-round 25% increase in the wages paid at present to all wor
kers and employees of both the private and public sectors;

(3) Immediate linking of all Dearness Allowances with the consumer 
price indices on a sliding scale; where no separate D.A. is paid, the consolida
ted wage to be linked up with the consumer price nidex;

(4) Cent per cent neutralisation for every rise in the cost of living to 
be automatically ensured for workers of all wage categories through a slid
ing-scale D.A.;

(5) Correction and revision of the existing fictitious and fraudulent or 
wrong official index figures and their calculation, through the agency of 
suitable tripartite machinery;

(6) Immediate fixation, and wherever necessary, revision of minimum 
wages for mdustries and trade covered by the Minimum Wages Act, and 
immediate implementation of wages already fixed there under; adequate 
minimum wages for agricultural labour;

(7) Publication of the Bonus Commission’s report by the end of 1963,. 
and announcement of Government’s decision
thereon within a month thereafter;

(8) Acceptance and implementation of the basic principle of a minimum 
guaranteed Bonus, irrespective of profit or loss, to all workers and employees 
in all industries and trades;

(9) Abolition of private wholesale trading in food grains, and its total 
transfer to the State;

(10) Fixation and enforcement by law of fair, minimum prices to the 
peasant for his agricultural produce; and guaranteed supply to him at re
asonable prices of essential articles for his everyday use;

0 0 Nationalisation of banks, export-import trade, and the oil and sugar 
industries as a first step towards furthering State acquisition and control over 
decisive sectors of the national economy.
the entire toiling masses of the country, embracing not only the organised

This Conference puts forward the above 11-point Charter of Minimum 
National Demands of the Toiling masses as a platform of unity and action for 
working class and its trade union organisations, but also all middle-class 
sections, working farmers, small traders and shopkeepers, and others who 
are groaning under the intolerable burden of high and rising prices, food 
shortages, black-marketing and profiteering, and the increasing load of in
direct taxes.

. The demands for taking over by the State of wholesale trading in food 
grains and progressive nationalisation of key industries, commencing with 
the private banks, oil monopolies, sugar mills aiid the country’s export-im
port trade, correspond to the most vital interests of the overwhelmino- 
majority of our people. Their fulfilment can alone bring the anarchy in the 
food market under control, destroy the grip of the speculators and hoarders, 
bring down and stabilise prices, and strike a decisive blow at the centres of 
capitalist eccnomic concentration and monopoly power, which are used today 
to swell the private sector’s profits, rob the country of its foreign exchange 
earnings and resources, and exploit the common consumer mercilessly.
8. This Conference is well aware that its Charter of Demands cannot be 
had for the mere asking, and that its realisation, even in part will require the 
broadest possible unity and action of the toiling masses led by the organised 
working class. United organised and disciplined action mobilising the vast 
masses for struggle on these common demands can overcome the powerful 
resistance of the reactionary monopolists and their patrons inside the Govern
ment and ruling party, and compel them to heed the people’s voice.
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This is no easy task. At the same time, this conference reminds the peo
ple of the massive power of their united action, a striking manifestation of 
which was the Great Petition and March to Parliament on September 13th 
last, which played a decisive role in smashing the hated and extortionate 
Compulsory Deposit Scheme, and making the Government undertake a re
view of its policies and performance. This experience should generate con
fidence in the people’s minds and hearts that once they begin to move and 
act uitedly, their voice cannot be ignored by the ruling classes.

This Conference, therefore, decides to initiate and launch an all-National 
campaign for reduction of Prices and Taxes for Increase of Wages and earn
ings, for D.A. and Bonus, and for Nationalisation.

The National Campaign will be launched on 1st January, 1964 through
out the country, and its opening phase will culminate in the observance of an 
all-India Day on 12th/13th January (the choice of date to be according to 
local convenience) through mass meetings, processions and demonstrations 
for the eleven demands listed above.

The National Campaign Day of the Toilers of India will be observed by 
the working people in every town and village, in every factory and office.

This Conference hopes that the Government will not sit tight and allow 
the situation to deteriorate still further, thereby leaving the masses no alter
native but to launch direct action on an all-national scale in defence 
of their most elementary interests.

There is still time for Government to pay heed to the burning demands 
of the people and to come forward with positive measures for the relief of 
the masses as outlined above.

Should the Government and the employers fail to evince any response 
and make any substantial concessions to the working people, the National 
Campaign of the Toilers of India will be further continued with all peaceful 
forms of action including a mighty NATIONAL PROTEST STRIKE AND 
HARTAL throughaut the country.

This Conference appoints a National Campaign Committee consisting of 
the following members namely: Coms. S. S. Mirajkar, S. A. Dange, Bal- 
chandra Menon, P. Ramamurthi, S. S. Yusuf, Kedar Das, Parvati Krishnan, 
Ranen Sen, T. B. Vittal Rao, Indrajit Gupta, K. G. Sriwastava, Satish Loomba, 
K. T. K. Tangamani, Mohd. Elias, and Dutta Deshmukh, along with one 
Secretary or President from each State Committee of the A.I.T.U.C. with 
the right to co-opt or join with such representatives from other Central 
T.U. Organisations and all-India Trade Federations, not affiliated to the 
AITUC, as may be persuaded to join in this campaign.

This Conference authorises the Committee to take all the necessary 
steps to build a powerful unity of all genuine Trade Union Organisations of 
all affiliations including their leaderships, irrespective of their political views 
in order to make the campaign a success in achieving the demands outlined 
above.

The National Campaign Committee is authorised to review the situation 
as it develops upto 31st January 1964, and in the event of the Government’s 
and Employers’ failure on State and National level to respond satisfactorily 
to the Charter of Demands, to meet in the first week of February and to 
decide on the final preparations for the observance of the National Protest 
Strike and Hartal on a specific date.

The Conference appeals to all sections and T.U. Organisations of the 
working class and salaried employees to co-operate in making the National 
Campaign of the Toilers of India including the proposed General Strike and 
Hartal a mighty historic success.
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PRESIDTJM MEMBERS

1. Com. S.S. Mirajkar

2. " Indulal Yagnik

3. ” Mrs.Parvathi Krishnan

4. " Kedar Dass

5. ” P.Balahcndran Menon

6. ” P. Ramamurthi

7. ” S.S. Yusuf

8. ” Dutt^a Deshmuch

9. « Mohd. E|^ias, M.P.
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. Condolence Resolntlo n
a Introductory ter’: by Com itejlar
• Greetings from Ahmedabad workers 

bbi by Indulal Yagnik
. Inaugural speech

by Com. Bangs.
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ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

5 Jhandewalan, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi

CIRCULAR No.GC/1/63
To All Members of the General Council

March 4, 1963

Sub: General Council Meeting - Delhi 
^(April 15-17, 1963;

Dear Comrades,

A meeting of the General Council of the AITUC will be held in 
the AITUC Office at New Delhi on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
the 15, 16 and 17 April 1963. The meeting will commence at 
3 p.m. on 15 April 1963.

The following agenda is proposed;
^1) Confirmation of the Minutes of the last meeting

\/2) Review of - (a) National Defence Fund collections
(b) Working of Industrial Truce Resolution
(e) Situation relating to arrests and deten

tion of trade unionists. a

Proposals for sending delegations to;

a) International Working Women’s Conference (Bucharest, 
October 14-19, 1963)

b) May Day delegations .19632
c) Conference of Soviet Trade Unions ' '
d) Conference of Hungarian Trade Unions (May 9-12)
e) Conference of CGT, France (May 12-17)
f) International Legal and TU Rights Commission

of the WFTU, Prague (July 18-19)

Union Budget Proposals for new taxation and their effect 
on the working class

Proposal made by six Indonesian Tr^de Union Centres for 
calling an Asian-African Workers’ Conference
Proposal made by eight national centres of TUs at 
Casablanca for a World TU Conference of all organisations, 
irrespective of affiliation.
Any other subject with the permission of the chair.

Arrangements for lodging and boarding of members will be 
made in Maharashtra Bhawan (Opp. Paharganj Police Station),New Delhi 
on payment of Rs.10 per head for four days (from 15 to 18 April). 
Intimation of arrival should be sent latest by 10 April 1963.

You are cordially invited to attend.

Yours fraternally,

(K. G. Sriwastava)
Secretary
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ALL - INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

5 Jhandewalan, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi

March 4, 1963
CIRCULAR No W/l/63
To All Members of the Working Committee

Sub: Working Committee Meeting - Delhi 
(April 15, 1963)

Dear Comrades,

The Working Committee of the AITUC will meet in New Delhi 

at the AITUC Office on Monday, 15 April 1963, at 11 a.m.

The following agenda is proposed:

1) Confirmation of Minutes of the previous meeting

2) Finalisation of proposals for agenda of 
General Council Session (April 15-17)

3) New Affiliations

4) Any other subject with the permission of the chair. 

With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

(K. G .Sr iwa s tava)
..Secretary

P.S. Please see circular to General Council members overleaf 
about arrangements for stay, etc.





Draft Resolution
ON EMERGENCY A

It is nearly six months since the President of India 
declared the National Emergency on October 26, 1962. All neople 
in the country, including the working class and trade union 
organisations supported it. Following it, the tripartite conference 
of November 3, unanimously agreed to an Industrial Truce 
Resolution,

Since then, following the cease-fire, the Colombo Powers' 
helpful intervention and internal mobilisation for defence, etc., 
the conditions which necessitated the extraordin ary ] aw_arui__—— 
the emergency have materially to pybs-t. *^ffiis change in
the situation was, in a sense, recognised by the Government 
when it decided to conduct the bye-elections.

The continuation of the emergency does not seem to be 
necessary now to fulfil the tasks of development and defence. 
And if the same extradinary situation arises again, it can be 
revived.

The General Council of the AITUC therefore is of the opinion 
that Government should call a special meeting of the Indian 
Labour Conference to discuss the present situation without delay 
m view ^f reviewing the functioning of Industrial Truce Resolutio: 
and lifting the emergency.

Proposed by: K.G.Sriwastava
Seconded by; Vajubhai Shukla



HESO HUTION

ICY:

Genetai Council Meeting
AI TUG
15-17 April 1963
New Delhi

The Chinese armies crossed the Macnahon Line in the Eastern 
region of our Northern border end thaere was a radical shift in the 
co-relationsnip of the social forces in the country. For the 
apparent reason of securing maximum mobilisation of the material 
and manpower resources for the defence of the country the Govern
ment of India clothed itself with emergency powers.

o+n+ defence of the country according to the later policy 
statements of the Government of India, means not merely the 
defence of the country but dlso the defence of the basic policies 
to wmch tne Government of India has committed itself in the

e °°Untry a«d the People. These declarations assume 
significance in the context of the growing pressure from the 
rightist forces to change the basic policies.

,, A’ I’ T* G* to guarantee uninterrupted production of
tne defence material and a continuous flow of consumption goods to 
tne people, agreed to a iruc^ on the Industrial Front. In response 

o the call o^ the A.I.T.U.C. the working class volunteered work 
and money to tne National defence effort.

- /i ’ 5 e nilitary.reverses revealed the basic weaknesses
and snortcomings on the vital economic sector. The unilateral 
ceasefire, the withdrawal of the advancing Chinese armies to the 
original positions and even beyond in some places, and the policy

^'Pediment adopted by the Government of India have brought 
about a certain relaxation in the situation.

. However the people are concerned and feel anxiety for the 
defence oi the country and are showing growing awareness and under- 
s andmg of the deficiencies in the present economic policies impin
ging on the productive activity. The people actively urge expedi
tious removal, of all that hinders the productive activity, its. 
growth and advance. The people entertain a sense of emergency in 
this respect.

Initially the working class was in a dazed mood. 7ith the 
relaxation in the situation, the working class on its own has 
started asserting itself and is forcing modification of policy on 
governmental machinery in regard to its rights and privilleges. 

e overnment had mainly itilised the emergency powers for laun- 
cning repressive measuras^agalnat militant trade unionists on false 
po itical pleas. The A.I.T.U.C, in the name of working class 
strongly demands the revocation of these steps by the Government 
and release of all trade union activists still under detention.

, a -18 worxmg class has universally testified to its patriotic 
understanding of the situation and its responsibility regarding 
tne defence of the country in a conscious and splendid way. The 
wording class to.maximise defence capacities of the country by 
accelerating manifold the industrial and agricultural production 
as an emergency measure, demands a aompletely unfettered enjoyment 
of its rights and privilleges and its active and fuller partici
pation in the official agencies created for the promotion of the 
country's defence and production potential.

, end A.I.T»U,C. in the name of the working class 
demands that, the Government take stringent measures against those 
wno impede the process of maximum mobilisation of resources and
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that to insure resources for the implimentation of planned 
schemes in the fixed order of priority, steps betaken to 
nationalise;

The Banking Industry
The Oil Industry

and to take over the export and import trade and the wholesale 
trade of essential goods in the country.

Proposed by Y.V. Chavan
Seconded by 3.3, Patil

DRAFT RESOLUTION: .

ON URGENCY:'. ' '

After thorough discussion from the various States of India 
this meeting of the Genera,! Council of A.I.T.U.C. is of opinion 
that this emergency period should not be allowed to continue any 
further. This emergency hits the working class in general and 
common people in particular.Under the cloak of emergency the 
employers with the help of the Govt, are making tne situation 
worse day by day. So this meeting urges upon the Government to 
withdraw this emergency per iod without any further delay and 
restore the normal and natural condition throughout the country.

Proposed by Hrishi Banerji 
Seconded by Dinen Bhattacharya



The bank employees under the leadership of All-India 
Bank Employees Association have been demanding 
nationalisation of banking industry as they felt that 
continuance of this industry in the hands of private sector 
will frustrate our planned economy.

B F the banks continue in pri- 
vate sector, it is but natural 

that one or the other group of 
industrialists will dominate them 
and that group will take extra 
advantage out of it.

It is but natural that an in
dustry run with only 1.9% of 
its working fund as the capital 
paid by the share-holders, can
not avoid the risk of being mis
managed as the share-holders, 
and more so the few directors 
representing them, have nothing 
much to stake in the business. 
Under the circumstances the 

tendency has been to become 
irresponsible and selfish. This will 
be borne out by the fact that 
even after the year 1949, when 
following a number of bank fai
lures the Banking Companies Act 
came into existence, there were 
bank failures and only in the 
recent period, two banks viz., the 
Palai Central Bank and Luxmi 
Bank went into liquidation due to 
fradulent activities by their Direc
tors.

The recent findings of Vivian 
Bose Commission on the adminis
tration of Dalmia-Jain Companies 
have revealed that in all its activi
ties, which were anti-national and 
anti-social, one or the other bank 
was involved. Same is the case in 
relation to Mundhra deals. Whe
ther in respect of spurious scrips 
or violation of Exchange Control 
Regulations — one or the other 
bank was involved. If similar en
quiries are conducted into the 
affairs of other industrial Houses, 
revealations will be no less 
startling.

Positive
Aspects

advances in 
banks can

By re;
the right
play an effective role to hold the

■’ ' for whichprice line, the need 
was never before so keenly felt
in our country. In the sphere of 

i agriculture, as well, vast improve
ments can take place if the banks 
play their due and desired role. 
In a country like India which 
needs rapid development in the 
fields of industry, agriculture, 
commerce etc., — everything that 
will contribute towards ushering 
in of a socialist pattern of society, 
the role of the banks has natu
rally come to be looked upon with 
keen interest by all those who 
are interested in a planned ad
vancement of our country.

And today, in the context of 
the emergency, the need for 

; mobilisation of all available re
sources for our defence and 
developments has assumed para
mount importance and this can 
be achieved possibly only by 
nationalising the banks.
Certain facts about the charac

ter and composition of banks in 
India will be of great interest in 
this respect. There are about 304 
banks in this country, 82 of them 
are in the scheduled list. Out of 
these 82, 14 are Foreign Ex
change Banks. Of the 68 Indian 
Scheduled Banks, 11 are having 
working funds over Rs. 25 crores. 
13 between 25 and 71a crores and 
the rest below 7/2 Crores.

The nationalised sector, i.e„ the 
State Bank of India and its subsi
diaries have a deposit of Rs. 
661.09 crores with a paid-up 
capital of Rs. 10.58 crores. The 
top twelve private Banks have de
posits of Rs. 969.00 crores with 
a paid-up capital of Rs. 17.97 

/ crores. The rest 269 Banks have 
deposits of Rs. 191 crores with a 
paid-up capital of Rs. 11.31 
crores. The Foreign Exchange 
Banks have a deposit of Rs. 253 
crores without any capital em
ployed in India. The overall yrosi- 
tion is that 26 banks i.e., 8»6% of 
the hanks in India control 85% of
the bank deposits.

Out of the above deposit:is the
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banks advanced Rs. 1,420 crores 
to their different borrowers. Rs. 
95.88 crores have been advanced 
against food articles. Rs. 367.62 
crores against stock exchange and 
bullions, Rs. 311.99 crores against 
hypothecation of goods including 
finished consumer goods and 
Rs. 227.84 crores against in
dustry.

Out of a total investment of 618 
crores in Government Securities, 
State Bank and its subsidiaries 
account for 267 crores — re
maining Indian and Exchange 
banks numbering 296 have invest
ments of 361 crores only while 
25% of total advance are made for 
speculative ventures in “Stock 
Exchanges and Bullions.’’

There is practically no advance 
by the commercial banks for 
financing agriculture but there are 
advances for hoarding the agri
cultural produces, and other con
sumer goods leading to artificial 
rise in the prices of all consumer 
goods, both agricultural and in
dustrial.

Banks have only 5,111 branches 
in 1,712 centres in this vast coun

A CASE FOR
NATIONALISATION

OF RANKS
try of which 957 branches are in 
rural areas.

The Committee, appointed by 
the Government, headed by Prof. 
P. C. Mahalanobis, to probe into 
the distribution of national wealth 
at the ,end of the 2nd Five Year 
Plan, after painstaking research, 
based on income-tax returns, has 
come to the conclusion, as re
ported, that 1% of the country’s 
households own as much as 75% 
of privately held stocks and even 
within this small minority the 
further distribution of ownership 
is highly concentrated.

More than half the privately 
owned share capital in India, the 
Committee underlines, is owned 
by only 14,000 houses. In other 
words, it is only 1% of India’s 
privileged class—which in turn is 
1% of the total population — that 
really owns and controls the bulk 
of the nation’s wealth.

Even that is not the end of the 
matter. The Committee conclu
sively shows that the “manage
ment control” of industries is in
credibly more concentrated than 
“ownership control”. With com
paratively small shareholding, 
individuals or business houses are 
able to take complete charge of 
the policies and operations of the 
companies.

In the opinion of the Com
mittee the liberal loans by banks 
and other financial institutions 
have fostered this trend towards 
concentration.

The ex-Governor of Reserve 
Bank of India. H.V.R. lyenger 
also remarked: “One of the struc
tural features of the Indian Bank
ing is the concentration of power 
which in some cases is enormous 
in relation to the capital employ
ed. From time to time, we come 
across cases in which a family or 
a group has got full controlling 
interest in a Bank.

Almost every industrial house 
in'this country controls one or the 
other bank. Take the case of !he 
biggest commercial banks:

'Central Bank of India Ltd., 
Bank of India Ltd. — Con
trolled bv the Tata, Khatau, 
Mafatlal Groups.

Puniab National Bank Ltd. — 
Dalmia-Jain Group.

Bank of Baroda Ltd. — Wal- 
chand Hirachand Group.

United Commercial Bank Ltd.
— Birla Group.

To cite few instances of 
Banks:

Hindusthan Commercial
Ltd. — J. K. Group.

Hindusthan Mercantile
Ltd. — Jala Group.

Small

Bank

Bank

Vicious 
Interlinking

The aforesaid industrialists con
trol in turn a number of industries 
and almost the entire private sec
tor is owned by a few industrial 
houses. They are thereby enjoy
ing a position of monopoly in 
their business. The deposits of 
ordinary people are utilised by 
them at cheaper rates to feed 
their own industries without any 
consideration whatsoever to the 
country’s interest.

With the vast ■ resources of 
private banks at their disposal, 
these few industry houses have 
been able to keep away their 
competitors, and with their 
comparative advantage over 
others, they have been able to 
concentrate all means of pro
ductions and their distribution, 
in their hands.
It has been often found that a 

single director of a bank, is a 

common director of many other 
industrial concerns and with his 
command over the bank, he has 
been able to turn the bank into 
the Power House for his industrial 
empire.

Paradoxically, while the deve
lopment of our economy is in
separably interlinked with the 
development of small scale and 
cottage Industries, the savings of 
the people are seldom made avail
able to them.

In spite of the Reserye Bank of 
India directive, “Concentration of 
advance in the hands of few bor
rowers has increased by 4T.7% in 
1961 over 1960”, and “the large 
advances to the directors, their 
relations and associates, and con
cerns in which any of them is 
interested” has also increased by 
42.8% during the same period.

The role of the share capital 
in a banking company is most in
significant compared to other in
dustries. The following table will 
help us to understand the position.

(Position of private commer
cial banks as on December

31, 1961) 
DepositsPaid-up 

Capital 
29.28 crores 1428 crores

Ratio of
1 to 2

4.8%
(S.B.I. and its subsidiaries ex

cluded).
From the above one will not 

fail to note that with a share capi
tal of Rs. 29 crores, private banks 
control deposits to the tune of Rs. 
1428 crores. Of this 12 big Indian 
Banks with a paid-up capital of 
17.97 crores command deposits of 
Rs. 969 crores. The ratio in this 
case comes to less than 2%. Then 
so far as exchange banks are con
cerned they have no share capi
tal in India.

The earlier chapter has given 
us a glimpse about the insigni
ficant role of paid-up capital, in 
this industry. Profits of the banks, 
unlike other industries, are not 
earned primarily by the share 
capital. It is the depositors’ money 
secured at a lesser rate of interest 
and employed at higher rates of 
interest — and the difference be
tween these rates contributes the 
main profits of the banks.

The net profits of the 12 top

NEW AGE

Indian banks for the year 1961 
was 7.35 crores against a share 
capital of 17.97 crores. It is signi
ficant to bear in mind that the 
net profits in a bank have been 
arrived at after making provision 

thefor taxation which is 50% of 
actual profits, in other words 
profits are about 15 crores.

the

in- 
the

Then again, unlike other 
dustries, disclosed profits of 
banks are arrived at after making 
provisions for “secret reserves”, 
which account for substantial por
tion of the actual profits earned. 
The real profits of tire banks are 
therefore substantially higher than 
those disclosed in the balance 
sheet.

The huge profits foreign banks 
earn in our country after making 
provision for taxation and secret 
reserves in the lines of Indian 
Banks are simply staggering. As 
for example. Chartered Bank with 
only 10 Offices in India have 
shown a net profit of Rs. 80 lakhs 
for the year 1962 in its Indian 
branches’ balance sheet.

The net profits of 14 Ex
change Banks in India for the 
year 1961, after making all 
provisions as above, are 2.67 
Crores, and this has been earn
ed without employing a single 
naya paisa as capital. No other 
Industry offers such a scope for 
so high profits.
To earn this profit, the risk of 

a banking company is the least. 
It has no hazards of a modem 
complicated industry which starts 
from procurement of raw mate
rials, necessary machineries 
processing and for marketing 
finished products. With the 

for 
the 
in- 
our 

of
creased economic tempo in 
country, with huge outlay 
capital under the plans, the pros
pect for banking industry is the 
brightest today.

The profits of the banks have 
been recording a steep and steady 
rise and these profits will be in
creased by leaps the moment the 
nationalisation is done. The work
ing of the State Bank of India 
and of the Life Insurance busi
ness after their take over by the 
Government and their spectacular 
and phenomenal growth in depo
sits as well as profits only indicate 
that if Banks are nationalised, it
will stimulate the whole economy.

What Are 
the Gains?

The gains from bank 
sation will be varied, 

nationali- 
manifold

and immense, — immediate and 
future.

Firstly, all the profits of the 
banks, about 35 crores, will come 
as a revenue to the government. 
This amount, of course, excludes
the various amounts set apart 
from the profits as “secret” provi
sions.

Secondly, by regulating bank’s 
activities and minimising hoard
ings consistent with the interest 
of the common masses, it will 
substantially help in stabilising 
the price line. Creation of arti
ficial scarcity of consumer goods 
will be eliminated.

Thirdly, Rural banking will get 

April 17 was observed as ALL-INDIA DEMAND 
DAY for nationalisation of banks. In this state
ment of case, the All-India Bank Employees 
Association argues the justification of the de
mand of nationalisation of banks.

highest impetus. Present-day “pro
fit motive” will be replaced by 
“service-motive”. Establishment 
of banking units will be of great 
help to our agriculture and agri
culturists.

Fourthly, manipulation of for
eign exchange by unlawful remit
tances, under-invoicing and over- 
invoicing, repatriation of profit 
of foreign banks will be complete
ly stopped.

Fifthly, Our export-import trade 
will get a great fillip.

Sixthly, Banks will be effective 
instruments to check tax evasion 
and spot out blackmoney.

Seventhly, Nationalisation will 
enable banks to invest their re
sources according to the needs 
and norms of country’s develop
ment as set out by the Planning 
Commission. The growth of our 
country’s economy, industry, com
merce and business will thus be 
set in the right and healthy direc
tion.

Eighthly, The existing trend 
of concentration of wealth in a 
few and fewer hands will be 
arrested and no longer will a few 
private profit sharks be able to 
keep the entire industry under 
their grip. Nationalisation of banks 
will thus be a great step towards 
achievement of a socialist society, 
to which our country is wedded.

Ninthly, It will secure standar
disation of service, stabilise confi
dence of the depositors leading 
to rapid growth of Bank deposits.

Tenthly, It will substantially 
slash down the existing top
heavy establishment in private 
banks. While, the salary paid to 
the Governor of the Reserve 
Bank of India is only about Rs. 
4,000 a month, the Chief Manager 
of Chartered Bank in India draws 
a monthly salary of Rs. 10,000 ex
clusive of other perquisites.

From the above, the conclu
sion is irrestible that for all- 
round progress of our economy, 
for greater interests of the na
tion, for the purposes of mobi
lisation of all available resour
ces for defence and develop
ments, nationalisation of banks 
cannot wait any longer.
A plea has, however, been 

raised recently that there are no 
adequate funds to acquire owner
ship of private banks by the 
state.

The private banks have, as 
shown above, a total paid-up 
capital of about Rs. 30 crores com
manding a deposit of 1428 crores, 
earning annual net profit (dis
closed) of about 15 crores. Today, 
in the context of emergency the 
needs of the nation must have 
overriding priority and the ques
tion of paying cash compensation 
does not arise. In the manner, 
Zamindaries were taken over by 
the Government by payment of 
compensation in long-term bonds, 
private banks may also be simi
larly taken over.

It is necessary to bear in mind 
that the amount of compensation 
payable for a total paid-up capita] 
of Rs. 30 crores will be most 
insignificant compared to the vast 
resources which will as a result 
pass on to the State.

Before we conclude, we wish to 
allay one apprehension that is 
sometimes raised by interested 
quarters that in the event of na
tionalisation, efficiency is likely to 
suffer. Banks are managed and 
run by its officers, clerks and sub
ordinates — employees who are 
to-day serving private capital with 
profit-motive as its sole concern.

Employees in nationalised banks 
will have the proud privilege to 
serve the nation to work for the 
progress of the country and hence 
the employees will never fail to 
come forward to discharge what
ever responsibilities will be en
trusted to them.
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ON THE BUDGET PROPOSALS AND ALTERNATIVE
SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR NATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEFENCE
“S“ HE Central Executive Committee of the Commu

nist Party of India has considered the budget 
proposals of the Union and state Governments for the 
current year. The urgent needs of the Plan and eco
nomy in general and of defence in particular called 
for a positive orientation in our budgetary and eco
nomic policies. This orientation, however, is missing.

There cannot be two opi
nions that for our economic 
development, as well as for 
building up of the country’s 
defence potential, additional 
resources are to be raised. 
The real point at issue is 
where and how to find the 
needed resources.

In the recent months, it has 
been amply demonstrated how 
our people are ready to make 
the greatest measure of sacri
fice when called upon to do so 
in the interests of the nation. 
Indeed, it is the working peo
ple of our country, suffering 
from many a want, who con
tributed most of the national 
defence fund and otherwise to 
the cause of the nation’" de
fence.

This, however, cannot be 
said of the millionaires, mono
polists and other sections of 
the wealthy people. They have, 
on the contrary, sought to ex
ploit the Emergency to gather 
benefits for themselves. It was 
expected that the present 
budgetary proposals will be so 
devised as to compel these 
rich people to make their due 
contributions towards the ful
filment of our national pur
poses.

Instead of raising ade
quate resources from the 
rich, and adopting other 
effective economic measures, 
such as nationalisation of 
banking, oil industry, etc., 
which has become an urgent 
necessity for the future of 
our economy as a whole, the 
current budget proposals 
place new economic bur
dens on the masses who are 
already over-taxed and 
struck by constantly rising 
prices.

Lower Income
Groups Hit

The greater part of the 
additional taxes and levies 
under the Central Budget is 
proposed to" be raised through 
Union excise duties, compul
sory deposit schemes, sur
charge on income-tax of even 
those belonging to the lowest 
income brackets. Almost all 
the necessities of life in the 
country are already taxed. Yet 
additional levies are imposed 
even on such necessities of 
life as kerosene, tobacco, 
sugar, tea, matches, soap. 
Prices of postcards have also 
been increased.

While thus taxing the 
people, the budget propo
sals fail to effect any subs
tantial economy in the 
heavy and even wasteful 
administrative expendi
tures.
The Union excise duties, the 

incidence of which heavily 
fall on the poorer sections of 
the community, have now 
gone up from Rs. 70 crores in 
1951 to nearly Rs. 700 crores 
in the current year. In the 
states, sales-tax, surcharge 
on land revenue in respect of 
uneconomic holdings and such 
other levies as bus fare, school 
fees, entertainment taxes 
have been simultaneously 
increased.

These taxes and levies cons

titute new attacks on the liv
ing standards of the masses; 
they work as a positive dis
incentive in the context of 
the planning and they inevi
tably lead to further rise in 
prices. The worst sufferers 
from these taxes and imposts 
are, of course, the workers, 
peasants, middle-class emplo
yees, professional classes, 
artisans and smaller men in 
business and trade. The budget 
proposals not only promise no 
holding of the price line but 
give fresh impetus to rise in 
prices.

Apart from adding to the 
suffering and hardships of 
the masses such inequitable 
and ill-conceived taxation 
measures go to widen the 
disparities in income and 
defeat other social objec
tives of the Plan.

Compromising 
And Weak-Kneed

The Union Budget proposals 
are compromising and week- 
kneed in regard to the mono
polists and similar other 
vested interests. This has em
boldened them to raise a hue 
and cry even against mode
rate levies such as super pro
fits’ tax, which affect them. 
They are trying to make out 
that such taxes on them will 
ruin industry, hinder develop
ment and paralyse efficiency.

Further, they are trying to 
delude the people by saying 
that they have alternative 
methods of raising resources, 
which do not hit the people. 
But their main so-called al
ternative suggestions are 
heavy imports of military 
equipments through Western 
military aid, scuttling of cer
tain basic industries in the 
public sector and reduction in 
expenditures on social wel
fare.

Such proposals will patently 
increase the grip of the mono
polists over our economy and 
undermine the country’s in
dependence.

This compromising policy is 
thus strengthening the same 
vested interests and the reac
tionary political forces like 
the Jan Sangh, Swatantra 
Party and diehard Rightists 
within the Congress itself 
which have tn a very critical 
moment in our national life 
gone all out to attack the 
national policies like non- 
alignment and have attempt
ed to oust Prime Minister 
Nehru. The mass discontent 
caused by the unjust econo
mic burdens on the people is 
being fully exploited by the 
parties of Right reaction to 
push their nefarious ends.

The Central Executive Com
mittee protests against these 
anti-people, undemocratic 
and harmful taxation mea
sures and urges upon the 
authorities concerned to re
vise them, keeping in view in
terests of the masses and our 
economy. In this connection, 
the Committee particularly 
condemns the additional levies 
on kerosene, which was al
ready selling at hieh price 
manipulated and dictated and 

dieted by foreign oil com
panies.

The Committee demands 
with all the emphasis at its 
command the immediate 
cancellation of the addition
al levies on kerosene which 
is a vital necessity for our 
peasants and other sections 
of our working people.
The Central Executive Com

mittee is in favour of mobili
sing the resources of the 
former princes, monopolists 
and other wealthy people 
through an effective compul
sory Deposit Scheme and 
otherwise. In fact, our Party 
has been, for years, urging 
upon such a method of rais
ing resources.

But at the same time, the 
Committee is strongly of the 
view that the Compulsory 
Savings Scheme must not be 
enforced against the poorer 
sections of the people who 
find it extremely difficult even 
to balance their faimiy bud- 
gests and many of whom have 
to live perpetually in debts.

Under the present Compul
sory Deposit Scheme, millions 
of Government servants 
throughout the country, whose 
income will be deducted at the 
source, workers, employees, 
peasants and many other peo
ple will be badly and unjustly 
hit. Further, the enforcement 
of this scheme against them 
will mean both harassment 
and oppression.

The Central Executive de
mands that the Compulsory 
Savings Scheme be radically 
amended and modified in 
order, on the one hand, to 
exempt those sections of the 
people who are not really in 
a position to save, and, on 
the other, tap with greater 
vigour the accumulations 
and savings of the rich. 
The Committee however, 

welcomes the Super profits 
tax, increase in Corporation 
tax, as well as in the income- 
tax in higher slabs. But here 
again, they do not go far 
enough and leave much that 
is to be desired. The Govern
ment should have stepped up 
all these taxes, particularly in 
view of the fact that, during 
the past several years, big 
business have been given 
numerous exemptions, re
bates, and other forms of tax 
concessions. Abolition of 
wealth tax on companies, the 
so-called tax holiday, develop
ment rebates in undeserving 
cases, the reduction of taxes 
on the issue of bonus share, 
the lifting of expenditure tax 
are among the reliefs that 
have thus gone to pamper the 
rich.

The Committee notes with 
concern the attempts of the 
Big Business to pressurise the 
Government to reduce the 
super profits tax and give 
them fresh tax concessions. 
The Committee hopes that 
no quarter whatsoever will be 
given to such pressures by 
Big Business. What is really 
needed is more effective mea
sures in order to collect a 
larger amount of taxes from 
these people.

The Central Executive also 
notes in this connection the 
failure of the Government to 
tap the gold hoards of the 
millionaires, speculators and 
ex-rulers. Despite the Gold 
Control Order, these well- 
known hoarders of gold have 
so far managed to evade the 
law. But the Government 
shows no sign of compelling 

them to disgorge the huge 
quantities of gold in their 
possession.

The Government, has how
ever, enforced a series of mea
sures against the goldsmiths 
and artisans, spelling ruin to 
trade and causing widespread 
unemployment and suffering 
among them. The situation 
has become so desperate that 
over 100 goldsmiths have al
ready committed suicide.

The Central Executive 
Committee expresses its 
deep concern at the condi
tion of the goldsmiths and 
urges upon the Government 
to raise gold purity for or
naments to 22 carat, while 
putting a reasonable ceiling 
on ornaments a family can 
possess. This will reduce the 
hardships of the goldsmiths 
and at the same time, con
trol wasteful use of gold in 
ornaments. The Committee 
urges upon the Government 
to offer adequate relief to 
the distressed goldsmiths 
and help them find alter
native employment.
The Central Executive 

Committee is in favour of the 
most stringent measures 
against gold smuggling. But 
in this connection the Com
mittee wants to point out that 
smuggling is encouraged 
mainly by the fact that the 
monopolists and speculators 
find it convenient to conceal 
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their ill-gotten wealth in the 
form of gold bars and gold 
bullions. So long as gold 
hoarding by them is not effec
tively curbed and made im
possible, this smuggling of 
gold cannot be easily stopped.

The Central Executive 
Committee is further of the 
view that in order to stop 
smuggling and wasteful use of 
gold, it is also necessary for 
the Government to enter in
to the trade in gold. It is Big 
Business, both foreign and In
dian, which uses its trade con
nections and resources abroad 
to carry on gold smuggling but 
the Government refuses to 
bring these smugglers of high 
finance to book.

Only by enforcing effec
tive measures in all these 
directions can the Gold 
Control Order be made a 
real success without need
lessly injuring the interests 
of goldsmiths and the poor
er sections of the people 
who keep their small sav
ings for a rainy day in the 
form of gold ornaments. 
The Central Executive Com

mittee of the Communist 
Party of India is firmly of the 
view that the unjust and anti
people taxes and levies could 
have been easily avoided.

In this connection, the Cen
tral Executive Committee 
would like to lay particular 
stress on the urgency of the 
nationalisation of banks and 
oil industry, on the substantial 
expansion of state trading in 
the internal market, specially 
in respect of foodgrains, as 
well as in our external trade

| ON IMlRGtNCV 
•
S | T is nearly six months since the President of 
• India declared the National Emergency on Octo- 
• her 26, 1962. All parties and groups in the country, 
: including the Communist party, supported it and 
; voted for it when it came before Parliament for 
j endorsement.•

Since then, following the cease-fire, the 
j Colombo powers’ helpful intervention and internal 
• mobilisation for defence, etc., the conditions which 
• necessitated the extraordinary law and the Emer- 
: gency have materially ceased to exist. Its conti- 
J nuation and operation obstruct normal life, more 
S to the detriment of the common man than the big 
• obstructionist vested interests. This change in- the 
• situation was, in a sense, recognised by the Govern- 
• ment when it decided to conduct the bye-elections. 
: pi The continuation of the emergency does not 
U^eem to be necessary now to fulfil the tasks of 
: development and defence. And if the same extra- 
! ordinary situation arises again, it can be revived.

ixecutive Committee of the Com- 
idia, therefore, is of the opinion • 
ent should'hold a consultation * 
n parties in Parliament with a • 
the situation and lifting the j

The Central I 
munist Party of^ 
that the Go^er^n 
with the opno^itii 
view to assessing
emergency. | •

both in imports and exports.
If only those measures were 

taken, a far greater amount 
than what all the additional 
taxes and levies under the 
current Union budget promise 
to bring would be easily 
available in a permanent 

Central Executive
RESOLUTIONS
sss=^ Delhi, April II — IA • . J
basis to our national exche
quer. Never was the need for 
these measures so great 
as at the present moment. 
Among other important mea
sures which the Government 
should take the following 
would merit special atten
tion:

I The speedy recovery of 
tax arrears, particularly 

from the Big Business as well 
as the plugging of all evasion 
and avoidance of taxes;

2 Increase in the rate of 
super Profits tax and the 

ceiling on profit and on other 
forms of earning;
■J Restoration of Wealth 
" Tax on companies and en
forcement of this tax against 
the wealthy who are avoiding 
it; restoration of the original 
30 per cent on the issue of 
bonus share instead of the 
present 12| per cent; restora
tion and enforcement of ex
penditure tax;
A 50 per cent reduction of 
“ remittance of profits, 
dividends, interest, etc. abroad 
by foreign private investors 
and businessmen in our coun
try and tapping of amounts 
so available as compulsory 
loans to the State (the pre
sent remittances under these 
heads amount to nearly Rs.40 
crores); increase in the min
ing royalties:
C Suspension of payment of 
J privy purse to the wealthy 
princes or at least reduction 
of such payment by 50 per 
cent;

6 The mobilisation of big
ger resources from the 

company finances and reserv
es as compulsory loans to the 
State;

7 Acquisition as compulsory 
loans substantial amounts 

of foreign assets held in banks 
and otherwise by Indian na
tionals as compulsory loans;

8 Realisation of the Gov
ernment loans to the Tata 

Iron and Steel Company and 
the Indian Iron and Steel 
Company (Rs.10 crores each 
was advanced in 1954);
ft The expansion of public 
' sector both by setting up 

new immediately profit-yield
ing units as well as by na
tionalisation and by taking 
over of the industries under 
the managements of the cor
rupt big business elements;
| ft Reduction of expenditure 
1 on administrative ser

vices both under the Union 
and State Governments and 
effectual economy measures at 
all levels in the administra
tion.

The Central Executive Com
mittee of the Communist Par
ty of India appeals to all sec
tions of our people and to all 
progressive forces in our life 
to raise their united voice in 
respect against all these un
just taxes and avoidable eco
nomic burdens on the mas
ses.

It further appeals to them 
to unite in common efforts 
so that the Government is 
obliged to bring about the 
much-needed orientation in 
the budgetary and economic 
policies along the lines sug
gested above. Only thus can 
the people advance on demo
cratic popular lines the cause 
of our national development 
and of our national defence.

ON THE DEADLOCK OVER 
COLOMBO PROPOSAL

ESPITE the efforts of the six non-aligned Afro-Asian coun
tries who put forward the Colombo proposals, India-China 

negotiations have not yet begun, causing concern to all.
The Indian Government, true 

to the Panchsheel spirit, not 
only accepted the ’ Chinese 
cease-fire proposals in practice 
but also accepted in toto the 
Colombo proposals and their 
clarifications. It welcomed the 
recent release of Indian prison
ers-of-war.

The Chinese Government has, 
however, refused to accept the 
Colombo proposals. It claims 
that different interpretations 
have been given to it, though 
this has been authoritatively 
contradicted by the spokesmen 
of the Colombo Powers.

The Central Executive Com
mittee of the Communist Party 
of India is firmly of the opinion 
that the responsibility for the 
continuance of the present un
desirable situation and for the 
failure to start negotiations lies 
wholly on the Chinese Govern
ment, which has turned down 
the just and honourable initia
tive and proposals of friendly 
and impartial non-aligned 
countries.

The Central Executive 
Committee deeply deplores 
that the Chinese Government

ON DALMIA JAIN 
CONCERNS

J HE Central Executive Committee of the Com
munist Party of India welcomes the decision of 

the Government in ordering investigation into the 
affairs of the Five Dalmia-Jain concerns, viz., Messrs. 
Bennett Coleman & Co., Sahu Jain Ltd., New Central 
Jute Mills Co. Ltd., Rohtas Industries Ltd. and Ashoka 
Marketing Ltd.

The investigation has been 
ordered under Section 237 of 
the Companies Act, which 
provides for such investiga
tion only when there are cir
cumstances suggesting that 
the business of a company is 
being conducted with “intent 
to defraud its creditors, mem
bers or any other person, or 
otherwise for a fraudulent or 
unlawful purpose.” This in 
itself would show the serious
ness of the charges against 
these firms. The Central Exe
cutive Committee, however, 
thinks that the steps taken 
by the Government do not go 
far enough and further 
actions are urgently called for 
in the case of these Dalmia- 
Jain concerns.

The Central Executive 
Committee is firmly of the 
opinion that Government 
should immediately take 
over the management of 
these five concerns under 
the Industrial Development 
and Regulation Act, pend

unreasonably persists in 
pressing forward its unilate
ral proposals and in carry
ing on a propaganda cam
paign of slander against India. 
The ensuing deadlock in 

India-China relations keeps up 
the political climate of suspi
cion and fear of China, which 
the Indian Rightwing forces 
planfully utilise for their cam
paign of seeking military aid 
from the imperialists and chal
lenging the progressive policies 
of the Nehru Government. The 
Chinese attitude thus streng
thens the very forces which do 
not desire India-China negotia
tions and a peaceful settlement.

The adamant Chinese atti
tude, coupled with their threat
ening notes and disruptive 
moves, encourages the demand 
for ever greater military aid 
from the West. It is a danger
ous development which weak
ens India internally as well as 
internationally.

The Central Executive 
Committee once again calls 
for vigilance against the VS 
proposal for an "air umbrel
la” and its demand for bases

ing public probe under the 
Commission of Enquiry Act 
and further actions against 
them. In view of what has 
already come to light about 
the affairs of the Dalmia- 
Jain concerns, there cannot 
be the slightest justification 
for allowing their manage
ment to continue a moment 
longer in their hands.
It may be mentioned that 

these concerns are in many 
ways a progeny or have been 
closely associated with the 
other nine concerns of the 
Dalmia-Jain group which 
form the subject matter of the 
Vivian Bose Enquiry Commis
sion. The findings of the 
Commission have brought to 
light the mounting malprac
tices, fraud and corruption on 
the part of the management 
of these Companies. But the( 
revelations about the mal
practice < corruption and 
swindle are by no means con
fined to only this group of 
businessmen but are indeed

on Indian soil.
Not only that. The US Gov

ernment, however, has made no 
secret of its demand that the 
price of its continuing and in
creasing military and economic 
aid to India is our willingness 
to hand over Kashmir to Paki
stan.

Patriotic India has expressed 
itself in unequivocal terms 
against surrender of Kashmir. 
Continued vigilance is neces
sary to see that no surrender 
of Kashmir takes place.

The US imperialists also seek 
to exploit India’s need and the 
fact that China is a socialist 
country to demand that India 
take the lead in building a pro
west political-military alliance 
of Asian countries bordering on 
China. They seek a new SEATO 
minus the name, with a desire 
to trap India and make it act 
as the decoy-duck for other 
Asian nations.

Clear
Indication

The US imperialists politi
cal aims were first expressed 
by the Harriman Mission and 
they were last driven home 
by the US Presidential Advi
ser Rostow. A clear indica
tion was given in President 
Kennedy’s recent message to 
the US Congress, where he 
places India in the same ca
tegory as Taiwan and South 
Vietnam.
Though the Government of 

India has rejected the US de
mand to change India’s basic 
policies, yet it has made seri
ous concessions in the name of 
Emergency, by agreeing to the 
stationing of the US Military 
Mission in Delhi and by grant
ing US Military Observers the 
right of inspection, etc., and 
thus allowing them to inter
fere in defence matters. This 
cannot but encourage the US 
imperialists to keep up the 
pressure against the policy of 
non-alignment and threaten 
Indian sovereignty.

The Central Executive Com
mittee calls upon all Party 
units to organise a nationwide 
campaign and rouse patriotic 
Indian people with the follow
ing slogans:
JL, The policy of non-align- 
M ment is in the best interests 

of the country;
JL. Achieve self-reliance in 

national defence;
FOR THIS PURPOSE —

I More and more defence 
production factories to pro

duce all the military equipment 
we need;

Get all the technical and 
economic aid from foreign 

countries;
Get urgently needed arms 
from any source on com

mercial terms.

typical of the manner in 
which the monopolists and 
Big Business in the country 
are behaving today.

In this connection it will 
not be out of place to refer 
to the serious allegations 
against the two Birla con
cerns—the New Asiatic Gene
ral Insurance Company and 
the Ruby General Insurance 
Company.

The affairs of these two 
Companies were also inves
tigated by the Chartered 
Accountants under the ins-

BUT IN THE NAME OF 
DEFENCE—

a No involvement in the 
** system of US military aid;
L. No need for foreign mili- 
** tary missions on Indian soil 
to supervise our defence;
p No surrender of Kashmir;
J No concessions to US 

blackmail.

India’s firm adherence to our 
independent self-reliant de
fence policy will get us all our 
military requirements from all 
friendly countries, without in 
any way compromising our 
basic policies. Weakening be
fore imperialist pressure will 
encourage Indian Rightwing, 
damage Indian sovereignty, 
weaken non-alignment and 
cause dismay among all the 
peace-loving countries.

Prime Minister Nehru has 
repreatedly stated India is op
posed to a military solution of 
our dispute with China. The 
Communist Party of India ex
tends its full support to the 
Government of India’s offer of 
arbitration to settle the dispute, 
if negotiations fail.

In face of Chinese recalci
trance, it becomes India’s 
responsibility to do every
thing in its power to secure 
the help of friendly countries 
for the acceptance of the Co
lombo proposals by China so 
that peaceful negotiations 
may begin.
The Central Executive Com

mittee of the Communist Party 
of India welcomes the efforts 
being made by the Colombo 
Powers to persuade China 
to accept the Colombo propo
sals. Afro-Asian solidarity de
mands that the historic Afro- 
Asian initiative of Colombo 
bears fruit.

The Central Executive Com
mittee appeals to world demo
cratic opinion, and especially 
to the Socialist countries and 
the Afro-Asian nations to use 
their influence to ensure that 
the Colombo proposals are ac
cepted by the Chinese Govern
ment and negotiations begin.

RebuR To
Right: Reaction

The Central Executive Com
mittee welcomes the growing 
expression of opinion against 
the anti-national policies of 
Right reaction, particularly 
among Congressmen. The AICC 
resolution in support of na
tional policies and warning 
against the reactionary forces 
and policies was a forceful ex
pression of this healthy trend.

The future of our country de
pends upon Congressmen, Com
munists and all patriotic ele
ments to get together to rout 
the reactionary Right-wing 
parties, enemies of non-align
ment and advocates of military 
alliance with the Western 
Powers. Such national demo
cratic unity is the only guaran
tee of effective national de
fence and the way to peace 
with honour.

tractions from the Govern
ment. But strangely enough 
the Government has thought 
fit to ignore the findings of 
the Chartered Accountants, 
not to speak of acting upon 
them. Reasons for this can 
be well imagined when one 
has in mind the tremendous 
pull of the Birlas over the 
administration.
The Central Executive Com

mittee of the Communist 
Party of India demands the 
entire matter regarding these 
two Birla concerns be placed 
before Parliament.
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BASIC FACTS
For most of us Indians, Latin America has been a 

closed book for a long time. The dazzling glare of the 
dollar-lit United States had for many years thrown a cur
tain of darkness across the great continent to the South.
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There is deep interest among the Indian people in 
the struggle of the Latin American peoples against 
United States imperialism. The recent Congress in soli
darity with Cuba held in Brazil has drawn world-wide 
attention to the heroic battles being waged in this con
tinent. Several readers have asked for detailed factual 
information about Latin America.

NEW AGE is happy to be able to publish this first 
article by Lajpat Rai, which gives the background facte 
about the Continent. Subsequent articles will deal with 

§ the United States economic domination of Latin America.
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JUST as the European “infor
mation" about India and the 
Orient was projected in the im

perialist mythology of turbaned 
Maharajas and Sikhs, dancing 
girls and harems, snake charmers 
and rope-dancers, so the “know
ledge” about Latin America was 
doped with the legend of a moon
gazing crazy ■ people, horse riders 
and night clubs, the casinoes and 
the beaches etc., etc.

But since the Cuban revolution 
of 1959, Latin America has 
emerged out of the shadows. The 
eyes of the whole world are now 
turned towards this part of the 
globe which has been variously 
described as “The Continent of 
Sorrow”, “the disintegrating conti
nent”, “the vast American hinter
land”, “the joyous land of colour 
and beauty.”

In reality it is a land of im
mense riches and terrible poverty; 
people who have many problems 
common with the peoples of Asia 
and Africa such as poverty and 
low living standards, economic 
and social under-development, illi
teracy and unemployment — the 
common problems of all victims of 
imperialism.

Latin America consists of 
Mexico, the five Republics of 
Central America (Costa Rica,

of growth per year of population 
in Latin America is 2.5 per cent 
as compared with 0.8 per cent 
for Europe, 1.6 per cent for Asia 
and 1.7 per cent for North 
America and Africa. -

It is also estimated that by 
1975, the population of Latin 
America will be 300 million and 
by the year 2000 it will reach the 
figure of 600 million.
, A majority of the peoples of 
Latin American countries, like 
their counterparts in Asia and 
Africa, live in rural areas and en-
gage themselves in agriculture 
and allied pursuits.

According to a survey conduct
ed by the WHO in some States 

America in 1958, theof Latin
percentage of rural and urban
population is as under:

Rural Urban
Honduras 69.0 31.0
Costa Rica 66.5 33.5
Guatemala 69.1 30.9
Panama 64.1 35.9
Brazil 64.0 36.0
Mexico 57.0 43.0
Argentina 37.0 63.0
Chile 40.0 60.0

the exception ofThus, with

Nicaragua, 
mala and 
Caribbean 
Dominican 
Haiti) and

El Salvador, Guate- 
Panama); the three 

Republics (Cuba, the
Republic and the 
South America con-

sisting of Republics of Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uru
guay and Venezuela.

It extends from Rio Grande, 
the Mexican border with USA 
down to Cape Horn, an area of 
eight million square miles, nearly 
one fifth of the land surface of 
the world. Its population is, how
ever, 200 million i.e., 7 per cent 
of the population of the world, 
that too concentrated in a few’ 
places notably Argentina, Brazil, 
the valley of Central Chile and 
the central plateau of Mexico.

Over much of the whole area, 
both north and south of'Panama 
canal there are hardly any roads 
or railways and immense spaces 
such as the Amazon region and 
Orincoe valleys, the Gran Chaco 
and northern Mexico are virtually 
uninhabited. The great centres of 
population are isolated from each 
other; there is far less travel be
tween them than between the 
USA and Canada or Western 
Europe and only 10 per cent of 
the foreign trade of Latin Ameri
can countries is with one another.

Argentina and Chile, the majority 
of Latin American people Uve in 
the rural areas.

There has, however, been a 
strong tendency towards urbani
sation especially during the last 
three decades. Great cities like 
Buenos Aires (6 million), Rio de 
Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Mexico 
(4 million each), Santiago, Hava
na, Bogota, Caracas, Lima and 
Montevideo have . emerged as 
great urban centres as well as 
centres of industry and adminis
tration.

MIGRATIONS
According to historians, the 

modern Latin America is the pro
duct of three great migrations. 
The first came from Asia 25,000 
years ago through the shores of 
Berring Strait, today a 56 mile 
lounge of water separating Ameri
can Alaska and Russian Siberia. 
It is said that in long past, there 
was a land link between the two.

The second migration came

POPULATION
According to the UN Depart

ment of Economic and Social 
Affairs, the estimated population 
of Latin America was as under:

Mexico 34
Central America 12
Cuba 7
Haiti and Dominican

million 
million 
million

million 
million 
million

Republic 7
Brazil 67
Argentina 21
Rest of S. America 52 million
As can be seen from the above 

data, 60 per cent of the total 
population of the continent is 
concentrated in three countries, 
namely, Brazil, Mexico and
Argentina.

Also, this population is increas- 
a very high rate. Accord- 
the same source, the rate

ing at 
ing to
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his ancestors — the dare-devilry’ 
of the Spanish, the sense of 
melody and rhythm of the Negro, 
as well as his superstitions and 
finally the mellowness and primi
tive nature of the Red Indian.

The language spoken in Latin 
America is Spanish except in 
Brazil, where Portuguese is spo
ken and in Haiti which is French 
speaking.

Latin America is a vast conti
nent with immense economic re
sources, though most of them 
remain undeveloped for reasons 
which we shall discuss elsewhere^ 
The vast fertile agricultural lands 
of Argentine Pampas, Sao Paulo, 
South East of Brazil, the vast 
table lands of central, Chile and

million are “accessible”. Of this 
only 83 million are in use. The 
seas around Latin America 
abound in fish of all types and
the potential resources of this 
very important food are 
mense.

im-

the central plateau of 
have no rival anywhere 
the world.

RICHES
The mineral wealth

Mexico 
else in

of the
continent is also fabulous. In 
1958, the world output of crude 
oil was 780 million metric tons. 
Of this Latin America produced 
nearly a quarter. It produced 
613,000 tons of copper out of the 
world total production of

Yet in spite of all this wealth, 
which nature in her bounty en
dowed upon Latin America, the 
people of this region are some of 
the poorest in the world.

The per capita income of Latin 
American countries depends large
ly upon world prices of the pro
ducts they export. Moreover most 
of the countries rely mainly on 
exports of a single commodity, 
which provides anything from 50 
to 90 per cent of their total ex
port earnings. Therefore, the na
tional income and the per capita 
income of these countries is a 
variable factor, depending upon 
the price situation.

In 1947, a year of high prices 
for Latin American exports, the 
IBRD (International Bank for Re
construction and Development) 
calculated the per capita incomes 
of some of the countries:

1947
(per capita income converted 

into rupees)

eaten up by disease, ragged and 
filthy beyond all powers of des
cription. In every town and vil
lage of South America, the sight 
is the same. Poor wan little 
children, half starved, without 
proper clothes or shoes fill the 
streets. Many cases are too hope
less for tears. Despair seems to 
have eaten out the centres of 
their hearts and left their eyes - 
dry.”

According to the cultural sur
vey of the WHO, the living stan
dards of the people are very low:

“Many live on the border line 
of starvation without proper shel
ter or food. The children are the 
worst victims of these conditions. 
They roam the streets, famished , 
with hungry looks in their eyes, 
their bodies covered with fester
ing sores, begging or stealing as 
the occasion may demand.”

Many more such passages could 
be quoted. The rate of illiteracy 
is also very high in these poor 
lands. According to the 1950 cen
sus, which was conducted almost 
simultaneously in many Latin 
American countries, the figures 
for illiteracy of persons above 10 
years of age are as under:

3,450,000 tons. Copper reserves 
the largest in the 

70 million tons of
of Chile are 
world, some 
metal.

The region 
of the world

produces one-fifth 
production of lead 

and zinc, one-sixth of the world
production of tin, 40% of the 
world production of silver, has 
immense reserves of nitrates, 
bauxite, sulphur, nickel, tungsten 
and many other metals and ores.

According to the World Food 
and Agricultural Organisation 
(World Forest Resources, 1955), 
Latin America has 890 million

from Europe 4K centuries ago, 
■ Spanish, Portuguese, followed by 
the Dutch. French and English, 
who became the master race in 
a short span of time.

The third migration, an en
forced one, came from Africa, in 
the form of the African slaves 
imported into America to provide 
labour.

So it has come to pass that 
young America is the blood child 
of old Asia, Europe and Africa.

The present racial composition 
of Latin America is extremely 
varied. Argentina, Uruguay and 
Costa Rica are predominantly 
white, Haiti is almost completely 
black and both Cuba and the 
Dominican Republic have a high 
proportion of Negro blood.

In most countries there has 
been a great deal of inbreeding. 
This has taken place between the 
native Indian and white settlers 
resulting in the “Mestrizo” and 
also between the Negro and the 
White resulting in the “Mulatto”. 
There is also a small stream of 
Chinese blood, particularly in 
Cuba and the Dominican Repub
lic, but its influence on most of 
the countries is negligible.

The present Latin American is 
an amalgam of white, brown and

Haiti 
Ecuador 
Dominican 
Republic 
Brazil 
Mexico

125
260

344
625
768

Columbia 
Uruguay 
Paraguay 
Guatemala 
Cuba

676
835
320
212

1364

The above figures eloquently 
reveal the type of poverty that 
must be existing in the countries 
of Latin America, a poverty 
reminiscent of Asia and Africa, in 
some cases worse.

Moved by the agonizing pover
ty of the people, James A. Swift, 
an American traveller and journa
list wrote as follows:

“It would seem that stoutest of 
hearts would melt in compassion

Brazil 
Mexico 
Argentina 
Chile 
Cuba 
Uruguay 
Ecuador 
Haiti

Percentage of illiteracy
50
50
13
20
58
61
63
70

hectares of forest of which 329 . at these poor people, starving,

Thus we have a picture of 
Latin America — the picture of a 
vast sprawling continent with a 
small though rapidly growing 
population, dependent mostly 
agriculture and export of fatnV 
products, living in poverty like J 
the masses of Asia ’ and Africa, I 
illiterate and underdeveloped, yet- 
hoping to stand up and build a 
happy future.

*
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Workers of AH Countries Unite, Oppose Our Common 
Enemy

People’s Daily, 15 December 1962 
Strengthen Unity of the Communist Movement for the 
Triumph of Peace and Socialism

Pravda, 7 January 1963
50 nP
The Differences Between Comrade Togliatti and Us 

People’s Daily, 31 December 1962
Let Us Bring the Discussion Back to its Real Terms 

By Palmiro Togliatti
The Struggle for Structural Reforms and its Revolu
tionary Significance

By Luigi Longo
50 HP
Let 
and

For

Us Unite on the Basis of the Moscow Declaration 
the Moscow Statement

People’s Daily, 27 January 1963
Marxist-Leninist Unity of the Communist Move-

merit, for Cohesion of the Socialist Countries
Pravda, 10 February 1963

50 nP
Exchange of Messages between Central Committees of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Com
munist Party of China
Cementing the Unity of the Communist Movement is 
our International Duty

World Marxist Review, February 1963
35 nP
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ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 
(General Council Meeting - 15-17 April ’63)

STATEMENT ABOUT ARRESTS OF TRADE UNIONISTS

State. No, arrested. No,released

1. Andhra Pradesh 9 4 ■

2. Assam (report incomplete) 2 nil

3. Bihar 10 nil

4. Kerala■ w X. 12 12

5. Gujerat 18 16

6. Madhya Pradesh 4 nil

7. Madras 59 about 30

8. Maharashtra 27 10

9. Mysore 14 3

10. Orissa 7 3

11, Punjab 5 5‘

12. Rajasthan 3 nil

13. Uttar Pradesh 9 1
14. West Bengal . 114 49 (47 on 

bail)
15. Delhi " ’ • 3 ' 3

16, Himachal Pradesh 2 nil
17. Goa __ 9 ' 9

Note:- This list is prepared on the basis of 
some of the reports received in the 
AITUC office and from press news and 
is by no means complete.
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The. following members of the WORKING COMMUTE are now 
in detention:

1. P.Ramamurti, 2,K.T.K.Thangamani, 3.Monoranjan Roy, 
4* Shantaram Pai, 5.Md.Ismail, 6.Sudhir Mukhoti, 
7• T.R,Ganesan, 8.Sailen Paul, 9,M.C.Narasimhan,

10, S.K.Sanyal, 11,Barin Chowdhury, 12,B.S,Dhume,
13, D.P.Ghosh, 14,Vithal Choudhari,

The following members of the WORKING COMMITTEE were 
arrested and later relased:

1. Bhalachandra Trivedi, 2.Y.D.Sharma, 3.D.C.Mohanty, 
4. Ram Asrey (released on condition that he will not

stay in Kanpur municipal limits).
**********

The following members of the GENERAL COUNCIL are now 
in detention:-

1. G.S,Balaji Doss, 2,P.Ramakotiah; 3.Ali Amjad;
4. Barin Dey; 5.Satyanarain Singh; 6,S.Y.Kolhatkar;
7. Krishna Khopkar, 8.Anant Nagapurkar; 9,A.B.Bardhan;

10. Hanuman Singh; ll.Diwakar; 12,R.Umanath; IS.V.Kar- 
megam, 14.A.Nallasivam, 15.Suryanarayana Rao;

16. M.S.Krishnan; 17.B.N.Kuttappa; 18.V.M. Govindan;
19, Nityananda Ponda; 20.Ghanshyam Sinha; 21.Mughal Beg;
22. Robin Mukherjee; 23. S. A. Farooqui, 24.Abul Hossain;
25. Pravat Mitra; 26.Jadugopal Sen; 27.Robin Sen.

The following members were arrested and later relasedi

1. Chaiair Ali (released on bail); 2,Piara Singh,
3. P.Virudhagiri; 4.S.C.Krishnan; 5.K.S. Janakiraman;
S* Iyengar; 7.K.M.Sundaram; 8.K.P.Prabhakaran
9. K.A,Rajan; 10.0.J.Joseph; ll.K.V.Surendranath;

.12. a.George Chadayammuri; 13.Shantilal Vasa;
14, Vajubhai Shukla; 15.J,Satyanarayana;
16. M.V.Bhadram. ’
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SATS TE-WI SE

AN DHRA PRADESH

In Detention

1. G.S.BalajIdas
2. P.Ramakotaiah

3-5,Vittal, Afzal and Lingiah, 
workers of Mandamari Mines.

ASSAM.

1. Barin Chowdhury
2. Mohd.Islam Khan 

(list incomplete)

BIHAR

1. Ali Amjad
2. Barin Dey
3. Nnipen Banerjee
4. Satyarain Singh

5-10, K.C.Solanki and five others of 
United Mineral workers Union, 
Gua (Some arrests in connection 
with the Barauni dispute.' have 
been reported. Details not 
available.)

Released

1. J.Satyanarayana
2. M.V.Bhadram
3. V. Srikrishna
4. V.Anantaramiah.

KERALA.

1 .T.V,Thomas
2 .George Chadayammuri
3 . K. V. Sur en dr an a th
4 .J.Chittaranjan.
5.K.S,Anandan.
6.E.Balanandan
7 .P,Gangadharan
8 .K.P.Gopalan,
9 .K.A.Raj an

10 .0.J.Joseph
ll.K.P.Prabhakaran
12.P.P.Krishnan.

GUJERAT

1. Hanuman Singh, 
2. Abdul Razak.

l.Vajubhai Shukla
2.Subodh Mehta
3.B.Trivedi
4.Shantilal Vasa
5 .P.D.Gandhi
6 .Haru Mehta
7 .Tulsidas Poria
8 . Amrit Desai
9 .Pravin Sridharani

1 0.Shivram Joshi 
ll.Karikrishna Shah
12•Manubha i Palkhiwala
13 .Manubhai C.Desai
14 .Rambhai Visana
15 .Deva Vasta
16,Mahiman Desai
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In Detention; Released

MADHZA- PRADESH

1. Diwakar.
2. Sambal Chakravarty
3. Hamid Khan
4. Dalal.

MADRAS

1 . M.Kalyanasundar am
2 .T.R,Ganesan
S.P.Ramamurti
4 .K. T.K, Tangamani
5 .S.Thangaswami
6,M.Poraikalam
7 .K.Murugesan
8 .K.S. J anakiraman
9 .Hari Bhat

10 . S.C.Krishnan
11 .Bella Goundar
12 .Narayanan
IS.G.S.Mani
14.A11
15 .M.A.Vaheed
16 .Parthasarathv.Chingleput
17 .C.K.Madhavan. .
18 .A.C,P ar thas arathy
19 .Dr.G.Kannabiran
20 .V.Kannan.
21 .V.S.Sriram an.
22 oP.Krishnan'
23 . Syed Uma th
24 .K.Krishnan'
25 .A.Srinivasa-n.’
26 .Alok ■ ■ '
27 .Ulaganathan.*
28 ,R. H,Nathan, .' ;‘
2 9.C.Go v in dar ajulu
30,Shanmugam ' '
31. A.Padmanabhan
32.K.A.Nambiar. '
SS.R.Umanath
34.K.P.S.Kone.
35.K.S,Ramaswami
36.Udayavar
37 .T.P.Rathinam
38 . K.T.Raju •
39 .A.Nallasivam
40 .Me enak shina than"
41,Balavinayagam'
4 2.S,A.Murug anandham
43 .K. B. S.Mani 1 ’
44 .P .Manickam
45.K,Balan.
46.K.0hallappan
47.K.S.Arthanari
48.K.Rai^ani
49«M.Mabudhachalam '
50.S. R.Thang avelu
51. A.Balasubramaniam
52. N .Kr i shnaswam i
53, P .Dhandap ani
54. S.Mannarswami
55. S.A. Thangaxg

The rames of comrades released have 
not been received from the STUC, Those 
known to have been relased are;

1. A.S.K.Iyengar
2. K.M.Sundaram.
3. M.K.Ranganathan
4, P.Vridhagiri

(about 30 comrades have been-released)

(Handloom)



In Detention: Released

MAHARASHTRA

1. B.S.Dhume 1. Sant Ram Patil
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7 .
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

B.D.Jag tap 
Chauthmal 
Nagapurkar 
Vithal Chaudhari 
S.Y.Kolhatkar
Samuel Augustine 
P.K.Jurane 
Krishna Khopkar 
A.B.Bardhan 
Rambhai Nagare. 
L.K.Oak
Raoba Chikane 
D.S.Vaidya
B.P.Kashyap 
Prabhakar Donde 
S.K.Sanyal.

2. B.N.Mukherjee
3. R.S,Kulkarni
4, A.D.Bhonsle.
5. S.K.Limaye
6. Y.V.Chavan
7• Madhukar Katre
8. Jayasing Mali Bhor
9. Dutta Deshmukh

10. Bhau Phatak.

1. K.S.Vasan.

MYSORE

1. Monna Setty
2. S. Suryanarayana Rao 2. Mense, Gulbarga.
3. M.C.Narasimha * 3. Hussain "
4.
5.
6.
7 .
8.

V.M.Govindan. 
M.S.Krishnan 
Shan tar am Pai 
M.N .Ugrappa 
B.N,Kuttappa

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

1.

D.V.Singh
Chandukutty Nair 
G-angadhar Naoshi
Y.R.Satya
B. V.Kakilaya

Nity ananda Pon da

ORISSA

1. D.C.Mohanty
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

N .K.Bose 
H.Behera

Mohan Punamia 
Iqbal Singh 
Radha Vallabh.

PUNJAB

RAJASTHAN

2. Ajit Roy
3. Nand Kishore Patnaik
4. Prabir Pal t. .. .

1. Piara Singh
2. Parduman Singh
3. Tulsi Ram
4. Rachpal Singh
S. Makhan Singh .
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UTTAR PRADESH

1. Ravi Sinha 1. Ram Asrey
2. Ghanshyam Sinha
3. Harsahai Singh
4. Ashok Bose •
5. Mughal Beg.
6. K.C.Gupta ■
7. Manna
8. S.G.Dutta.

‘WEST BENGAL

1. Phani Bagchi
2. Sitaram Singh.

ON BAIL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
34.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29. 

30-34.

35-39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47. 

48-57. 
58-62.

Monoranjan Roy 
Sudhir Mukhoti 
Mohd. Ismail 
S.A.Farooqui 
Rama Shankar Prasad 
<S,N.Mazumdar 
Ratan Lal Brahman, 
A. P.Pathak 
Rajen Sinha
Bhadra Bahadur Hamai 
Provat Mitra 
Gobin Kar-ar 
Nakhatra Banerjee 
Kali Banerjee 
Robin Mukherjee 
B.N.Tewary 
Kes to Ghosh 
Jadugopal Sen 
Biren Bose 
Rajdeo Go ala 
Sitaram Gupta 
Sunil Basu Roy 
Juran Gahguli 
Charu Mazumdar 
Robin Sen •

1. Sailen Paul
2. Gour Goswami
3. Nemai Roy
4. Santi Chatterjee
5. Sunil Das.
6. T.N.Sriwastava ■
7. Chatur Ali
8. Jamini Saha
9. Tarun Mitka

lO. Jnan Mukherjee
11. Saroj Mitra
12. Amal
13. Moniram Sahu
14. Nandhdulal Srimani
15. Kartik Das - .
16. Banshi Harijan, CM'S
17 .Ambika Pandey

18-38.20 workers o'f Doqars
. ■ Plantations.

39 .Paresh Das.1 ■
40.S.L.Lakhra
41. Pranab Chakraborty 

42-49.Niresh Thakur and 7 other 
miners.

Brajala Guha
M.A.Sayeed
Abul Hossain
Pratap Chandra Sinha (worker in J.K.Steel)
Nur Mohammed and four other wokkers of

Jayshree Textiles
Subodh Sarkar and four other workers of 

Lakhinarayan Cotton Mill
Sudhin Ganguly
Gurupada Roy
Kanak Sen
Gopal Acharya
Naresh Pal
Amaresh Mazumdar
Gopal Ghosh
K.N.Dhananjayam (CMS)
Ramrup Sahani and 9 others of Khas Kajora Colliery
Chowthi Ahir and 4 others of Adjai II Colliery.
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DELHI

1. Y.D.Sharma
2. Dev Vrat
3. Baldev Singh

HIMACHAL PRADESH

1. Tara Chand
2. Bhagat Ram

■ m
1. George Vaz
2. Gerald Pereira
3. Nagesh Naik
4. S.V.Moghe
5. Diwakar Kakodkar
6. Raymond Cardoz
7. Chandrakant Kakodkar
8. Gajanan Patil
9. Narayan Palekar.



A Note On
AITUG GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 

(Delhi, April 15-17,1963)

national emergency and attitude
OF OTHER TU CENTRES TOWARDS AITUC

-t]?e leaderships of the INTUC and HMS tried
Z;r utm°st to capitalise on the situation created by the national 

° Pu£sue their anti-AITUC policies more vigorously.
to fhe tripartite machinery, by refusing
°representatives, succeeded to a large extent

pradesh and Kerala could the State Labour Advisory 
ln a sc®ewhat normal manner and in all other States, 

bodif^Th?^^ °^liSed them by not convening the tripartite 
bodie?. The Central Government has also refused to convene the 
Standing Labour Committee as demanded by the AITUC 
working of the Industrial Truce Resolution. to review the

dhe main angle of the INTUC propaganda can be seen from the 
f llowing extracts from the INDIAN WORKER, organ of the INTUC.

„T- .T?ritl^g editorially on October 29, the INDIAN WORKER, said: 
While we have every confidence that workers and their organi- 

we^oufn^S S+lldK stand behind the Government at this juncture 
X to add a word of caution about the activities of
tne AM and the Communists. Even though the AITUC and the 
communists might openly declare themselves in favour of war 
efforts, we should be careful about their professions......While 
uhey may not say anything openly against measures to augment 
production, they may try to divert attention towards minor grie- 
'V C O S • • • • * •

3. The Working Committee of the INTUC which met in New Delhi 
on November 26 adopted a resolution in which the. workers were • 
asked to Disown the AITUC": "On the labour front, the AITUC is

y an extension of CPI to work out its policies among the work- 
i-g class. This front too has been cleverly designed to accommodate 
fellow-travellers_who can be paraded before the masses as indepen
dents, The AITUC is affiliated to WFTU which has not and cannot 
condemn.China.as aggressor as the All China Federation of T-ade 
nions is aifiliated to the WETU, Trade Unions, the party and the 

’fQ^^^ent are indistinguishable in the communist countries. The 
^dTUC affiliation with WFTU along with All-China Federation of 
Trade Unions is proof that the AITUC can never sincerely organise 
the working.class to fight the Chinese menace. AITUC’s role, 
therefore, in spite of its protestations to the contrary is bound

7® anti-national. It is for the working class to isolate the 
AITUC rom the movement. This is essential to effectively organise 
our defence and to throw out the aggressor from our soil. The

°f the working class that is still with the AITUC 
should, therefore, break away from it and join national and 
democratic free unions,"

4, The Indian Worker (Dec.3) demanded a ban on the Communist 
Party. In another editorial on December 17, it asked Government 
not to allow the AilTUC to function,

5. . The HIND MxkZDOOR, organ of the Hind Mazdoor Sabha, in an 
editorial in its November issue said: "Today, the AITUC and the 
Communists dare not preach their anti-national policies to 
workers opnely. Nor do they dare sabotage the defence effort 
by inciting.industrial unrest. But there is a very real danger 
that they will try to do precisely that when they feel that 
present upsurge of patriotic sentiment has subsided. They are 
biding their time. The free and nationalist trade unionists 
must be alive to this danger and prepare workers against it.
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The Communists reckon that after a few months, the industrial tension 
will assert themselves and workers will start complaining against 
continued denial of their claims. That, they feel, will be the time 
when they can come forward and foment industrial unrest. The nationalist 
organisations, because of their unqualified commitment to defence will, 
according to communist calculations, be at a ■ disadvantage in handling- 
discontent of workers when it shows itself".

6. . The.HIND MAZDOOR went on to says "It should be ensured that 
nationalist trade unions do not dissipate their strength and energy 
in fighting each other, but concentrate on fighting communist influ
ences among workers, even if this involves a major reorientation in 
their plicies and activities."

7. The "major reorientation" on the part of these "free and nationa
list trade unions" was attempted in some States. In Maharashtra, they 
formed some sort of a joint committee but after the initial enthusi.- 
asm and slogan-mongering of rabid anti-communism, all their efforts 
to come to any workable arrangement between INTUC and HMS seem to 
have not progressed very far. An important item in forming this TU 
fronts was the coming together of not only INTUC & HMS but also 
giving plateform to representatives of Bharatiya Mazdur Sangh in 
Bombay, Kanpur & Delhi. INTUC elements joind them in practice at 
some places.

8. The INTUC and HMS have, jointly with the employers’ organisations, 
revived the discredited "Joint Consultative Bogrd" (JCB) , with a sriew 
to promote direct bipartite settlements with the employers. The JCB 
is reported to have urged Governments not to refer to adjudication 
disputes which are before that Board; But all tall talks of promoting 
bipartite settlements with the employers through the JCB stand in 
sharp contrast with the universal condemnation of the employers by 
both the INTUC and HMS for breach of the Industrial Truce Resolution. 
Tne labour debate in the LokSabha did show the INTUC and HMS leaders 
in somewhat militant mood as against the employers.

9. . While the INTUC. and HMS leaders have not given up their active 
policy of disrupting the workers' unity by their rabid anti-AITUC 
policies, recently their attacks have a bit mellowed down. They 
seem to have realised that despite the joint front of INTUC and HMS 
the arrests of AITUC activists and the repressive policy of employers 
and Government, the AITUC has held to its ground. A lot of realism 
was seen in the resolutions of the INTUC Working Committee held in 
February as against their rather vulgar abuses against the AITUC 
in November last. The INTUC in February had piped down the rabid 
anti-AITUC slander and had to say more about breaches of the 
Industrial Truce by the employers.



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 

(G.C. MEETING, DELHI, April 15-17, ’63)

THE PLAN IN CRISIS:

Two years of the Third Plan are already over and we 
have entered the Third Year now. The planned economy in our 
country has been in existance for more than a decade and its 
reappraisal is being made in all quarters in the country.

Working class cannot remain indifferent to the great 
debate going on in the country with regard to the assessment 
of planning as a who^e. This is more so in view of the fact 
that increased defence requirements is closely linked up with 
the successful implementation of the plan.

Inspite of tall talk of accelerating the rate of econo
mic .growth.during the Third Plan period, Indian economy is not 
moving as it was expected to before lauching the Third Plan.

The Third Plan estimated that national income should 
go'up by about 30 per cent and per capita income by about 17 
per cent over a period of five years.

Agricultural production was expected to go up by 30 
per cent during the plan period. However there was absolutely 
no rise in overall food production in the year 1961-62 while 
foodgrain production actually dropped down from 79.7 million 
tons in 1960-61 to 78.6 million tons in 1961-62. Economic Sur
vey 1962-63 gives the following picture of the agricultural 
production for the current year.

"The total output of foodgrains is expected to be 
• larger, though there may be some shortfall in out

put of rice. The production of cotton is expected 
to be substantially higher than in 1961-62, although 
there may be a further decline in the output of 
sugarcane. Production of jute is not expected to 
be maintained at the high level reached last year. 
Altogether, the current year’s crop may not show 
a very substantial improvement over the peak level 
of agricultural production in 1960-61". CPage 13)

Thus the first two yeabs of the Third Plan have resulted 
in only a slight increase in the agricultural production. Unless 
it goes up by ten per cent in the remaining three years there 
is no possibility of reaching the targets of the Third Plan. 
Naturally we have to depend more and more on other countries in 
the matter of foodgrain supply. For example imports of food
grains in 1962. amounted to 3.58 tons as compared to 3.44 million 
tons in 1961. . -

, , , F1® stimated prodUctio-n of rice during 1962-63 would
be a little more than 30 million tons while in 1965-66 it is 
supposed to reach the target of 45 million tons] The target of

P^^o^io n is 15 million tons while we are producing 
tons Present. The total productio n of foodgrains 

^JP00^ J? feach 100 million tons while in 1962-63 the esti- 
m ted production is expected to be somewhere near 80 million 
tons only.
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In. the firs-t Plan, agricultural production rose by about 
17 per cent. While during the Second Plan the rise amounted to 
about 16 per cent. The First two years of the Third Plan have 
not witnessed any substantial rise in overall agricultural pro
duction, Eventhough outlays on agricultural production are 
proposed to be almost doubled in the Third Plan-in comparison 
with the second Plan the present progress seems to be highly 
unsatisfactory. Except perhaps the Food Minister of the Union 
Government hobody is confident of fulfilling the target of 
agricultural production!

In the industrial sector we have no doubt made some pro
gress during the last two years. But shortfalls occurred dur
ing the Second Plan period, have been extremely serious, which 
can be seen from the following table:-

Production Targets for 1960-61 & 
Actual Performance.

to reach the targets, ■

Unit
Production 

Target
Actual per 

formance.

Steel Finished (M.Tons) 4.3
Nitrogen Fertilisers (*000 tons)290,0
Phosphatic (’.000 tons) 120,0
Textile Machinery (Rs.Crores) 17.0
Cement Machinery ( ” ) 2.0
Paper Machinery ( ” ) 4^0
Aluminium (Wo ) 25:0
Nesprint (’ ('ooo tqns ) 6oA>'
Chemical Pupl ('000 tons ) 30:0
Soda Ash ('000 tons ) 230:00
Caustic Soda (’000’tons ) 13 5.0
Dyestuffs (mill.lbs ) 22:0
Cement (mill .tons ) 13.0

2.2 
110.0 
55.0 .
9.0
0.6

18!5
25.0

145!O 
100.0 

11.50 
8.50

Thus in indstries of crucial importance, it has not been possible

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION.

The estimated Index of Industrial Production for the year 1962 comes 
to 149 taking 1956 as the- base year. The rise in the industrial production 
since 1958 can be seen from the following table.

Index Percentage increase 
over previous year,

1958 108 :i
1959 117!0 i#:2

1960 129!7 10:9.
1961 139i0 7:2
1962 149.1 7.2

Thus the production is estimated to have gone up by 7.2 per cent 
during 1962. The rate of growth was the seme as in 1961 .’However, this 
rate is lower than the last two years of the Second Plan. The year 1962 
witnessed actual fall in the production of sugar, cotton yearn and cloth, 
matches, power alcohol, lubricants and diesel engines.

,3
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NATION?! INCOME

„ The sl°w rate of growth in the economy is reflected in the figures 
o national .income Also . The national income during the First Plan went up
y 18.4 per cent at constant prices, the corresponding figure for the Second

. VQT ce^* The T^ird Plan envisages a sustained rate of growth
in national income of around 6 per cent per annum, However, during 1961-62 
the national income.rose by 214 per cent only while the average rate of ’ * 
growth during the First and Second Plans was around four per cent per annum.

DurinS the First Plan-period, per "capita national income at constant 
L2 SF by S*2 1,e' °nly 1 *6 per cent pef annum. "During the
Second Plan per capita income rose by 8.6 per cent, i.e. by 1.7 per cent 
1!!™: the first year of the Third Plan, „e find a slight reduction
in une per capita national income .

Seeing the Plan in crisis, the Big Business in the country brought 
pressure.on Government to give more concessions to -the private sector and 
more facilities for foreign private capital to collaborate with Indian capital.

, . „ resolution adopted at the Congress Parliamentary Party's Execu
tive . Comittee meeting in the first week of January recommended that the 
ceiling for foreign participation in the share capital of Indian shipping 
companies ® raised' from 25 per cent to 40 per cent. This concession was6 
granted to foreign capital when hardly 10 per cent of our foreign trade is 
carried in Indian bottoms and in the field of tramping and oil tankers, the 
share of Indian shipping is only 2 or 3 per cent.

Between April 1, 1961 to December 31, 1962,out of a sum of Rs.69.29 
crores which we received from the International Bank; of Reconstruction and’Develop- 
ment, .a sum of Rs .3 5.46 crores was for the Private Sector. Apart from this,

hlS Premier Automobiles were, given a loan of "Rs. 1.43 crores;
, .M.Rayon Tyre Cord Project - Rs .4.67 crores; Telco - Rs.6.52 crores;
pco evel Gear of India - Rs.1.09 crores, as from the U.S.Agency for Inter- 

“S' snouts for foreign ooUahoration have teen

is hLTsa£.tiOn °f the iD th° this

"Looking back, one has to acknowledge that official policy 
has.veered round towards greater realism in several ways ■ 
during the past year - and this may be among the few hope
ful signposts for the future'.! (CAPITAL,March 3,'63 P.334)

. The performance of the public sector has left great scope for the 
private sector to take.offensive and criticise it for its inefficiency. This 
was particularly seen in a glaring manner in the case of coal industry where 
the public sector directly competes with the private sector. The private 
sector collieries are confident of achieving the target of 49.33 million 
raisings in ~96l an increase of 2.98 million tonnes over the actual

+ , + H°+ 4 P®rformance of the public sector in the coal belt? Against
the target of 9.3 mi!lion tonnes for 1962-63, the NCDC produced only 5.97

J°nneS the fi’rst nine months of the year, thus leaving a substantial 
gap which was not expected to be filled up in the remaining three months. Such 
exampies are being widely used by the private sector to put more pressure on 
the Government uo give it greater facilities.

4.



It has to be seen at the same time that in the case of certain 
heavy industrial projects, as in alloy steel and fertilisers, the private 
sector industrialists who were issued the license failed to put up the 
plants and hence the Government had to revoke their licenses. This 
happened particularly in the case of alloy steel and fertilisers. In 
both cases, the licenses (Tatas in the former case) wre reissued to 
public sector undertakings. The failure of the private sector units to 
utilise the licenses has to be seen in the context of manoeuvres to 
wring greater concessions from Government, 

A
The significant rise in production in the three steel plants 

in State Sector during the period of Emergency has also to be noted. At 
the time, the TlSCO’s two million ton.target remains as distant a goal 
as ever. Therefore, the claim of the Private Sector that it alone is 
efficient and can deliver the goods is not based on reality.

However, it is a fact that the Public Sector enterprises do not 
provide to the national exchequer the returns expected of them, because 
of mi^mangement in several cases, bad labour relations and the wide 
practice of contract system - the foul prasitic growth on our public 
Sector.

The prespective Planning Division of the Planning Commission has 
made some estimates regarding the future growth of our planned economy. 
Eventhough we take it for granted that all the plan targets are ful
filled, which of course is a remote possibility, the state will not 'be 
able to provide food shelter and clothing for the entire population. 
During the year 1976’India will still have a large army of unemployed 
workers in that year. The latest estimates show that even by the year 
2001 one third of the population will still be on or below the poverty 
line because the population may increase upto 80 crores'.
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A Note On
INDUSTRIAL PROFITS:

Despite claims by the employers that wages and other 
"costs of production" have gone up the industrial profits show 
an upward trend since the second plan. The Reserve Bank has com- 
•puted Index of Industrial Profits till 1960 taking 1955 as the 
base year.

According to their calculation between 1955 to 1960 the 
gross profits (including depreciation) of all industries went up 
by 66.1 per cent. The index of industrial profits before tax show 
a rise of 60.9 per cent during the same period.

The highest rise in profits was recorded by Chemicals 
i.e, 225.2 per cent higher in 1960 than 1955. Jute,Silk and 
Woolen Textiles have also shown a rise of more than 150 per cent. 
Engineering industry has shown more than double the profits dur
ing the same period. Significant rise in profits was intrussed by 
tea plantations. Sugar, Iron and Steel, Matches, Paper and Cotton 
Textile industry. Index of industrial profits for all the Indu
stries can be seen from the following table.

Index of Industrial Profits, (Base 1955)
0

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960
Gross Profits including 
Depreciation. 109.7 101.1 113.0 141.2 166.1
Profits before tax 112.0 . 90.4 102.9 138.7 160.9

' (Reserve Bank of India Bulletin Jan-1963)
Reserve Bank has starred calculating the new series since 

1955. Therefore it is not possible to compare the profits before the 
second Plan period. The index of gross profits in 1955 taking 1950 
as the base year was 150.8. If we convert the present index based 
on 1950 - 100 to the index based on 1950 - 100 we find that during 
1950 and 1960 the profits went up by 150 per cent.

It does not mean that profits of every concern went up 
by such huge proportion. The industrial capacity of the country 
has gone up and new concerns have also come into existance adding 
the profits of the industry as a whole. Met it shows the tremendous 
amount of capital accumulation which has taken place in our country 
during the last decade.

Figures of industrial profits after 1960 are not yet 
available. But the Survey conducted by the Economic Times, Bombay 
has given come indications of profits during 1961-62. According to 
this survey of 1011 big companies in India which account for about 
75 per cent paid up capital of all public limited companies in India, 
excluding government companies 227 companies increased their dividends 
in 1961-62 compared with the previous year. It also pointed out the 
378 companies maintained their position so far as dividends were 
concerned. Only 240 companies had not given dividends for both the 
years.

It can be said without much hesitation that industrialists 
in India have maintained their profitability even after 1960. The 
profits were particularly higher in textile and engineering 
industries.

...... 2
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Increase in production during the Emergency without rise 
in the wage level has resulted in increased profits for the employers 
If the rise in the production does not reflect in increase in the■ 
standard of living of the workers and reduction in the price level 
it is bound to result in more and more accumulation of wealth with 
the rich sections of the community. The index of industrial pro
duction went up from 147.6 in September to 139.2 in November 1963. 
If the production has to go up still higher the government has to 
convince the workers that the rise in the production will not only 
benefit the capitalist class but the workers as well as the consumers

The question acquires a special importance in view of the 
revelations of the Mahalnobis committee. Eventhough the Report has 
not yet been officially published, main conclusions have been pub
lished unofficially. According to the report in 1958 ten largest 
groups of industries in India Control 25 per cent of the total share 
capital of all non-government companies in India. The share of'these 
comapnies increased by 5 per cent in the total Indian Private Sector 
during a period of six years.

The Report also pointed out growing concentration of 
wealth in fewer hands. In Cement for example ACC group industries 
top units accounted for 23 to 32% of produc-tion and in the engi
neering industries the topmost units accounted for 88% of the total 
of the total production.

The Report revealed the tremendous poverty ixisting in 
our country in spite all the development plans. According to one 
estimate-20 per cent of the population in 1958-56 had a per capita 
income of Rs,10 per month. This no doubt is a challangeto our 
planned economy and prQgress. The Report is a clear indication that 
apart from marching towards socialism our economy is drifting 
towards rapid concentration of wealth in the private sector.

****** * ***** *** ** *
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A Note On 
PRICES;

The prices have shown a continuous

April '63)

the Second Plan, despite assurances given 
Minister repeatedly. The rigours of price 
sections harder while at the same ti^e 
talists to become richer still.

tendency to rise since 
by the Union Planning
rises hit the poorer

, the inflation helps capi-

_ , fallowing table shows the. trend of the rise in the
Wholesale Price Index:

GENERAL INDEX

1952-53=100 1939=100
1958 111.0 422.51959
1960
1961
1962

115.5
, 122.9

125.8
127.2

439,6
467.8
478.8
484.1

,The increase has been of the order of 
1958. As can.be seen from the Index on 1939 base 
prices are five times as high as pre-war prices.

14.6 per cent since
, the prevailing

The Government policy as yet remains one of "preventing 
increase in the prices of essential commodities." The 

Economic Survey, 1962-63, says:

"The price policy of Government during the current 
fiscal year was primarily concerned with preventing 
an undue increase in the production of these commo- 
dities which was a necess ary condition for maintain
ing their prices at reasonable levels; and that, in 
the case of.some commodities, marginal increases in 
prices received by producers would stimulate production."

. , Thus to stimulate production, some price rise was con-’ 
idered justified by the Government, Government also consented

to increase the retention price of steel. Price rise was also 
granted with regard to coal and cement.

, The Wording Class Consumer Price Index has also risen 
s°cond P1an and the first two years of the 

h F\e Price level in 1951 and in 1956 was almost 
identical but later, it started going up and in 1957, the 
General.Index jumped to ill and went further up to 116 in 1958, 
The rising trend continued in the later years.

WORKING CLASS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

Food Index General Index
1959 125 1211960 126 1241961 126 1261962 130 130

2
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Official figures of the wholesale price index and the consumer price 
index since the Emergency are given belows

wholes.;le price 
INDEX (1956=100)

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
(1949-=100)

1962 July .. 129.7 132
August .. 131.1 133
Sept .. 130.6 133
Oct. .. 129.9 134
Nov. .. 130.2 133
Dec ., 125.8 131

1963 January .. 126.0 131

While the wo infers have recently felt the pinch of the in
creasing prices, it is intriguing to find the Labour Bureau figures 
dropping down. It is equally intriguing to find that while there was 
a drop by 1.2 points in wholesale price index between August and 
October, the consumer price index actually rose by I point. It has 
been the criticism of the" trade unions that the indeS: figures do 
not correctly reflect the'reality. The recent experience only pro
vides a fiiore convincing argument.

************
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NOTE ON WAGES

Wages has been an important item discussed in the Trade 
Union Conferences and Meetings. So -it has been with A.I.T.U.C.

After the 15th Indian Labour Conference, Wage Boards have 
become an important ingredient of the wage-fixation machinery. 
During the Second Plan period, Wage Boards were appointed for 
^xtile, suUar? cement and jute and tea plantations industries, 
ihe Second Pay Commission also submitted its recommendations. We 
discussed the gains from these reports during the Coimbatore 
session. We also sharply criticised the delay in submitting 
their recommendations and failure to implement the norms laid dow. 
by the 15th Indian Labour Conference.

Since Coimbatore, we got the Wage Boards for coffee and 
rubber plantations, coal mines, and iron and steel industry. 
Separate wage boards for iron ore, manganese and dolomite mines 
are also expected to be appoined soon.

In respect<of the Engineering industry, the Union Labour 
Minister announced in Parliament that a Study Group to look into 
the wage structure and problems involved and suggest solutions 
as to what sectors of the engineering industry may be covered bv 
Wage Boards.

Interim relief has been recommended by Wage Boards for tea 
-and coffee plantations, coal mines gs well as iron and steel. What 
are the major gains to the workers from these Wage Boards?

The Tea Wage Board recommended 15 nP daily for adult worker 
and 8 nP for children from December 1, 1961. There is no difference 
between -the rise granted to the male and feaxiale workers.

■The Coffee Wage Board, however, has granted less rise to 
the female workers. For male workers in Mysore State, it has re
commended a rise of 3 nP per day and 2 nP only for female workers. 
For Madras State, the -increase varies from estate to estate and 
depends on the sixe of the estate. The increase is roughly from 
8 to 13 nP per day for male workers.

For North India, the Board recommended a rise of eight nP 
per day for male- workers and seven nP per day for female workers 
in West.Bengal -and Assam, except in Darjeeling and Cachar. In 
Darjeeling, male workers got nine nP per day as wage rise.

The Coal Wage Board recommended 37 nP per day increase in 
the wage for daily rated workers and Rs.9.75 for monthly-rated 
workers.

The Iron and Steel Wage Board recommended that excluding 
TISCO, all other steel plants should pay Rs.95 to the lowest 
paid unskilled workers. In the ca-se of TISCO, it recommended a 
flat rate of Rs.10 a month to all the workers.

It is significant to note that Coal Wage Board and Iron 
and Steel Wage- Board have granted interim relief during the period 
of National Emergency-. The employers were granted an increase in 
the price of coal by 80 nP per ton while for the private sector 
steel industry, assurances 'were given that retention prices would 
be-correspondingly raised. The TISCO refused to implement the 
interim recommendation of the Wage Board till retention price was 
increased. The .AISCO. has excluded a large number of workers in its 
Kulti Works from the purview of the interim- wage rise.
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Non-implementation of the earlier Wage Board recommenda
tions has yet been a problem which the workers are facing even 
today. For example, out of 410 textile units covered by the Wage 
Board, only 396 have implemented the recommendations fully while 
27 have done so only partially. 14 textile units have not yet 
honoured them. This has been admitted by the Report of the Mini
stry of Labour and Employment for the year 1962-63. Out of 173 
units covered in the sugar industry, only 159 have implemented the 
recommendations fully while 7 have done so partially. Seven units 
have not yet implemented them at all. Even in cement industry, 
out of 34 units. 28 have implemented fully and the remaining parti
ally.

The Union Labour Minister has estimated Rs.125 at 1958 
prices as the minimum wage as per norms laid down by the 15th 
Tripartite. Bihar State Government has calculated Rs.185 as the 
minimum wage for the same year for Jamshedpur, as per the same 
norms.

According to the calculations of the Labour Ministry, the 
present minimum wages, taking note of rise in price level since 
1958, should be somewhere near Rs,140. The Union Labour Minister 
in his reply to the Labour Debate admitted that average money 
earnings of industrial workers of many fac-tory industries in 
1961 was Rs.117. The minimum wage is substantially below this 
average figure. This shows the remarkable gap that is existing 
now between the present wage level and need-based minimum wage.

The Labour Minister also stated in Parliament that the 
overall position on Wages taking the period from 1956 onwards was 
that money earnings roughly increased by 33 per cent and the cost 
of living by 20 per cent and real wages by 9 per cent. 1956 which 
remained till 1959. The trend changed for the better in 1960 and 
continued in 1961 also. The wage level in 1961, however, was lower 
than 1955, The Labour Minister while making comparison has uod 
1956 as the base to give an impression of a rise in the real wages. 
But he has not mentioned the whole truth.

Shri Nanda pointed out in his speech that in 1953, wages 
and salaries constituted 20,3 per ciont of the cost of production 
in all the industries which came down to 15,5 per cent in 1960, 
Major credit for this goes to the rise of productivity of the 
workers, During the same period, productivity went up by 32 per 
cent while real wages went up by 9 per cent only, Shri Nanda has 
tried to compare the rise in the money wages (24 per cent) with 
the rise in productivity which, of course, is not the correct 
comparison. The rise in the productivity should be reflected in 
commensurate rise in the real wages of the workers. Under the 
present cirumstances, employers alone get the lion’s share from 
the rise in the productivity.

Index or real Earnings of workers in India with base 1939 
as 100 is as follows:-

1947 .. 78.4 1955 113.5
1948 • • 84,4 1956 105.4
1949 • • 91.7 1957 104.5
1950 • • 90.1 1958 98.5
1951 • • 92.2 1959 97.1
1952 • • 101.8 1960 102.9
1953 • • 97.8 1961 109.8
1954 • • 102.7

********



She Budget; -

The mechanism of the budget is hitting hard 

the working class and the poorer section of the 

Community. The burden of taxation was constantly 

on the increase during the second Five Year Plan. 

The revenue receipts of the Central Govt, almost 

doubled during the period 1956-61. The taxation 

in states also showed a similar trend. For instance 

the total tax collection of all the states in 

195&-57 amounte-d to Rs.366.73 nar crores which 

want up to Rs.611.58 in 1961-62. Tax receipts of 

city corporations increased by 91.7 in 1960-61 

over 1955-56. Increase in the tax receipts of other 

munlcpalities was 26.5 per cent during the same 

period.

Without increase in the tax burdens the new 

targets of the Plan cannot be reached in time. The 

Third Plan pointed out the need for additional tax 

burdens. The whole pattern of rise in the taxation 

is in unfavourable for the working masses as more 

and more indirect taxes have been levied on the 

people. It is Interesting to note that income tax 

revenue which constituted 10,6 per cent. This shows 

that in respect of two major direct taxation the 

richer classes have been gradually getting concessions 

during the second Plan and beginning of the Third 

Plan.

The need to strengthen defence potential of the * 

country has brought to the forefront the need to have 

addtional revenue for thepurpose of defence require

ments. Shri H.V.R.Iengar, formerly Governor of the 

Reserve Bank of India eventhough maintained that it 

might not be possible to achieve any substantial 

increase in the standard of living of the mass of 

people, during the period of emergency, emphatically 

pointed out the need to bear the burden
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"in appropriate measure by all sections and not merely 

by the Poor” (The Eastern Economist Annual Number 1963 

P. No. 1235).

Shri Iyengar even quoted J. M.Keynes who during the 

second world war advocated a Plan Hwhich uses a time of 

General Sacrifice, not as an excuse for postponing desirable 

reforms, but as an opportunity for moving further than 

we have moved hitherto towards reducing inequalities*.

Hie present rulers of our country who accept 

Keynesian Theories in many respects convinently overlooked 

his suggest!© n which might have resulted in reducing 

the inequalities in our country.

The budget for the next year has estimated the 

total expenditure of the Central Government to the tune 

of Rs.2679.40 crores of which Rs.1852.40 crores will be 

on revenue account and Rs.827, crores on capital account. 

The main reason for the rise in the budgetary provision 

was natually due to the rise in the Defence expenditure 

which was expected to be Rs.814.51 crores which comes to 

roughly about 30 per cent of the total expenditure during 

1963-64.

In what way the Finance Minister has proposed to 

collect® these huge sums. Out of a total expenditure of 

Rs.1852.40 crores proposed for the year 1963.64 Rs.1585.73 

crores have been estimated as the income from the different 

sources at the existing level of taxation. There is, 

therefore a need for the addtional taxation of Rs.266.67 

crores.

To meet the shortfall the Central Government has 

proposed the following addition:

(in crores of rupees)

Customs ... 87.39
Union Excise 106.61
Corporation tax 31.00
Income tax 39.00
wealth tax
Other heads (Postal

0.40

Rates etc. 1.50
Total 265.90
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The government proposes to collect Rs.40 crores 

with introduction of Compulsory Saving Scheme.

Out of the total additional taxation of Rs.265 

crores, Rs.70.40 crores will come under the category 

of direct taxation which constitutes only 27 per cent 

of the total rise in the taxation. Therefore it is clear 

that the latest budget proposals have continued the 

traditional policy of raising the bulk of the revenue 

for the requirements of the State by resorting to in

direct taxation.

As stated by the Finance Minister in Lok Sabha, 

the new levies would result in increasing the price of 

tea from 3 to 9 per kilo-gram depending on the quality. 

The prices of washing soap would rise by 1.5 np per bar 

of 45 tolas. The price of Kerosene would go up by 7 nP 

per bottle of inferior kerosene and 10 nP.for superior 

Kerosene.
The increase in the excise duty on cotton yarn 

by 20 per cent hit the handloom industry most adversely, 

resulting in mass employment.

This budget will further result in bringing a great 

deal of inflationary pressure on the economy and push the 

prices still upwards. Ro body will take seriously the 

assurances given by the spokesman of the Government re

garding holding of the price line during 1962 the con

sumer price indent number went up by 5 point over 1926 

and by all indication this will shoot up further this 

year. The prices have already begun mounting high follow

ing the new tax proposals.

In such cirumstances, the compulsory saving scheme 

cannot but create a great deal of hardship for the workers 

and slaried employees. It would be highly improper to 

force the workers who do not get even the need based mini

mum wages to participate in savings to the tune of 3 per

cent every month.



While working people are being taxed heavily eventhough 

their capacity to pay taxes is already exhausted long back, 

on the other hand the capacity of the richer sections of 

the society is not at all tapped adquately. The affluent 

strata has created a row over the corporate and income tax 

but the main purpose was the maintain their high profitability 

even during a national crisis.

The much vaunted Gold Bond Scheme, despite the 6H 

compound interest offered and despite the facility of 

not disclosing the source of gold, has brought forth a 

sum of Rs.7 crores — as against the official estimated 

gold hoards of Rs. 1850 crores. The Government to tai 1 y 

failed to mobilise the gold resources of the country 

for want of sterner measures against the hoarders and 

smugglers.

Characterising the present Scheme of income-tax 

as "not progressive enough” the wellknown economist, 

Prof.D.R. Gadgil stated ” The main reason why the yield 

from the taxation of incomes is non-progressive is the 

policy deliberately adopted of keeping the rates of the 

highest income brackets relatively low and giving a 

number of concessions such as in relation to expenses, 

gifts,charity etc” (The Economic Weekly Annual Number 1963).

The support his claim Prof.Gadgil quoted the Finan.ee 

Minister who defended the concessions given to highest 

income bracket group with regard to taxation in 1957-58. 

The Finance Minister had stated:

These reliefs are meant as an encouragement to 

larget el fort and greater initiative on the basis of whfch 

above a healthy and progressive economy can be built".

The taxation Enquiry Commission had recommended 

ceiling on incomes and considered a reasonable range of 

incomes after tax to be about 30 times the average 

family income.

Finan.ee
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7 On the basis of national income statistics it can
be presumed the average income of a family of four 
persons is approximately Rs.1200 per year. Hence the 
highest income which a person can earn should not 
exceed Rs.36,000 per annum or Rs.3000 a month -If the 
government decides to utilise all the surplus income 
for the cause of national advance and for strengthening 
our defence potential, crores of rupees will accrue to 
the national exchequer.



Draft Resolution
Review oy7 "route.

It is nearly six months since the President of India 
declared the National Emergency on October 26, 1962, All people 
in the country, including the working class and trade union 
organisations supported it, Following it, the tripartite conference 
of November 3, unanimously agreed to an Industrial Truce 
Resolution.

Since then, following the cease-fire, the Colombo Powers' 
helpful intervention and internal mobilisation for defence, etc,, 
the conditions which necessitated the extraordinary law and 
the emergency have materially} coaDOd t^escigt-g This change in / the situation was, in a sensed recognised by the Government 
when it decided to conduct the bye-elections.

The continuation of the emergency does not seem to be 
necessary now to fulfil the tasks of development and defence. 
And if the same extradinary situation arises .again, it can be 
revived.

The General Council of the AITUC therefore is of the opinion 
that Government should call a special meeting of the Indian 
Labour Conference to discuss the present situation without delay 
in view of reviewing the functioning of Industrial Truce Resolution 
and lifting the emergency.

Proposed by; K,G.Sriwastava
Seconded by; Vajubhai Shukla
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regional cJossed the ^cmahon Line in the’ Eastern
+ ~ our Northern border and there was a radical shift in the 

~ eladlonsaiP of the social forces in the country. For the 
apparent reason of securing maximum mobilisation of the material 
^fn^P°’7®r res°’^ces for the defence of the country the Govern
ment of India clothed itself with emergency powers. -overn

statenantsdnfet^e th® according to the later policy
statements of the Government.of India, means not merely the 
^fence °f the comtry but also the defence of the blsic policies

_^aicn tne ^^c^^ent of India has committed itself in the 
sSificanr the People. These declarations assume
rightist fnZn^ J® 2° * of the growing pressure from the
rightist forces to change the basic policies.

a Jhe A’ T1 T’ U* C* to guarantee uninterrupted production of 
the DA^l°e ^e^a* and a continuous flow of consumption goods to 
toX oah ofthe “ the atrial Front. Inhesponse
and nonZ^to th^T^ the workin® class volunteered work
ana money to tie National defence effort.

and shor+o™f™ niliSry reverses revealed the basic weaknesses
*ortcommgs on the vital economic sector. The unilateral 

origSl^ °f the advancing Chinese armies to the
nf * positions and even beyond in some places, and the policy 
about ^ceJtai^Jel^^ Government of India have brought 
aoouT a certain relaxation m the situation. ■

defene^Zf^C^6 p!°ple are concerned arid feel anxiety for the 
standing o/thp are growing awareness and under-
gino- tne d.ficienoies in the present economic policies impin-
tlX The peOple “«velyPurge expedi"
growth am a n * U ^lat hinders th© productive activity, its. 
this respect Van°e* ihe People entertain a sense of emergency in

relaxaS™^^6-^^ 01ass ^‘s in * mood. 71th the
s1 Nation, the working class on its own has 

governmental^1^-lt3elf a“d 1S f°rcing modification of policy on 
ThZ Gov?r™  ̂ ^5* to its ri«hts and Privilleges ..
ching renrp^iv*13^ mainly itilised the emergency powers for laun- 
oolitirai 6 raaasures_.against militant trade unionists on false 
Stron^v dP T the name of working class
Ind if^3! ^ ^ °f theSe StepS by the G°vernment
ana release of all trade union activists still under detention.

unders^^r^t^ testified to its patriotic
unaerstanding of tne situation and its responsibility regarding°°untry in a oo™clouB and splendid «" ?he 
annoi ^^?lass tomaximise defence capacities of the country bv 
acceler .ting manifold the industrial and agricultural nrodur+rnn 
of its^rights0^638^6!/6^^ a ^o^Ptetely unfettered enjoyment 
nit. an ^d Pnvilleges and its active and fuller partici-
Lunt^y^ d^fP^ 1C1a agancd?s created for the promotion of the 
country s defence and production potential.

deman ds ^h^th^rth® in the name of the working class
who k Governmant ta*a Stringent neasures against those

impede tne process of maximum mobilisation of resources and
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that to insure resources for the implimentation of planned 
schemes in the fixed order of priority, steps be taken to 
nationalise:

The Banking Industry
The Oil Industry

and to take over the export and import trade and the wholesale 
trade of essential goods in tha country.

Proposed by Y.V. Chavan 
Seconded by S.S» Patil

DPAFT RESOLUTION:

' ON ^lAbENCY:' .

After thorough discussion from the-various States of India 
this meeting of the General Council of A.I.T.U.C. is of opinion 
that this emergency period should not be allowed to continue any 
further. This emergency hits the working class in general and 
common people in particular .tinder the cloak of emergency the 
employers with the help of the Govt, are making the situation 
worse day by day. So this meeting urges upon the Government to 
withdraw this emergency per iod without any further delay and 
restore the normal arid natural condition throughout the country.

Proposed by Hrishi Banerji 
Seconded by Dihen Bhattacharya







DR. .FT RESOLUTION

1. The nil Indio. Trade Union Conference, convened 
by the n.I.T.U.C. to discuss certain immediate and most, 
pressing issues' confronting the working class and the 
toiling neople of our country, and to find practical ways 
and means for solving their burning problems which have 
assumed a countrywide character, has arrivedat the following 
conclusions and decisions;-

2. In the opinion of this conference, the biggest
single issue-with a countrywide impact- on the day-to-day 
iLife, of the common people" is that of rising prices of food
stuffs and essential commodities and the constantly rising 
upward curve of the cost of living of the masses, and tnis 
is happening despite the rise in national production and 
national wealth/

- This -development, has become even more pronounced and 
has assumed unprecedented proportions in the recent period.
Prices have gene up by between 15 to 40 per cent all over the 
-country. No commodity or article which enters into the normal 
family budget of the working people has ■remained unaffected.

and countryside, while an organised black-market flourishes as 
never before in sugar, rice, wheat, etc. In certain parts oi 
the country, high'prices have-been accompanied by an absolute 
physical- non-availability of foodgrains, resulting in near
famine conditions.

The suffering and privations of the toiling 
.-no bounds. Their already modest living standards are 
depressed every day. '/ ■

masses knows 
being further

3. This conference is categorically of the opinion that
this phenominon of high prices 'and scarcity, of the ever-rising 
cost of living and decline .in the real wages- of all categories 
of workers and also the fixed income earners, is not mainly t e 
product of natural.causes, agricultural shortfalls, or clima ic 
vagaries as the Government seeks to make out. Where such 
natural causes may have arisen have been further used by the

' anti-people profiteers for their selfish ends.

Thi q pri 1 <; ess ent fall v a man— made o ne. Its
' ' 'CreatbTS ■ are firstly, the'monopolists who control the decisive 

sectors of the country's industry, banking and commerce, ana 
who are utilising their economic dominance to boose up prices 
of their products in a sheltered market, 'to ereate art ificai 
shortages whenever their profits demand it, and even to ok u 
and sabotage full utilisation of the productive capacity which 
is at their disposal, despite the requirements of the national 
economy and the people.
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Secondly, the market in foodgrains and several 
crops is overwhelmingly dominated by the big, wholesale traders and their combines, by all manner of profit-hunting 
middlemen and speculators, by hoarders and black-market 
operators who are permitted with impunity to carry on their 
anti-social and criminal activities, with the help of bank 
loans, the stock-market, LIC Investments and other supports.

So daring and powerful have these interests become

ruling higher than during the Great Famine of 1943, and a 
sharp rise in wheat prices of more than 25 per cent even in 

wheat producing tracts, in North India.
. , A simultaneous phenomenon with catastrophic consequences is the deprivation of the small farmer of fair prices for

VQry foodstuffs and crops of which he is the primary producer. The peasant is constantly defrauded by these very 
sharks and exploiters of his legitimate price for, and return 
on, his sugarcane yield, his paddy, wheat or raw jute.

Thirdly, this conference indicts the Government, both 
at the Centre and in the States, which is not only allowing the 
monopolists, price-racketeers, speculators and boarders to play 
havoc with the necessities of the common man's life, but shows 
no practical inclination, apart from words, to use its sweeping 
emergency powers to protect the people from the robbery and 
exploitation of the profiteers.

Moreover, the Government itself has contributed 
massively to the rise in prices by its inflationary budgets and 
its deliberate policies of adding to thecrushing burden of 
indirect taxes which directly affect the common man's pocket.

... The sufferings of the vast toiling masses can be 
easily gauged from the plight of that section which is the most 
united and best organised, the most experienced in class battles 
and the best equipped to defend its interests - the working 
class in our factories and mines, as well as the white-collared 

an£ inking establishments, all of whom Uo-ve learnt to follow one trade union organisation or another.

Fven this great and growing working class, directly 
engaged in the production of wealth, stands today virtually 
stripped of any effective protection against the rising price levels and consequent erosion of their real wages. All their 

numerous. struggles, stand in cianger ox Being wiped out if the present price rise is 
allowed to go unchecked.

The Bombay textiles and a few other individual concerns 
are exceptional instances where the rearness Allowance paid
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is not only adjusted on a sliding scale'with the cost of living 
indices, but also affords full neutralisation for the Tise;<i:n^ 
index. Butgenerally speaking, the D.A. systems prevalent tod^iy 
are either fixea amounts at a flat rate or vary according to ■ '! ~ 

having.. indices but do not ensure more than 70 to85 per cent neutralisation. In both these types of Pearness 
Allowance schemes.., a very seriouc decline in the workers' 
real wages is taking place as a result of run-away prices.

. ... ...Further, tens of thousand's of workers are employed 
in’medium and small-scale industries where the separate 
category of Dearness -allowance does not exist at all, -and 
the wage paid has no link whatsoever with the cose of 
living indices.

The situation is still further aggravated by the 
gross manipulations in the compilation., of many of the official 
series^of cost of living, or consumer price, inde.c numbers 
in diiferenc centres, as a result of which the rea extent 
of the price rise is being deliberately concealed in order-- 
to deprive the workers of their rightfully due ex enaction 
in the form of higher nearness Allowance on a sliding scaled 
For example, between September 1962 and September 1963, the 
the all-India consumer price index moved up by 3 points 
only, during a period in which every objective sou.ee has 
estimated the price rise at between 15 to 40 per cent!'

This monstrous fraud, obviously perpetrated by the 
acting in collusion, has ' 

,he mam T .U. centres with referenc;
indices,mnd the great ’-Bombay Bandh’ strip 

revie^of0?-^ the State Government to uncart w 
review ot us index figures and the method of the —

been well 
s to the 
- of August
compilation.

worsening the conditions of 
mean, for example, that all __  
governed by the Pay Commission's 
to qualify for a D.A, f
rise in the index lasting for“12“months

Pgyy an.important weapon for 
workers. .Reliance on them would those Central GoV’ernm.en.t employees 

on's award would scarc.ely be able 
increase on the"bdsis. of. a" stable 10 point 

condition 1S '

__ struggle for exposure and correction of the fraudulent 
an tflfifn5ia cdaracterf°re assulting great importance and

fho alSo notes with indignati c how cynicallysXm tS^rtm^ torPedoad with Governmental connivance the
h p He agreement of 5th August 1963 to he effect 

at Sh°uld be opened throughout the country
at evmy esuabmshment employing 300 or more work n. Even 
such a measure ion partial relief to the working ■ ass hal 
remained on paper to this day both in the privatemnd public

see; r~ alike.
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5* _ While. the steady erosion of real wages is new an dm.. t 7 
admitted fact, it must also be remembered that lakhs of workers 
in the small-scale and less organised, sweated sectors of industry 

hace never even enjoyed ■’"he benefit of the Minimum
Wages Act to which.they are entitled. In many such cases, 
minimum wage-fixation committees have not been appointed despite 
all representations; in many more, the wages prescribed by such 
comwi-ttees are not implemented by the employers concerned, and 
the Government machinery does not enforce them* In still other 
cases such minimum wages fixed several years ago have become 
out of date and urgently need to be revised upwards, but no such 
action is taken.

Consequently the economic condition of this section 
of the working class which is normally not covered by wage 
boards, tribunals, or collective agreements is the wor-ht 
prevailing in the country.

This Conference also expresses the profound 
dissatisfaction of the entire working class with~the injustice 
and anarchy prevailing in the field of Bonus payments. The 
tremendous profits which are being appropriated’ today by the 
bigger and organised industries on the basis cf higher production 
in a protected monopoly market are not at all reflected in the 
so-called "profit-sharing” Bonuses which the employers are 
Compelled to pay wherever the trade union organisation and 
movement are strong enough.

The workers’ share in the surplus value which is the 
direct creation of labour is nowhere governed by equiiqble 
principles, and is subjected to all sorts of capitalist- 
imposed preconditions or ad hoc awards based on a fictitious 
"profit & Less, as recordahy company balance sheets The 
whole position 2s one of uncertainty except where long-term 
agreements exist, and the claim for Bonus has to be agitated 
afresh every year, In certain1 * ' sectors of industry no 
Bonus is paid at all to thio d-y. Lakhs of public sector 
employees, including even those productive workers ix the 
Government-owned companies and corporations handling vital 
means of production, have so far remained excluded f. jm the 
benefit of any Bonus Scheme, except such as .lead to 
intensification of labour.

This Conference voices the growing impatience of the 
workers at the inordinate delay in the completion ci che work 
of the Bonus Commission which has been sitting for i. years 
and has not yet submitted its recommendations^

7. In this situation which is daily becoming more and
more difficult for the working clas s,hnd the toiling people 
in general, the need for immediate and substantial measures 
of relief has become imperative. This Conference considers 
that the following minimum demands must be met by the 
Government and the employers without further delay, and 
necessary legislative and administrative steps to fat’ll 
them must be initiated at once:

(1) A 25% general reduction in prices, especially in 
foodgrains and all essential commodities of life;

(2) An all-round 25% increase in the existing D.A. paid t 
to all workers and employees of both the private ar, public 
sector s;

(3) Immediate linking of all Dearness Allowances with 
the consumer price indices on a sliding scale; where no 
separate D.A. is paid, the consolidated wage to be linked 
up with the consumer price index;

. a . .5



v«J Cent par vent neutr- Hsation for .*v«»rr r*. * !» ' 
cost of living to K automatically ensured?

5) Correction -nd revision of the existing fictitious 
and fraudulent or wrong official index figures and their 
calculation, through the agency of suitable tripartite 
ma chine ry?

(C) Immediate fixation. and wherever necessary, revision 
ef minimum wages for industries and trades covered ry the 
♦'ini-u- Wages Act, and Immediate implementation of wager 
already fixed there under?

Publication of the Bonus Cc—issien’s report by the 
end of lo«3, and announcement of Government's decision tn re or. 
within a month thereafter;

d; Acceptance and implementation of the basic 
principle Of a minimum guaranteed Bonus, irrespective of 
prefit or loss, tc all workers and employees in all industries 
and trades?

9) Abolition of private wholesale trading in food grains, 
and its total transfer to the State?

(10 ) Fixation and enforcement by Law of fair, -inlmur 
prices to the peasant for his agricultural produce?

11) KatiemUaation of banks, export-import trade, end 
the oil and .ugar industries as a first st p toward furtb^ying 
State acquisition and control ever decisive rectors of the 
national economy.

This Conference puts forward the abov 11-polnt 
Charter *f viul»um National Demands of the Tolling masses ns 
a platform «f unity ar3 action for the entire toning masses 
of the country, e-'racing not only th- organised worxiM 
class and its trade union organisations, but also all middle- 
class sections; working farmers, s*all traders nd -hook p -*, 
and others wno are groaning under the intolerable burden of 
high aud rising prices, food shortages, black-marketing and 
profiteering, and the increasing load of indirect tax.*.

The demands for establishment ^f Gtatc Trading in 
ford grains and progressive nationalisation of key industries, 
commencing with the private banks, oil monopolies, sugar mills 
and the country** export-1-port trade, correspond to the most 
vlt.l of the overwhelming majority of our people.
Their fulfilment can alone bring the arax .hy in the food 
market under control, destroy the grip of the ' speculators A 
hoarders rrlng down and starlllsc prices, and strike a 
decisive blow at the centres of capitalist economic cone ntratlon 
and ->onop iy power, which are used today to swell th- private 
sector's profits, rot ths country of its foreign exchange 
earnings and resources, and exploit the c< — an consumer 
mercilessly.
8, ^1? Conference Is well swar-? that its Charter of
Demands cannot b< had for the * re asking, and that it* 
realisation, even in part will require the broadest possible 
unity and action of the tolling masses led by the organised 
working class. United organised and disciplined action 
moi Hiring the vast masses for struggle on these common 
demands can overcome the powerful resistance of the 
reaction- *y - n polists and their patrons insld’ the Government 
and ruling party, and compel them to heed the people** voice.

.......
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This is no easy task. At the same time, this conference 
nemindB the people of the massive power of th'eir united action, a 
striking manifestation of which was the Great Petition and March 
to Rxxfix Parliament on September 13th last, which played a ... 
decisive role in smashing the hated and extortionate Compulsory 
Deposit Scheme, and making the Government undertake.a review 
of its policies and performance. This experience .should generate 
confidence in the people's minds and hearts that once they begin 
to move-and "act unitedly, their voice cannot be Ignored by the 
ruling classes .

T his. Conf er ence, therefore, decides to initiate and 
launch ah all-National campaign for reduction of Prices and Taxes 
for Increase of Wages, and earnings, ofor 43yA.. .and'-Bohus'J and 
for Nationalisation.

The national Campaign will begin with the observation . 
of 1st January 1964 as the day of launching the Campaign with 
meetings, processions and demonstration^ for the eleven 
demands listed above.

The-National- Campaign ray of the Toilers of India 
will be observed by the working people in every town and village, 
in every factory .and office'.

' * t J :'
This Conference hopes that the Government will not sit 

tight and allow t.he situation to deteriorate stilT further, 
thereby leaving the masses no alternative but to. launch direct 
action on an all-national scale in defence of their most element
ary interests.

There is-’ still time, for Government to pay heed to the 
burning demands ^f the people and to come forward with positive 
measures for the relief of the masses as outlined above. A

Should the Government and the employers fail to 
evince any response and make any substantial concessions to 
the working people, the National Campaign of the Toilers of 
India will be further continued with all peaceful 'forms 
of action including a mighty NATIONAL PROTEST STRIPE n -ID 
HaRTaL throughout the country.

This Conference appoints a National Campaign Committee 
consisting of all the office bearers of the AITFC, one Secretary 
or President from each of the State Committees of the AITFC and 
the following members of the Presidium of this Conference, namely’.

with the right to co-opt such representatives from other Central, 
T .U.Organisations.and all-India Trade Federat ions, not affiliated 
to the AITTTC, as may be persuaded to join in this campaign.

& .. - .
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This Conference authorises the committee to 
take.all the necessary steps to build a powerful unity of all 
tLSeaSL™1™ °rgamSfW^^ of a11 affiliations including 

leadsrkhips? irrespective of their political views in 
n thS camPaiSn a success in achieving the demands
outlined above.

• ,, f Rational Campaign Committee is authorised in
review the situation as it develops upto 31st January 1964 and 
in the event of the Government's and Employers' SSL ok 
otate and National level to resoond satisfactorily to the

on a specific date. ’

Organisations1!?? Janferea?e appeals to all sections and T 
rganisations of the working class and salaried employees 

L maLng the National Campaign of the Toilers 
IdJa including the proposed General strike and Hartal a 
mighty historic success.

yy 
to 
of
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